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_Signs of Spring. Traffic Mgnn get exper,t attention after exposure to a Winter Of Terrace's high winds. -. .... 
Kitimaat Situation remains oritioal for 
man shot Lazelle pre-sohool kids future 
• - ~ .. Saturday March4  the Lazelle Preschool con- The other options are to peruses have exceeded in- 
' Kit/mat RCMP responded to tinuss to struggle along from decrease staff or close the come with the result hat'the 
• a call from in the Kitamaat month to  month despite school, he said. school is $2,100 in debt. 
• : Vlilageatl0:40p.m.. Lestcr ongoing financial problems The school needs $3,500 Neverlass. Rev. Martynis 
0/IteldevlewofpartofKitamaatVil]age's new Recreational Pacific Northwest. ' " Grean, a Village resident is and a depleted bank balance, each month just to cover optimistic that Lazelle will 
~t re .  When completed it will rank embng the finest in the . • ~ now in Kitimat General Chairman of the preschool salaries and expenses, but continue to bare a place for. 
I I I I I I I  I I I I II,IIIIIHI I . i l l  I Hospital suffering from society Roy.Dave Martyn for several months ex- preschoolers. 
bullet wounds to the chest, explained the society is '". 
fie ' . - , ,  o',-"--' utive Menopause Crisis situa n on Alta, reserves are still in- of Human resources fundingNow: Exeo 
veatlgating the matter. Foul for~ IS children under a .- .- 
TORONTO(CP) - -  The dianreserves is betwsm five Menus Boldt of the suicides on Alberta.reserves play has been eliminated as special needs classification. Modern U.S. business shop, accepting calls at work 
Globe and Marl quotes a and 20 times greater than tbe UulversityofLethbridgeas is tolerated because it is the caase of the shooting. DHRwilipay$40amooth executives are experlencing from spouses, nottaking 
sociologist us saying that the national average, saying a crisis situation happening, to Indians. Village sources report he for children of low-income executive menopause much work home, not attanding 
suicide rate on Alberta In- The newspaper quotes involving violent deaths and It also quo(~Pl~ilin Cm-  incident occurred ira- families and $50 for special earlier than their prede- "Weekend conferences and 
- needs c ildren. Recently, ceesom, showing a marked losing interest in profit " R~. ,mmm m , in  R • a mir~,  a nursa.w~king.m mediately following an upset NGIP  I~t fOB lB[  P l IRRVIaHM theHobbema',Alta.;res~ve, b tween Green and his the department announced slowdownandlossofinterast sharing andincentivep]aus. 
Sm[SWSm~ + ' ~ [ H [ S S U U U .  ' . ' " ' ' ~.  S [ ~ S [ S S [ '  . ' " r " aS Saying* . . . . .  that'17 suicides ~pr" ffrtend. The. youth in his. they would classify 10 in work, a survey has found.' "Many new-generation 
" .+ i - -~""  ~ i ~  ' i '  - -m"  ~ R ~  . r He. i~  • " . . . . .  :. * ._ ' ~i " . andanothe~vinlentdeaths early twenties was also youngatersunder the needs The . survey of 329 managers tend to be doubtful 
ABUOT'~'UItL,,U.~,~KP{ .-- ~na~.aut.ol~..iesv~, :De TneSPCAhaszeptaelese wcre'am0nl~thegl.dnathsin reported to have been in- category, executives by Wareham of corporate values and are 
I+  - -une  of 14 .dop selxed 0oI~_ on~e oomes oz/10ur watch on  t'uppymnn ever an'i8-monthpe~led. texieated. ' • Rev. Martyn said the Asanciateslnc., a consulting questioning the intrlnslt 
• Fridayatakenneiherehad:i.dcedl'xlppiea seized clm'ing since reports lust November ~'~'e :is al~0 £"0ted'/ea society is still hoping the firm, found such symptoms worthofeer~ratesuecess," 
'~.i!: to-be destroyed and ulx. theTald, ' ' ~ .~ '~*r ' : :  " of an inersaxe in the number m.~u~.~. _• :~ , . , f  . . . . . . .  . DHR will reassess the oftheeonditionastakinginil said John Wareham, 
~ others might, face the,mlme~ L ' ' iNo  ch~t~ have~ '.l~n of puppies bcing brought ~ymg um~ ga~o~.~ . ~ i~_s&_s . . .a& situation. luch hours without talking presidentof the firm. 
I 
fate, a spokesman for the-'~lald" against, Puppyi'and • across tl~". Ufiited Sta~s _v~.~.~i~u'~.~c~. ~... ,,5,, .. in L RIIlUI I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Jill ~_. - 
": ' " " ' "  • ~ ' ~ q ~ l ' V q ~ ,  GI IU /  &Gl idMI J I J~  • _ . . . . . . .  • . . . . . .  " . . . . . .  Societyfor.thePrevmtionnf..owner Gordon Learmnath, border for sale in Br i l  . . . . . .  ~. ---'* " -  . . . .  "l.,e- . r--+ . . . . . . . . . . .  .. 
Cruelty toAulmain (SPCA) "sa id  Holmes."  The in- Columbia. Puppylandisless.._~;~uo_~. ~,,.u- ,~ .  ,~ .  &__&. .  Lms. J .  
S I JUU[L I I I~  ~du i , -u l~P  ~ssu  ~aaWSNZ said Sunday. " ' " vsatlgatlon,,]a continuing, than twokilometras from the . . . . . . .  " '~-~ 'L am'--" l@I I  HUl l .  . . . . . .  
SPCA regional  an  get  . . . .  pe  an  e. , .U_S  border  . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,~ .... ~..., . . . . . . . . .  . • ! ~.- ,, '~:i m a and a lot will de nd th ', . .  uu,,~ a . . . .  v,, ,~,  ~ • . 
Jack Holmes said the dop',, results of the autopsies." "a,,, , , , , , ,^'a ~. . . .  i_,.. ~,-~u ,o- :~, . ,a , , .  - :  .j~,% .~-...., Two Kithnat 'y~tl~: were 
~i ' The star v . . . .  " - ' " ' " * ' " "  ,,~,m,- Urn,,. : . .+;~:~: . seized from Puppy]and in a . vl ing puppies Sanao.thcirinves,t,otiani s 1 ~ ' . . ~ ~ hitbyacarsondayMarch 5~ 
 oint raid by• .S A and sp t the w end in an• " " ' the vchicle el ed' 
~(~dP, / W~e i ~ Us- SPCAkmmnl.at~.Coq~itlam.. ;~:~.~ . . . .  .- .... " i~- ... ~ ..... ' /~ - " . . :  .'.~: .~ ".-off~theMde.ofaParked car.  
, " i~ rI=' 9 ~ P ~ I ~  I I IM ' " - : , , / ' , / .  ' " :,;-~"., ".': -: .,..' "... '. - ~". . , The boys,' aged'9'add. 15, 
~/+~ q''~r~q ' i .~,.':', " ::, , '. " " : ' " i . ..... " . , :  .~'' =": "'" . were wa l ing  their toboggan :,,,m m,Vii H,~ . . . .   4F.vn., Pknnnenhme down'Fu lmar  Street in 
"~ ' sm-~m~ as  m n i i i  ' ' ' " .  ' •' ! mmamv mnmumv.~inmv' .  Kitimat when the vehicle 
NUllAU Orili - By DAVE ROONEY lite~"ature and contemporary; " " OTTAWA (CP) --  Sensing culture, ching the parked car and 
VANCOUVER (CP) - ~nd defence system would our ultimate destiny can He said human society will rebounding into the children. 
British Columbia. defence. ~perfbr~ luring an enemy solve the  greatest, uingle, start o learn something only Both boys were taken to • . " " 
forces will be ammg .the air, al/~ce or miesle attack, contemporary prome!n--our when peoplebegin to "sense . Klt imat General Hoepltal ~ ~-:.~ . ,~~ 
13,500 North American Air . . . . .  . ' own egos .says  .xormer that we are really part of a where they were treatedfor . . . . . .  
Ddeace Command NORAD Alrerewefrom the 40~ All-' ast~'enaut Edgar Mitchell.. anNcrsal Idea, that we are minor lx~urles and later :~::, ~..i::.. ,~/~i!!i~:/iiiii!;!ii-! :~ .,* 
ntrmnnel and 400' aircraft Weather Fighter Squadron at  a news  conzerenee all connectedat some level released. " 
~akingl-part in four'day at canadian "i%roes: Base "'sa tm "da" Y MitCheil'i:47' ~ '~ of experience and con" ~ H  naidthe e d:t0 begin Kitimat RCMP extand -:~/i/~ :/ ~' ~  * r ~ * ~  
defence test that begins-Comox will take part in the, mat..nu.m.an egotism scioumess," [ ' " warning to parents whose 
today. ' . .  : exercine, as will perscand at reeponmme ~z0r  ~ all~ the children~are sllding'down .i ~ 
The quarterly exercise, ~'~S.Baldy Hughes..near /nhumanlty, auo.x.m.emm.me " exploring 'our.'. innate h i l l s ,  onto. roadways, 
called Vigilant OvervieW, is. Prince ' t ieorge, .~CFS el r~urees,  all .me sen- awareness and_ con- Whetherthe rusdls-always .,:~ :.; :i :~ " 
conducted to=test.how the KamloopsandCFS Holberg  ~ - - .  al l .  me. Wa~rS sciouane~ did not become ~buay or not danger exists. ~ :  :i,~ii~. +, j .  
NORAD aerosp/~ce warming on Vancouver Island. that ' we currenuy e necessary antil.",we had this . 
plagued with." century, because we did not This was the scene outeide:a takmut restaurant at a Kitimat shopping centre, Monday ** 
. n n~'  Mitchell Joined the NASA have the technology, the Pot l uok  Pro-life m e e t s  mnsgm . , . . . ,  corps in 1966, led . I s  O' the wh,ewithui  to 
hls astronaut group and. destroy the planet." 
Mrs. Betty Green, aimed at:aSM~tl~ pregnant support crew for Apollo 9, Technology. has not made 
chulrperscn of the Pro Life d i s~ women and gir]a bae,,k-up crew for A~llo 10 mankind more satisfied but 
Society of B.C., ~ address in ter fuse .  • . and flew the Apollo 14 has only created a more 
an Open public meeting ~ Betty Green will be ac- m]asvon with Alan Shepard edieient way'of going about 
and Stuart Roosa before our business, he said. 
the topic"Respect for Life. companind by Betty Dunlap becoming the sixth man to Although our science is 
The pubHc is inv i ted ' to  oft i leVa]ad2~., i taesoeiety On P a o i f i o  R u n  walk on the moon in 1971, great and technology has 
attend her talk on Tuesday, from Vaneouv-~,'on her tour Mitchell's news con- produce~l a.. very ~fincnt 
March 7, at 8 p.m. in Verltus of the northwest. . 
SehoolHail.at 4836 Straume. . ..~ ferenee was held before h]a way ofiife for part of human 
The, Pro Life Society of She will speak and present key-note address at carlcton society, "we,  don:t~ know 
B;C~" :~vould like to have a fLIm in Kitimat, Terrace, Uniwrslty's international much, we're very.tiny and 
~public input into a program Pi'ince RUpert and Smithere. conference on science, we're very insignificant," 
of 'the presen~ 2½ million ~usn~ c~9~Lt~,  u.~ ,~ m..~o~,~ . . . .  
One Kitimat youth and two " . • . • 
from the lower mainland, . . " " 
Courtenay were  alP " . '- • • . ' 
prehanded, charged,andare:. . :- '"~ ,' ....... , I t f i  l a = v , d  _ ~ l ~ , n e  
stlilincnstoclyfollowingth6J /i ' ' : MW.V • MMMI ,  MB v ig iPg  
l ocat ion  of. appi'oximately ~ :. • • / -~ .  :,. . . i 
one potmd of marijuana in ~' .. . .  . d i l l .  M n i l  i • 
their van. ' " . ~ " lib 
" 'A l lenSmi th 'Ga  " | IH rao l l r l  I, I1 an  Picky . , ry 
R ichard  Graham, both of " ' " " " " d unn '  d ~ 
Courtenay and Robert Thain The two Esqulmalt-based .. operations an g crY an New 7:saland hosted offlcal * 
Smith of Kitimat, also lutd a ,escom't destroyer ' towing evo lu t ions . .  _ .  receptions,. 
small quantity of hashish in Restlgouche and Kootenay, un me mornmg as ~co 
the vehicle. 
~ < ~i " 
morning following a fire said to be caused by faulty wiring. Damage is believed to have ' .. 
been ne~Ikdble. [~' -- . .... " llli 
and the operational support 218n internal security.party Over 1200 boarded the 
ship Provider~ now on a from Restigouchesecured a Canadian ships on ,~lsiters 
Thethreearechargedwith lengthly~operationul ' 'b'~..beachbead along'one of the day, a?d  a squadron 
possession with intent to. depl0yment i  the Southwest myraidbfislands otting the •children s: party' .for ,the 
trafflck; Pacific a re  .maintainin6 New. Zealand coastlines, It crippled and hap~eappad 
quite a high.profile and are Was conducted as a normal was hosted by Kootenay,. 
Rastigouche and Kootenay, 
and the support sh ip  presentations were given 
Provider, were joined by the and received on behalf of the 
Royal New Zealand naval squadron, ships, ~e City of 
units as an:integrated naval .Victoria •and the l'rovincial 
force, They e0nducted naval ..and: Federal Governments 
exercises,, including, ant .  VarinUs ' orga'nizations, . in- 
submarine warfare , cluding:tbe NaVY League of 
The Government o f  New 
Zealand and the Royal New 
Zealand Navy arrangedan 
all-day tour for members of 
the Ships. companies to 
Rotorus, advertised, as 
"natures gran~at  thermal 
showcase." Magnificent 
geysers spewed column- 
siglling 'water and hissing 
steam. Hot mud, 'pools 
bubbled like porrdige 
co'eking in a pot. Sailor saw 
Kiwi birds, New zealand'- 
splonal e~blan, and there 
were examples of Maori 
culture and handicraft 
everywhere. 
The three ships are 
scheduled to return to 
Esc[ui,malt, May. 15, 
continuing to conduct heir 
busy exercise schedule. 
At the risk Of facetiously 
belng tabbed, a ~ ,badaus.. 
boat"  the Reatigouche 
delivered relief supplies 
from the Government  of. 
West Samoa to the drought- 
stricken inhabitant of Niue, 
Feb, 12. 
For the next five days, the 
Second Canadian Destroyer 
Squadron escort destroyers, 
training exercise in keeping 
with. maintaining a high 
degree of combat readiness. 
As~offlciol repre~ntativas 
' o f . ,Canada during this 
op~atl0nsi d eploym~it, he 
three-day ~Idit to.,Auck]and, 
Feb 17-20 was an excellent 
one. The Squadron Com- 
mandcr, Captain (n) S.W. 
Kiddell and 'his ships' 
commanding offcers were 
warmlyrecelved by civic and 
naval dignitaries - 'and 
Willful damp 
Willful damage'  remains 
one of the most committed 
crimes in Terrace, ac- 
cording to Terrace RCMP. 
In February 12 incidents 
were reported within the 
town resulting in damages 
estimated at ;670, 
Two Of the complaints 
were o result of damage to 
public property, seven were 
to businesses and three were 
related to private property. 
Willful damage is 
described as a pointless 
crime because the culprit 
• receives no material gain 
from his crime. 
The offender, if convicted 
of mischief in relation to 
public property, could face a 
sentence up to fourteen 
years if the Crown proceeds 
by way of indictable offense, 
or a fine of up to $500 and-or 
six months imprisonment if 
proceeded by summary. 
Terrace RCMP are asking 
Life-drawing workshop 
collections in Canada, the 
USA, and Great Britain, 
The llfe.drawin8 ~.~ 
worksh6p, which will me a 
live mo~l, will be limited to 
15 people. Registration v./,. 
should be made before " 
March 24 by writingthe Life 
. Drawing Workshop, 471l 
Tuck Avenue, or, phonL'~ 635. 
2964. 
by Jane Patch 
A life-drawing workshep 
sponsored by the-Terrace 
Art Association, will be held 
on March 31, April 1 and 
people to report wilful April 2, in the Terrace 
mage if they see an of- Library Arts Room. 
fence being cpmmitted, Richard Yatea, print- 
Identity of the com- ' maker and painter presently 
plainants will remain teaching ,echo01 .in Pert 
anonymous ifrequeated. Simpson, will be conducting 
the 3-day course. 
Yatas, who has studied at 
the Banff School of Fine 
Arts, the Institute Allende in 
New mexico, the University 
of VistUla, and the Man- 
chest er,~j01~.~chntc in 
England;i "h~dV~+.~xhibited 
nationally -and . In- 
ternationally, His printsand 
paintings are contained in 
Ii ,c 
!, 
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JOB OPPORTUNIT IES  ' Law ',oc]'ety may be 
• Braking regulation The following list Is the Rnall~o~bT~Y~oE%mi~a~E, 2 8 most recent available from e Canada Manpu;,ver (canada' openings. $7.90 per hour. 
Employment and Im- Required in memcat 
migration Services) In 
Terrace. Unless stated 
otherwise these job op- 
portunities exist within 
Terrace township. Ap- 
plicants should apply in 
person to Canada Em- 
ployment Centre, 4630 
Lazelie Ave. Phone 635-7134. 
The Terrace HERALD will 
appreciate hearing from any 
persons obtaining jobs 
through seeing this notice. 
INSTRUCTORS, Open 
vacancies, $9.00 (D.O.E.), 
Required for instructing 
courses such as Crafts, 
Business Vocational 
~ademic, General, In- 
terest, Gardening and 
Landscepins. 
SENIORAR- 
CHITECTURAL DRAFT- 
SMAN, 1 opening, $800-$1500- 
month, (D.O.E.) 
Must be experienced 
~s~is[hg in producing arch- 
citecturai working 
drawings, assisting in 
writing in general office 
work. 
MANAGER BOOKSTORE, 1 
v a caney .  $5 . (  
(D.O.E.)~ 
Must be experienced, 
minimum two years should 
have some buying, 
budgeting, planning ex- 
perience. 
COOKS, various openings, 
~3.~5-hr. and up. 
Speciality cooking. 
SECRETARY, 1 opening, 
$7,800.00 annually. 
Must have minimum of 
two years experience in 
industry related to this 
position. 
surgical shift work, 84, 4-12, 
12-8. 
SAWFITTER, I vacancy, No 
ticket, $9.60 ½ hr, to ~9.38 
hr. for cert. 
Must have minimum of 
one years experience ar- 
bide and land. 
INDUSTRIAL ELEC. 
TRICIAN, 1 vacancy, I.W. 
Rate. 
Must be certified. 
' AUTO MECHANICS, 
various opmings, ~9.00 hr. 
up to ? (D.O.E.) 
Must he Journey person. 
WAITER-WAITRESSES, 
various vacancies. Various 
wages. 
Should have experience, 
• serv~ of liquor. 
SPEECH THERAPIST. 1 
openin.g, $1450-$1721 .per 
month. 
Completion of Grad work 
in speech pathology 
essential. Experience in 
educational environment. 
PUBLISHER'S ASSISTANT, 
1 opening. $4.00 (D.0.E.) 
Must be fast accurate 
typist (60 w.p.m.) some 
basking, reception work, and 
phone. 
MEDICAL SECRETARY, I 
vacancy, MI00.00 ~ month. 
Must have typing ex- 
perience, ~0 w.p.m. 
Reception Billing ap* 
pointment etc. 
Licensed, Experienced 
applicants only. 
LUMBER GRADER, 
T.B.A.. Out :of Town, 
Barriore, B.C. 
• Must be qualified and well 
HAIRDRESSER, 1 opening, experienced. 
::::::::::~::::y f. ~:~/.:~y:;::y:::::::::~::-k.:..:::~ ~./.~~:~.~.:!:.;:~;:?~:~i~ 
Slight edge for 
Quebec Liberals 
Publishing first 
Generates tourism 
cent were undecided. 
The newspaper said if the 
"undecided" votes were 
"among the .parties, the 
Liberals would have won the 
election with 40 per cent of 
the vote, compared to 38,5 
per cent for the PQ, and 14.6 
per cent for the UN. 
A poll prepared by the PQ 
and .leaked to the press.lest 
Industry, Trade and April 17th issue of Maclean's 
Commerce Minister, Jack. and the May issue of 
Ho. Horner recently signed L'Actualite. 
with Readers Digest and Mr. Homer federal 
Manlean's the ngrrment for minister repsonsible for  
publishing the largest tourism, signed the 
magazine tourism insert agrecmont with E.P. Zim. 
ever'produced in Canada. merman of Montreal, 
The 40-page insert, a President of Reader's Dlgest 
mngazine initsolf, promotes and Lloyd M. Hodgkinson, 
travel in canada and will Toronto, Publ isher of.. 
MONTREAL (CP) --  A month Indicated the party 
poll. commissioned by a led the Liberals in popular 
French-language Montreal support 43 per eeet o 41 per appear in the April.issues of Massena's,in the minister's 
weekly says the Quebec cent, with the tin pollb~.ll Reader's Digest, Selection Par lia.,mentary Office. 
L[.b~l ' l~ff~.,~.as:a!::q!iGl~, percent. = . . .da '  •P~.~de~'s  Di~l~;~',~.thOL.:. ~ Th,~-$1,*inillibn~that 
e°ge'm- popma-r~upP°rto~er  primeMin~terTrudeauia " '* '"~'~:~" ;'" ~"¢:" :;:~ ~ ,~. :.': .':;'::.'~~ ~.bi,: . . . . .  . 
th~'Fdr t i 'QUe l~is , : " " - " '  clearly, more  polZdar than * " ' :~ ".:. ,,i..:i.i ;~":'. . . . .  li, '>: ..... :",.*! • 
The survey' prepared in Premier Rene Levi~lue' the Energy: projects 
February by the Quebec Dimanche-Matin pell n aid. 
Institute of Pnblic Opinion uan be financed and published by Dimanche- Asked the question "as a ,r'~ ' 
Matin, was based on the political personality, for 
answers of 714 penple--593 whom do you have the most 
French-speaking and 121 esteenl?" 46.9 per eellt chose \
theprtme minister while 38.9 
English.apeaking. percentproferredLevesque. OTTAWA (CP) - The PROJEG'rSVARY " 
The poll showed that if an Asked whether they were federal energy department :The mergy projects range 
election had been held last satisfied or dissatisfied with says the $280 billion needed from- " pipelines to 
month, 27.9 per cent of the the PQ government, 44.gsaid in the next, 12 years to development of oil sands 
respondents would have they wore satisfied, and 46.4 finance new energy projects plants to construction of 
supported the Ub~ais, 26,8 
per cent the Partiquebecola, r~d~t~ied Lthey were ~cen=eatlngbetooraisedgreat a strainWith°Uton uclear power stations.Governmeu~, says full. 
and 10.2 per cent the Union the economy, scale development is needed 
Natienale, while 30.3 per The poll also looked at the The department says a to*make Canada self-reliant 
Sun Life Assurance con- new analysis of investment in energy by the mid-19~00, 
trover~y. Fifty-nine per cent 
of respondents,, asked 
whether they apwoved or 
disapproved of Sun Life's 
proposa~ to move its head 
office from Montreal to 
Toronto, sa id  they disap- 
proved. Sixteen per cent 
supported the move, while 25 
per cent had no opinion. 
needs indicates ~p~0ssible 
financing pro~ans f~r some 
specifiC. ener ]~,  projects, 
"but fears ofSk 't~ide-spread 
capital crunch are groun- 
dless." 
It forecasts a reshuffling of 
financial priorities in 
Canada, with energy in. 
dustriea becoming larger 
borrowers than they have in 
the past. 
"Much of this financial 
shift will be facilitated by 
daelialn8 demands in other 
sectors, which will be 
brought about by normal 
structural changes in the 
economy as well asby ap- 
propriate energy pricing 
policy." the study says. 
"It would seem therefore, 
that hcrels unlikely to be an 
absolute shortage of funds," 
although some individual 
projects might face finan. 
cing problems. 
when it forecasts world oil 
demand will outstrip sup- 
plies. That would make it 
difficult for Canada to get 
supplies if it still is roe~oflYiming.im. 
on large volumes 
ported oil. 
"The analysis says 
somewhere between $52 
billion ,,and ~I .  billion of 
forelgu capital must come 
into the country over a 1~ 
t~ar period to help finance 
e projects. 
That would work out to 
about ~3.8 billion a year, 
about half the ~8 billion 
borrowed abroad by the 
country in 1972. 
The study says that 
although the moneywill I~ 
available for th~ energy 
projects, the investment 
must he carefully controlled 
"to avoid inflation andrea jot 
production bottlenecks." 
Demands for 
tax cut 
nothing about any change in 
the statistics. 
"But I don't believe it is 
OTTAWA (CP) --  Con- will not show the full impact 
deoands for tax cuts Men'da~, of unemployment and 
in the wake of a report hey Broadl0mt said the cost-of- 
said shows 13,000 layoffs in living figures are being 
Canada last month,nmostly made to look less damaging. 
in Ontario. Chretian said he knew 
Opposition Leader Joe 
Clark and Sinclair Stevens, 
Co n s e rvat ive  f 
g6vernment policy to give 
Iforders tO Statistics Canada. they  re making "' Uranium Inquiry 
changes--and I was not 
aware of them--they must 
be doing it for scientifle VERNON, B.C. (CP) " Mines Minister Jim Chabot 
calling for a public I bearing 
before any. individual 
uranium mine is developed. 
"It's a means for public 
expression and a good 
thing," he said; "We want 
both. 
There should be an in- 
dependent Judicoal inquiry 
into uranium mining in 
British Columbia before 
further development is 
allowed, says the provincial 
president of the Feciety 
Pollution and Envl- 
ronmentai Control, 
Don. Eilfay says that 
SPEC, the B.C. Medical 
Society, trade unions and 
churches all want the 
inquiry. 
He made the comments 
following a strategy plan- 
meeting Saturday with 
about 25 provincial SPEC 
delegates. 
Ellfuy said' he was not 
criticizing a . suggestion 
made erller in the'weok by 
critic, said the report from 
employment centres shows 
the government's economic 
policies are failing. 
Clark said recent ax custs 
failed to stimulate the 
economy anough and 
reiterated calls for cuts in 
federal sales and income 
taxes, n n 
Finance Minister Jean 
Chretien responded that the 
oft-repeated Conservative 
~ail for a $2-billton cut in 
taxation and a freeze on 
public-service hiring will not 
WOrk. 
He said Conservative 
proposals would coat 20,000 
jobs in Ottawa alone. 
He said he had failed to 
convince provinces to reduce 
their sales taxes. He was not 
convinced that a federal 
sales tax cut would help 
consumers. 
Clark and Ed Broadbent, 
New Democratic Party 
Leader, said the government 
is "cooking" unemployment 
and cost-of-living fl~ures as 
an election approaches. 
HIDE IMPACT 
Clark said layoff figures 
were being changed so they 
reasons. 
C onserva  t ive fl 
critic Sinclair Stevens called 
the layoff report the worst 
ever and pointed cut that 87 
per cent of the layoffs were 
in Ontario. 
Asked if he was  aware  of 
the severity of layoffs in 
Ontario, Chretlan said be 
would wait to see what 
provincial treasurer Darey 
McKesagh proposes in his 
bkdget o be brought down 
today. 
He rejected an accusation 
from Stevens that his 
government had decided, in 
conjunction with the United 
States and the European 
Economic Community, to 
cut tariffs by 4 
per cent, 
"We have not decided on a 
final position. We are 
nsgutiating toumske sure 
international trade will 
increase." 
"A boating provides an op- 
portunlty for Individuals .to 
their views, but a 
,,I inquiryis quite a 
ferent thing and Is con- 
dacted in a most 
knowledgeable fashion," 
Elifay said. "I feel we should 
bring in the best minds to 
8ire/us an independent 
opinion and if it uranium 
mining can't be made safe-- 
if there'n any element of 
doubt--then let's not 
bother." 
'The body is the only ma. 
chine that breaks down 
when not used. Remember, 
exercise is necessary for 
good blood circulation 
will reach a combined 
audience of 7,590,000 
Canadians across canada 
was mnda possible by in- 
dustry Joining with the  
C anad inn  G 
Office of Tom in the 
publishing ventur~ Eighteen 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- The 
Law Society .;of British 
Columbia could be con- 
travening regulations of the 
federal Combines In- 
vestigations Act, by banning 
advertising by lawyers a 
committee ofthe society was 
told Saturday. 
Bill McEwen, an official of 
the combines investigations 
branch, told" the society's 
Benchers that since 1976 the 
act has included the lepi 
profession under a con- 
spiracy section. 
In his opinion, he said, Law 
Society restrictions on ad- 
vertising are  in con- 
travention of the act. The 
S 
however, have not been 
tested in court, he said. 
McEwen was testifying at 
a hearing of the Benchers on. 
~harges against lawyer Don 
Jabour of North Vancouver, 
Fhe hearing was to resume 
today. 
The society's Benchers 
:barged Jabour with conduct 
mbecoming a lawyer after 
~e placed advertlsments in 
~wspupers here Jan, ~6 and 
~7. The ads described 
labonr's new law office, 
~hich opened Feb. 1, and 
ncluded prices of typtcal 
;ervices. 
Jabour is represented by 
awyer Bryan Williams, who 
mid Sunday that he 
'equested an early ad- 
ournmmt to proceedings 
~atorday. Jabour described 
the confusion and rots- 
among non-lawyers about 
the nature of legal services, 
and hecame motional on the 
stand, said Williams. 
STUDIED SERVICES 
,labour wan chairman of 
the B.C. Legal Services 
Commission for two years, 
and has said that he formed 
the idea of a low.cost legal 
clinic while observing the 
delivery of legal services in 
B.C. and in other coontrien. 
Judges look 
The LaW Society had been 
studying the question of legal 
advertising prior to Jabour's kno~' ahead of time what it's 
test. case, but the studies going to cost. 
were expected to take some GIVES INFORMATION 
time, The Benchers have ,,0urpositionisthatinthis 
also cited Vie Stephens, B.C. day and age it's not an- 
Progressive Conm'vative becoming for a lawyer to 
leader andalso a Iswyer, for advertise," Jabour said 
allegedly breaking the ad "It's informational ad. 
ban, and ~e Benchers now ' vertining rather than proms- 
are trying to decide whether tional It gives information 
to continue the ban. . about'hours and fees." 
Jabour appeared before He sald the reason given 
the Benchers after he. asked 
for/and was deniM, a.court 
h~uecUon banning the Law 
Society hearing. He is taking 
]egul action against he Law 
Society, allngk8 that his 
practice has been harmed. 
Similar test cases in the 
United States have resulted 
in decisions allowing 
lawyers to advertise under 
certain restrictions in some 
states. Earlier this year in 
Eni0and,. the British Law 
Society allowed solicitors to 
advertise under certain 
conditions. 
Jabour, said earlier his 
bnsinessin booming and he is 
looking for another lawyer to 
help cope with the load. 
"To me It.Just proves that 
therein a need out there," he 
said. 
"People seem to be 
grateful that someone has 
done this. I .think they : ,  
(clients) are relieved t( 
for the advertising ban is 
"lawyers Just don't do that 
kind of thing." 
"Thcre is a reason to 
rehibit misleading ox 
P . , ,  promotmnal advertising. 
Jabour said the ~ le  is 
morn one of ethical cbnduet 
than e legal regulation. 
If the-Benchers find 
against Jabour, he faces 
anything from a reprimand 
or fine to suspension or 
disbarment. • . 
LOSE RESIDEN~ 
PRETORIA (AP) -- 
.Racinllytroubled South 
Africa lost 1,178 more 
inhabitants to emigration 
last year than it pined 
through immigration, the 
department of_ statlsfl~ 
reported Monday. 
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[ Commons .to discuss Hydro rejection Sherrell-will* take i}/l' 
~l " . VANCOUVER (CP) - -  Dowling.said he  - ~(~ women, pohce, spies rBe~tci~te~°l~ebc~Hy~°hat. ~ivtmtceahadan~a~ei°~olrYab~ $ 8 0 , 0 0 0  ICBC job i]" 
tlement proposal from the strike but felt its best bet 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  The 
Commons will be preoc- 
cupied this week with 
women, police and spies and 
ways to deal with them. 
Tonight the House will he 
invited to vote no confidence 
in the government because it
d i sc r iminat  
women. 
Both the Progressive Con- 
servat ives  and the New 
Democrats will vote against 
'the government majority. 
Later in the week, MPs 
will start debating 
legislation allowing the 
RCMP security forces and 
narcotics investigators tc 
opm private mail on ap- 
provai from a judge. 
In between, the govern- 
ment and opposition will 
exchange tough words on the 
useofa U.S. informer by the 
RCMP in the early 1970s--as 
disclosed by Elmer MacKay 
(PC-Central Nova)--and on 
the aftermath of the con- 
trovemy started last week 
over.a RCMP document in 
the possession of Con- 
servative Tom Cnssitt. 
l'he government has not 
needs the mail-opening tool But Speaker James 
to do its job, Just as It must Jerome noted that nobody 
tap telephones, attempted to move motion 
Tuesday will be devoted to asking for some kind of 
subjects of the Con- action. 
servatives choosing. The Unless such a notion is 
subjects have not been an- presented, the Consitt affair 
nounced but one is expected may degenerate into sharp. 
to deal with economic issues, shooting across the floor of 
*the Commons during 
There haS been no in- question period. 
dication how much more of 
the Cossitt controversy will 
come before the Commons. NO ONE NAMED WEED 
Cosaltt 'and other op- LONDON (CP) - -  An 
position HPs have said that evangelical magazine draws 
Cossitt's privileges as a attantion to the horticultural 
member were Violated in churacter of the priest vicars 
several wa~s last week when of Westminstor Abbey, They 
be was visited by Solicitor- are the Reverends D.J.L. 
General Jean-Jacques Blais Bean, A,J.E. Green,. R.R. 
and Michael Dare, head of Bose, J.G.C. Thistle and 
RCMP Security. P.A. Tuft. 
Police check 
RCMP death 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  The 
RRMP has sent in- 
vestlgators toassist Mexican 
on Neely performed in 
Winnipeg has been supplied 
to Mexican authorities in 
Knlon, Hydro general would be to have complete 
manager J. N Olnsn said flexibility in conducting 
Monday. 
Olsen said the union 
merely reiterated earl iel 
proposals. 
Al Ashton, president of the 
3,-500-membor ATU. would 
not give details of the  
proposal, except to say it 
was "something new, a little 
Meanwhile, the ATU,nthe 
Office and Technical Em- 
ployees Union and the In- 
ternational Brotherhood of 
Electrical Workecs--ali in a 
pesition to strike against 
Hydro-were scheduled to 
meet with the B.C. Fedor- 
ation of Labor to plan 
strategy on job action. 
Fred Trottor, a spokesman 
for 0TEU--represent ing 
3,700 office workers around 
B.C.-- said there had been no 
developments in his union's 
situation since Friday when 
negotiations with Hydro 
broke down. 
WOULDN'T CHANGE 
At that time Hydro told the 
union it was not prepared to 
change Its latest contract 
offer, which had already 
strike action. 
The IBEW represents 
about 600 gasfltters, who 
service and maintain the 
Hydro home and industrial 
gas network on the Lower 
Mainland and Vanqouver 
Bland. 
The three unions met last 
week in an effort o develop 
strategy of co-ordinated job 
action against Hydro but no 
details of their plans have 
bean made public. 
Both the OTEU and  the 
1BEW are seeking a better 
wage offer o r  cost-of-living 
protection. 
Hydro has proposed two- 
year contracts with wage 
increases of six per cent in 
the first year and fore- per 
cent in the second year. 
The ATU is willing to 
accept a similar offe~ but it 
wants a shorter work week 
and is resisting Hydro at- 
tempts to take control of a 
spsrebnard used to assign 
extra work. 
OTTERS THIS WAY 
CLEY, England (CP) - -  
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
American Robbie Shorrell 
will be permitted to take 
over the ~0,000-a-year past 
as president of the Insurance 
Corp. of British Columbia, 
Bud Cullm, federal ministar 
.of manpower and im- 
~mi~'ation, said today. 
Cullen said, after meeting 
in Ottawa with ICBC of- 
flcials, that in view of the 
special skills required by the 
Crown corporation and the 
fact a Canadian is chairman 
of the board, he will 
recommend to the governor 
in council that an order-in- 
council be issued authorizing 
Sherrell 's admission to 
Canada as an immigrant. 
Cullon said thin will take 
some weeks, but i n  the 
meantime he will issue a 
minister's permit 
authorizing Sherrell's entry 
into Canada to take over as 
president of ICBC. , 
Cullen said in a letter to 
B.C. officials Feb. 27 that 
Sherrell would not receive 
credit for his appointment 
because ICBC had failed to 
conduct a proper search for 
a Canadian to fill the job. 
The decision meant that 
although Sherrall was not 
refused entry to Canada, he 
would not receive credit 
under the immigration 
points system, which is 
basedon factors uch as age, 
education and training, Inn. 
guage capabilities and the 
requirements of the labor 
market. CANADIANS 
AVAILABLE 
'Cullm said in a news 
release today that in- 
formation supplied .to the 
Vancouver immigration 
office by Price Wat~rhonse 
Associates, the firm hired,to 
find s now executive for 
ICBC, showed the 
availabil ity of qualified 
Canadian citizens or other 
permenent local residents 
for the Job. 
Cullen said "the public 
sector must accept hat it is 
not exempt from the im- 
migration rules. I am 
writing to provincial 
Women's movement 
ministers responsible for 
i~blic sector hiring and to all 
federal ministers asking 
them to advise departments 
and agencies for which they 
are responsible that 
clearance of the Era- 
ployment and Immigration 
Commission is required 
before recruiting outside 
Canada if hardship to indi- 
viduals like Mr. Shorrell is to 
be avoided in future." 
The minister said Price 
Watorhonae based its search 
in Canada on a publlcatlon 
called "Canadian Un- 
derwriter" which gives 
background on ~anadian 
insurance compa nkmf.. 
Cullen said th~ firm 
selected 52 candidates end 
screened out all but 17. Six 
expressed interest in the Job, 
he said, and one was even- 
tually recommended. 
Cuilen said' Price 
Waterhouse advertised in 
the Toronto Globe and Marl 
and in foreign puldlcatioas 
for additional cai|dtdates, 
bat no effort was made to 
search for now candidates in
Canada, other than through 
the nowspsper ad. 
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said in a weekend television woo .m.ee .ace~.~enum.y in Alberta had the three teen- .interview today m(uano ~nat 4 . ~ government decisions it said h;, ,  ,~h~,. n,her medication ' 
s~ch  that women have be- ~;anana ourm~ me weelteea. ~o,.~ a|! n~u~r~ in the ~o not have the resources or ~',[d:z~Mt[[1 Characterized the poor . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  Tvnin~ skills can aid both 
- -  -o - - ,  - -  r - - - - -o -  - -- the time to f t the utility -- ~ .~,~s ,~ you  are currenuy mglng - - ' - - - -  come the forgotten victims A survey by The Canadian truck, killed in the collision . . _ ~.~h . . .  . . . record. , . . " mes and women seeking 
oL unen~ley..~¢nt.,,S.qme, L:~ess ~roxn 6-p,m.-,Fridayc aboutl00kilometreseantof ~ative menans llvlng on . . , . . . . , , ,~  " , ,v~ n , ,  ,Forexample, the office of " Wen.d i f ferent  drugs are jobs.soventyainepercestof i 
w~mm ~y~k',e~,~pqv.~t~'. ,~until midnlght/~ndal~nlght !.~ Edm.0dt~l.. .'~ :'; ~::.: ~ .B..C..r .es~v~. werme~auea ,~ .m~.~. ,~, ,  l~"of th-e-provincinl-en'°rdlm-l-tor "' aken at the same time,.the ~ comp~i..as., I d.l~v.~etl b Y.~i~a~i 
x.o~.. . ' c4 !~°~le£~mmc*~auue~"a l~ '  -"~'~'--: ' . . . . . . . . .  ""' " " . . . .  " . . . .  " ' -  " ' " • " '" he . . . . .  -..e . . . .  o --.--- , • m©7,av~om,m~-v,~-~,,,~ • . ,  , and m in a fire hi B~itlsh seven- -cant sales .tax. nunsing Saturday when f education tended effects. Avoid the , their ~ n ~ a ~ J o w  ,ix dire deaths, ml_a on~l~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  per . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  M- ' - -  the d..q~'~nent o. . . to employees IHeglble 
wages. - ~-; / , .  ~om2_ .~ammuaaau ~a.~¢ The  unioanulse decided to wm~_a~am~..~ a  .~'~..~ provincial aavlaory com- dangerous equation, handwriting.' ' 
-~ L. . . _  A17.year~l~ y¢.~h .!~_ ' iralflc ueam a ,u  ~a© m© . . . . .  , . . . . . . . .  bars for tam, w** ,~ ,  . . . . .  , • . .  
• meoppesmon mex..l~.ten to death near ]~eruner, que., : death. Nova Scotia had one u~U~yl 'S. ' .~s?"~" about one kllometre f rom 
to continue strong crit icism and an l l -year-n id g i r l  died traff ic  death a court action m vancouver  this centra lBr l t l sh  Columbia M • • ~ 
of the government. ~ from after falling from a horse in . ' _ April 10 when a Skidegate community ! . . . . .  ~ ~ k ~  ~ B - ..... ' 
bringing ifi mall-6~enlng British Columbia. No aceidental deaths were Indian will clalrn exemption Police said foul nlay was ~ ~  i f "  I f  ~ ~ . • 
legislation before a federal . . . _  ... __relmrted ~ S aakatchew.an, ~0m.thet~. .0n~e.groun~ otsmpected. " ' . ~ i ~  | i i~a imVV . i • .. 
commission • int0 RCMP "rnere~wasone.snowmome, Newteunalano or ~rmce that the touera~ roman Acz • ~ [] [] V w w • 
wrongdoing has reported, death, bringing the seanonal Edward Island. prchibRs direct taxation of ~ . . • ~ . / 
total to 30, ' , ~ . . Indians l iv ing on rnsorves. " "  " i ed  w i thout  : ~ • • [] • []  
NEEDSTOOL ~ ~,, The survey excluded in- , , . ,  . . . .  %_  • . . . . . .  # Man is a n p _ . i _  ~_ i~m~ i l l .m, .  ~ ~ m a s  . . . . . . .  
Ministers have said Ontario had five traffic dastrialdaaths, s lay i~sund _.~:u~ ~e~anc~s 'o~Vt'l~n~ feathers," Plato . . . .  i [ i J~ '~ i i~"~[ '~"  i~ '~kf~'~kr  ~ir~ " . 
R REP forall k, nds of 
ii: ,,, " reason • 
s ! 2;,,-2, :1  69,' i 
I!! i 6ARGAi IIESE ARE BEING BROUGHT TO : 
"YOU' 
I, IPHONE  RSA I llHIMl iilme. " ,ill " ' " ' " "" ' - "  i 
m 
DHU runn i iung  KIYINAT ,I HIGHLRE.thel jhtbeeryouvebeenwait! 10r.. 
12.__._--'---'----'-----'-----------'--'-" : i 
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EDITORIAL: Objeot' toFundinl: 
2 00 For Native Spod$ Invisible + After following all the the reason the sales taxes 
guidelines, policies and w~e raised to seven percent 
With 2500 registered umemployed in the taldn~ the proper channels to nor are Native Indians I -  
rectify problem areas within . pending tax.payers dellarI, 
the Provincial Secretary's We only expend part of the 
Department (Grace Mc- annual interest from the ~5 
Carthy) we have no alter- million perpetual fund set up. 
native but to seek other by W.A.C Bennett in IN0, 
Terrace District-according to Employment and 
In ,a r ian - i t  might have been expected that 
the HERALD offer to help bring those out-of- 
work in touch with the job market through free- 
write ups world receive a warm response, 
As HERALD readers know, we have had a 
standing, free offer for the past three or more 
weeks to help person seriously looking for work 
find employment through these columns. A mere 
handful.less than one dozen have even bothered 
to get in touch with us, or take us up on our offer. 
Which leads us to suspect something must be 
very very wrong-somewhere. 
We have even had a phone caller asking us why 
we thought we could help where Manpower has 
been unable. To that, our reply is that it is a 
cardinal principle of selling or advertising that 
the more the exposure the better one' chances 
are of succeeding in making your "sale". In this 
instance, the "sale". being to sell an employer on 
the idea that he should hire you. 
" A quick phone around, Sunday afternoon 
shows that we are making some headway on 
those We have tried to find jobs for.: Of the small 
group, some have actually landed full-t/me work 
of the kind, they were seeking, others have firm 
offers, one has a good lead, one did not an- 
' swerthe phone, and one is, we believe on his way 
to his newfound job. 
means to obtain consistency 
and fairness for oar Sports" 
Program. We have been' 
requesting consultation with 
several Ministers, especially 
Grace McCarthy, to rectify 
prol/em areas and discuss 
the future and bettermmt of
our Program. We have been 
completely rejected and 
i~ored  despite our can- 
t inous submiss ions  and 
requests to deal with our 
issues. Thus, the reason for 
this News Realease. 
For the past five year, the 
B.C. Native Sports & 
Recreation Federation, have 
been co-ordinating Zone & 
Provincial Games, that Is, 
learning, developing, and 
~ grnding our  athletes to the st of our ability under the 
terms and conditions of 
Government and their grant 
system. 
NATIVE FEDERATION 
MANDATE 
Therefore we reck  
the importance of  developing 
Quote,"The Mink tsr ci fi- 
usnce may pay, at such 
times and in such ~ i I  
as he deems requisite and 
advis,~ble, the interest 
credited to the First.Citizens 
Fund for the purpose of the 
advancement and expansion 
of the culture ducation and 
econlmic i rcumstances and 
position of persons of the 
North Americuntndian race 
who were born in 'and' are 
residents of thePr0vince," 
Unquote . . ' 
Now comes the crunch, 
" the  pol icy of the Pr0#inda l  
Government • is that aH 
funding for. Native Indian 
programs must come h'om 
the First Citizone Fund" 
unquote. Just call in on any  
I nd ian  Reserve and ask 
/hem ~ "/hey '~'eeeive 
scrices within their com- 
munity,- directly !rom the. 
Provincial Government. 
Also ask any Native Indian i f .  
heorshepay 7 percent sales 
tax (Provincial tax) on 
Our success rate in the three week experiment 
:: has been about ~ per cent so far, and could rise 
' to 80 per cent in a few days. 
We would llke to suggest that Canada Era- 
ployment and Immigration Services seriously 
::consider the usefulness of inserting "Em- 
ployment wanted" advertismente in the local 
sports and recreation . 
programs on and between 
he Indian Communities with 
a view of broadening the 
participation base, in- 
creasing the quality and 
diversity of opportunities 
and raising the level of 
performance to the point 
where Indian athletes will be 
able to participate in 
newspapers for a test portion of  its 2,$}0 troader, competitive events 
registered unemployed and that they run the ads with other Canadians. What 
for a 6-month trial period. We believe that even if a ~owory phrase, objective, 
the results are only a half dozen persons finding mandate, (Whatever) that is 
employment, per month the saving in welfare put upon us.by the Gover|)- mint "Exper ts"  in deal ing 
and U.I.C. benefits would more than pay for the ,-d ia~s daws plans for 
cost o~ the ads-not to mentin the happiness of  q+ortsmml Recreetinn with 
those finding work at last. ~r  Native Indian people. (I 
weeder how much a 
Red LJght --ucrat made in m~ 
That a trdfle Ii~t should be pe~.~iiy 
blinking red on a busy street like Lakeise may 
not puzzle your average motorists. However, 
something in the news side of our noses tempted 
me to ask why it "winked" red only instead of 
changed to yellow and green. In case you ~ ~ 
hav~' t  already found our it is because oflhe 
weather. The weather ? Well, the power cable for 
the traffic light is buried underground inside of 
conduit pipe (Aluminum, we were told). This 
pipe has filled with water, the water has frozen 
and burst the pipe etc. Until the ground thaws, 
and the conduit can be replaced, the traffic light 
will have to be operated as a bilnker on a t in -  
porary basis. 
The frozen conduit if symptomafle of other 
freezing and flooding problems the town suffers. 
As someone remarked recently, while corn- 
plaining aSout a flood situation on a sidentreot, 
"The  Plumbing and drainage system for t l~  
town inust have been laid out be southern 
ongineers who never realized it freezes up here, 
in Terrace. 
Be. that as it may, Terrace eelebrated is ~0th 
Anniversary of incorporation as an urban entity 
lastyear. Is it not embarrassing to the city 
engmcers that after 50 years-the city's streets 
flood because the sewers freeze up and traffle 
lights are still .v~.dnerable to wind damage as well 
as freezing unaerground conduit? The annual. 
repair bill for unplugging, thawing replacing and 
must be considerable. pump~uts  
The other day we phonedthe City to ask when 
the sidewalks on Kalum would be swept-we were 
told the men who would normally sweep them 
were busy on pumpouts, in flooded area. A week 
later, apparently they were still at it. Trandate 
those hours into dollars and cents and it should 
amount o a sizeable sum. 
Editor's Note: 
I~bUcotS~ Of a Io~er In the I .~  To The Editor columns Of fills 
I Ck}es nor mem~ thor eilhor ffm i~ishers, no? ftm edlfor or s?Mf 
E s  bility ~r  tho, lho t .~  colun-m are iorovlded ~ a modod 
ce, wholly wlltmut charge, to enable IOerscm of all ~ lks  o~ 
al ~ re l l~ l~ and lewis of educaflm to expm~ 
oVWtl~rStmalCOmldlors. WeshouId remlnd all IcHor v~" fors ~ 
I~lCatlons(~ ,~r  lelfers In a rS ,~ loer  does not atzolvelhem from 
Isgal ~ lm If ~ are  I I~l~us, slanderous or ~ 1 ~ ,  and  would ask 
•em ~o ksep their languagewlfhln he bounds of decerty If ItMN WISh to 
~ ~ 1 ~ .  1he editor eserves fhe right to edit for purpmm c~ 
._l~t,I a~l..go~:l, t~..e, only and the right to refuse i~U41c~lon of any 
llr~, m nls op~nl0n, are r~ fit to I~'inf. This right, however, will 
y ~e ~dsed after careful om~Idoratlm, and ¢~ly wlto regret, 
tt appears  l t~ l 'e  ts no atfe~rBtlve. 
ES. 
I I 
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that  one up?) , 
Yes, we are the Native 
Indian people who are  
continoasly getting "fork- 
tongued" to near-death and 
trying to understand and.  
cope with the ' 
klrean system along_ with 
other Canadians. However, 
we are still here after all the 
suppre~ion put upon us, but ,  
remain athorn in the side of 
Governments and 
bureaucrats. Although, I 'm 
cretin the bureaucrats have 
some love for us because 
"Native Indians" have 
become a big business," far, 
without us the unem- 
ployement rate in Canada 
would increase. 
So what are we griping 
about now? Bureecrats, red- 
tope inconsistency, Grace 
McCarthy and her multi- 
million dollar Travel In* 
dustry to pay for promotion 
programs. Pardon me, the 
Travel Industry has nothing 
to do with our complaint (or  
maybe it does),, who knows 
aboutcpxltics (and (clever 
money makl~::~':sChemes 
nowadays• A'ny~ay,  the 
Native Indian people of this 
Province have . been 
"blessed" with. a speieal 
fund called the F~et 
C i t izen 'sFund."  which 
comes under the respon- 
sibWty of the Provincial 
Secretary's Department, 
Mrs. Grace McCarthy. Chalk 
ene up for us,we are at least 
re for rod  to as "C i t i zam"  
we've onme a low[ way, aby! 
The F ist  Citizens Fund is 
part of the Revenue Surplus 
Appropriation Act 
established in 1969 ~m the 
same basis as the: 
a) Provincial Major Disaster 
Fund425,000,000.00; 
b) Agrioultm'al Aid to 
Developing C0utries and 
World Disaster Areas Fund- 
~,000,000,00 perpetual fund: 
c) Pl~ysical Fitness & 
Amateur Sport Fund- 
$10,000,000.000 perpetual 
fund (since raised to 
goods purshsed or Provin- 
cial income tax paid throuijh :
employment• especially 
concern fisherman, ~s, .  
constructian, workers,sic.. 
For your information, we: 
have been paying Oar way 
like everyone lse, 
please, don't think P~t" I~ i 
dian people Hpoff the tax- 
payers  through the i r  
Government's spending. : 
"~ati~e ~ndlans have become 
victims of the c lever money- 
making ,  schemes of 
Govm~mont and • 
,tmrenucracy, 
'l~m grlevanco all started 
because we were unable to 
receive funds, ~4,000.00 from 
the Firat Citizens Fund to go 
towards the B.C. Native 
$~0,000,000.00) 
d) B.C. Government 
Baild~ Fund- t2S,000,000.00 
e) Centennial Cultural 
Fund- 15,000,000.000 
f) ~5,000,000.00 for the 
l~alrohase by Minister of 
rice,for and on behalf o f  
Her Majesty the Quem in 
right of the Province, of  
unissued shares in the 
capital stock of the Padflc 
Great .Eastern Railway Co. 
at a price of $I00.00 per 
share; and then there's the 
upgrade the calibre .of-  
athletes in.oar Province. The 
B.C. Native Sports and  
Recreation Federation has 
been trying to keep up with 
the flow to give our Native 
athletes an oppormnityl 
someday, to .pattie,puts in 
major events with oth~'  
Canadians. To date, we have 
received nothing but 
frustrations, more promiseS, 
put.offs andmore forms. The 
Provincial  Secrets~,  Grace 
McCarthy has completely 
ignored our re quesis to 
alleviate problem areas 
withing ~the burnacueracy 
system of her department. 
This is only typical "of the 
arrogrance, b ias ,  and 
complete neglect shown by 
the Provin(:i~l Goveamnant 
to the Nat ive  Ind ianppas 'o f  
this province; Grace 
Carthy has ignored our 
continuua requests to rectify 
problem areas and subjects 
us to deal with baren~sts.  
who have no sincere 
obl/gatlons of knowledge to 
meet the needs of indian 
people in B.C~ The B.C. 
Native Womens end J un io r  
Boy & .Garb re~t  for 
assistance is only. two. o f  
many other psoblems aronlL 
"As the ~rov~el~ 
of the B.C. Native Spsr t l i  
Recreation Federation I I :  
very disturbed in the way 
Indian people of this 
province have been treated 
and we .only request that 
Governments through their 
offlcals and po lWc i i  he 
more sincere in the& talks 
and commitments toNative 
indian people, Otherwize, all 
these talks and cam, 
mitments  are no good 'to 
anyone and a total waste, 
ecpecinliy concerning the 
unity of this country, 'The 
public must be made aware. 
of the true-story that b going 
on within the system and 
how Native Indian peop le  
are being made "scape 
g)  First Citizens Fund- goats". " '  
$25,0000,000.00 perpetual ' It mt~t not continue. " 
fund.. ,,, Roger[Adolph . : 1 ' 
Don't  panic now, this lm ' t  i P rn~a l  l )h ;ec t0r"  ' 
,~  IH I . , I ,~  ~, , , ,  , , . , , , , , . , , .  .~  . , . -  . . , . ,  . . , . , . ,  , . . , . ' .~ . . . .  ~.~ .......;:...~.....~...~ .. . . .  ~.~. • 5 . .  . ~_ . .. ~,:~.~..:~. .. .  ~ .. ... . .... ... ~:~......~.~.. :.~.:~::.~ 
TODAY• IN HISTORY Ca l l  newspuper,'. San:, 
By.TRE CANADIAN PRESS Francisco's Californian. ; . 
183Z..-The New Yo['k In- 1898---Sir Henry Bessemer, 
atitute for the Blind, the first steel.making inventor, died. 
institute for the blind in the 1916---Harry James,. band 
U.S., opened with three lesder, was horn. 
pupils, l~l--The Iranian 
parliament approved the 
IS4S--Dlscovery 0f gold natlonallzatinn of British- 
was first announced in a owned oilflelds, 
• " : '  ; ': • . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  . ' , i . ' ; ' . ' .  • • . • ~: . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ••••••••••••••••••••..:•••••••••••.••••:•:•••:••;:•:••.:•:•:.:•••:•:••••..••••:•:•:••'•.•••.•••• . . . .  :~ 
....,,.,.....,.................., ~%5~.:~-~%'~-%~%~:~:~:~:~-%~--.~--~¢~-- . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  , . . .  .:. ,;....;.;.................;..........,.....,........... ........ .- , : ,  ~ , : 
• • .o . .  .. 
- , . . . . .  ) 
' /  . ! 
+ 
\ 
Womens Basketbali ~ ~ ; . ~  
Championships b h~ held on 
the. Musqueam Indian 
Reserve last weekend. Ale0, 
funding, assistance to go ....... , • ,~!...~ 
tow. , the B,C. ,= .  . . . . .  
Junior Boys and Girls ~: ....... • ,..+,;;¢';;~" ~"" 
Basketball Chamld0Mhip!  :;" '~<::: ' 
to be held in Hozelton ne~ [? - " .o . ' ...................... = . . . . . . .  :., 
month. . .. . g . . . .  '" ........... ' ................... :: . . . . . . . .  + .~.~=~-~ ........ .~ ..... 
The Provincial Govern- ~.~-,. - . . . : .  . - ~,_' A Story In Two pictures 
~.~ "~; ; ; ;  "_~;~_;,~.';;;~;'.,'_.'~:;:~:;: -'~ ;.;.;.;,_" ~',_',%%_';s',','-'-',',',',',','%_-',' ~_ ' . ' , ' , ' , ' , ' , ' ,  • , . ' . - ' . ; .  , ;¢~. ' ,  • . - , : .~ , ;~; ' , - ' , ' . '  ~-, • - - . : . .~, ' . -~,. . .  ", • ment has always been .., :.. : ...................................... .~:. .;~ ....... ~;~;~;~;~; ;~`~;~.~..:~~;~: . ..~¢.:: 
prepared to Wstrlbuto. " " " . ." . . . .  ;~.;!.! . t~ . , .~ l~~ --~[~ ~ ~r '~ I~r l~ i  I£~1~1 
millions of dollars to 
Let ters  ) the " Edit ,  or Sport Groups thro.~o.t  e.c 
For Provincia l  ~as  to . .  ...... . ..... . . . . . . . .  : • " ~ • :; ~ , 
: 02,:Worth: Suffers From Inflation : 
Dear Sir; tremltles. (Horros.) The to'. succumba- .= '  " ' '=t~- -~ 'A  ~ m  . . . . .  S:+L -- 
Theart ide"My0~ i l t s  otheris.byamputetian~om. Ta[zanlan target-to the" P~Dl~l IO~l~I I~r~:  
worth" by" Judy Van- - the .vmg creature-wrote gotmmet's tarem~ ' albM.~[.~.g,k=.7.g~7, "q~ 
' " a r ' .=- . -m, - . - - . , -~m,  w der~ht  has leR me shaking would handle p (o rather . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
.,=,c __ . , , . .  u , .~ . . - , .  , , ,~-* . ,~ this e , - -bersome ~uy me mosc mecernm8 .~,  s~w m~,¢ gucs umy 
#,,.~, #k . ' . . . ,~*o= . . . . .  ks .= m , b r h . . ~  fn~.  a 'n t f lb l l l v  o~,gow'n lw lds  know that ,  I I~ve  ,b lH la  ~v4~@d or  
. a~,  ~r. .~. , . . ,~. ."~'~ ~-w.nne m,oht dare *,~ horn) of the African s~ht of I t01sl]kU 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  wo- I~  the lady  ~, -e  rhinocerous is said to supply • ppu, swimtnln~ oil lt~ l i ck  
~ O n  ~ 8,110 "aRm I [ae  . ~ ,  . . . . .  ~ -~ . . . . . . . .  L . . . . . . . . . . . .  tO  nt l= ,d=#a *~ J - - JA . I  
Wtnl~'~f" f*u. IS = Hn n/~ k|~. must nresume at t imes) care • au l~ro  e. I rommc, (sic) .. " 'Z 'm u' ms . ~  
~---~-,';;'--:=.^-.,',,=~-#~" ~'~* to ~deroo  a similar the consumption of hip. m;eon~ort .to tie ne i~ 
~.~,~,~" :~"~'~' ,~ ~e~ "~he answer is po~otemmtoenal~lsknow. ~_e~mJU~ mtoum~ 
,p i .~ ,~. , .=  I ~ .  • q,~,*jt~,, ~ ~ r -~ ~ . 
only 'ungrammatical-it is obviousl How thm could she ~.~ve ~e.exactly opposite , 
" L " c .ec [  ~oum one-(womo almost beyond belis~, : deign to So callous~v (ale) - - "  . . . .  The tho ,,~. ,,' - ,-~, - , . '  
• " • . inflict the whims of her uset ) , sere  to meet, .... - , , - . . , .  ,~ ,  ,up 
There are only. two upputitetobringsuohaeruol ~efore ,  that Ms. Van. x eru~..moves m.e to such. 
• • • eergucht suffers in such emoum xcan wr i ts  ao more possible ways of obtaining fate upon so so mnocenta on . . . . .  
this noble water dweller's creature 'as the African ~a .s.hisnand is.simply soek~ tiLt, he_ ]~.~sub j~. . . .~ ,  
thin vast" dealzen 0 f  Mr lca  " w~tm'-hnrse?TO tltill~e~ th= tO assuage nor desires by . m,~i., s wows ! ~ I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  JlSSt fa . . . . . . . .  "'-'~'~ deep'a di~isi-derma~ One is palate for.a [rifling token of su~..su~m strategy? One ~m~___m~ur os. ms,. v.m~, 
byl~ingthebeauWul~ust, time, would she tenderlze the certmmynopesnotl ~'-' ~ i~,~.  ~ copy or 
and sever!ug~.tbexn,::0ne by toenails that have trod the . Contrary to popular belief, S in~ly  ' !. 
one, from its .low~ e~- targidtropicnl torrents amy me toenails ~f the hip- All ~ " 
• . .  , , • "  
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REGINA (CP) - -  Critics of 
~skatchewan's land bank 
Kbeme to put farm land into 
~}e hands of those who can't 
~brd currmt high prices 
find out this year ff one 
ofthdr maj0r complaints i  
~klid. 
The .New Democratic 
~ey government started 
program in 1972, It 
raised at that time that 
~oas who leaned farm land 
~m the land bank for five 
would be free to buy it, 
or a portion of it, after that 
time until their leases ex- 
~f ln t  lease to pass the 
fiVe-year mark did so in 
Jlmuary. Critics are waiting 
tO ~ if the land indeed will 
~e'smld or if the program is 
Teall, y what some describe as 
~ l~P lo t  to nationalize 
~!~That notion, and other 
cHtlcls~s, draw a smile 
David Miner, the in. 
~ual  vicechalrman of 
~e' land bank commiuien. 
• Miner said in an interview 
at the rate the com- 
~ bbuying land, it will 
I~ter than 250 yearn to 
all the farms in the 
Wovinco. 
OVERNMEMT WOULD 
~.LP 
d~srj this year, 
tare Minister ~aar 
eding announced land 
~k lessees could buy the 
d they were renting for 
'rent market values. The 
iVemment would offer 
fill" IIFMAI D. I,~:~,'b,I; M,.,h I, 1918, PAGF 
:;Sask, Land Bank i)ritios Wait to See If Tenants Can 
Buy Or Whether 6overnment Program us, .lust a "Socialist Plot" 
farms dropped to 23= from 
33. The number of farms 
dropped 23 per cent to 71,553 
as farm side,increased and 
by 1971 the average age of 
the province's farmers was 
55. 
Miner saLd he expected the 
land bunk to show that it had 
bought a total, of about 
m0.000 acres in the province 
to the end of 1~7 which it 
rented to about i,000 lessees 
holding 2,250 leases. The 
five-year price tag will run  
between 165 mflilon and It/0 
million. The eommbalon al- 
locates 56 per ~mt of its land 
to those with either no land of 
their own or less than a half" 
section. 
SEEKS MORE MONEY 
The commission has to go 
back to the provincial 
legislature for more messy 
once i t  has spent $100 
million. Miner said this 
means it is limited in how 
much land it can take over 
buildings through their 
leases, the chance to buy the 
land on which those 
buildinp sit will offer more 
securttyand appeal to some, 
Kaeding said. 
Liberal and Prolressive 
Conservative spokesmen say 
the $5,000 rehlnd is not 
enough to mcou~age much 
buying and will mean only 
the home quarter will be 
bought. Li lt .at Leader Ted 
Malone said he is afraid the 
land bunk is creating a class 
of tenant farmers in 
Saskatchewan. . 
Simply put,.the land bank 
program is k ~proum of the 
government buying farm 
land and leasing it to people 
who could not afford to buy it 
Jhmmelvea. 
The goal was to give older 
farmers ome place to sell 
their land, other than the 
conventional market, and 
younger ones some way to 
get on the land without 
having to lay out lots of 
money. It also allows.re!all 
farmers to expand. 
MAY DICTATE LEASES 
Those selling the land can 
specify that it be leased to a 
direct descendant and those 
who lease the land can do so 
until they reach the age of 65.-. 
Miner said the idea of a 
land bank dates back to the 
19206 in Canada nd has bean- 
surfacing and submerging 
ever since. By the late 19~0s 
the Saskatchewan NDP 
decided there were too many 
without approval. 
If a land owner does not 
specify his land is to go to a 
direct descendant the land 
goes up for competition 
among those who want to 
lease it, The number of 
• competitors can vary bum 
one to 60 but Miner said the 
commission likea to see a 
minimum of three 
prosl~,tive l ssees for any 
one 16rm. 
All applicants are in. 
vest!gated and assigned 
Fointson asystem that akes 
old farmers in the province into account such Items as 
b.Nebelp .to those wishing to became it was too difficult the ability to farm, age, 
Ily/~ t bear "homesteatl for young people to get family size and, financial 
~ , ' .  the 1~ aer? of mough money to bufl~nd, re~u~rcos. There are limits 
~o  where  me mrm That, corn)led with tighter to:how much money an 
I~ldl~__s.are located., moneylmt~mg l~olicies .bomi applicant can have. 
;:.',.~e ouyini the some convent iona l  sources .: Tltere has also-been 
!~u'ter will.be ret.unded.~0 re~ltedin a land bank plank eriticima that NDP sup 
cent of me market price in the NDP platform, porters have an edge in 
I~i!/a limit of 15,0~0: The Miner's:ligt~ea show that getting leases from the 
/~und will be spreaa over between1961 and 1~1 the. ¢ommiMion; Miner said it 
~ve years, " ' . percentage~ Of Sankat-.. dmplylsnotfactunl, Hesaid 
!: ~F~ce lessees buy farm ehewan's, population on i f  .there are three or four 
almost equally qualified 
applicants for land •and enly 
one can be chosen, the others 
are bound to wonder why. 
COUNSELLORS DECIDE 
A variety of factors come 
into play when choosing 
applicants, including th~ 
intention to use facilities 
already in place on the farm, 
access to machinery; money 
to buy IN!stock and so on. A 
team Of two counsellors 
decides on the allocation, ihe 
commission reviews, it. and 
other applicants can take it 
to an appeal board. " 
Once a lessee has b~n 
chosen, the lease is his until 
age 65. Unlike the farmer 
who sold to the land bank, 
the lessee inset make Inis 
own re! iremtml 
arrangements, using n.mey 
he normally wnuld have um, d 
to buy land. The lessees tOO 
can direcl thaI Iheir leased 
land be passed on Io a direcl 
descendent. 
Of the approximately 350 
lessees who were eligible Io 
buy land from the land bank 
at the beginning of the yepr, 
about 50 wrote to the com- 
mission inquiring about a 
purchase. 
FEEL COMFORTABLE 
One of the early lessees, 
Alvin Ermei of Bethune, 
n~ml not'owning Iliq. land '111,, rent, up, until this 
they isrm, II's the elder year, wns hasa.,d .n a I~:r 
general!on of farmers wl~) t'elilage of nlnrkcl volta:, As 
feel II|realen~l. o| Jura:, II will i.: lied Io Ihe 
in 1972 i,:rmel rancid only prnduclive !'apaeily of line, 
$1,-600 from his half-I~clinn land and the; pri('e of grain. 
farm and lie was thinking Ermei's real Inns in. 
al~)ut selling his land a.d ereascd go $1,2~X} from 18:~ 
Inking his wife and hmr five years al~* on the half 
children to the city to live. se(~lon lzt, least~. 
lnslead, he mdd the land In Since the lessees have unfil 
the land bank and t~x}k nul a age 6,5 lu buy Ihe land, m~me 
lenseon it. may wait to see if land 
"If tt was not for the land values drop or al least 
bank, I wouldn't be farming stabilize before making any 
today," the 40-year-old moves to purchase. 
farmer said in an interview. ItFAt'IIES (:OAI, 
As far as he is concerned, Miner said the commission 
has a~.¢ompllshed its goal of 
staying in the middle of the 
land market. It only con- 
Sask,, isn't interested in the rent on his land is lower 
buying. Miner said most than the mortgage payments 
lessees feel comfortable would be and he is content. 
sitk:rs is!d ,dh,r,~l Io Jl Slid 
!he~ not aggre~siw.iy seek 
tho~le wJMiJlrlg tO M:JI It WOfft 
t~Uy lapd if ll~e v,!rr,~nl 
rsark!~ value ia ~ hJgl, Jt Js 
t,eyond tlz~ land's ability to 
la'odm'e a eorre'aj~mdJrJg m 
( l f f l i l L  
'l'lw laxpayer iS barking 
the re!lure, bul Inking little 
risk, Mir,er said. 'J'l~e 
provin!,e guaravle!:s Ihe 
<~)m!nisMon's loans, which 
are lake! ,~ul tip buy land 
thdess land val~s no.dive, 
Ihe taxpayer won't lose 
, 
k ~ -,. ~ ,  , ' 
This is your ohanoe to save on... 
Furniture & Applianoos 
OUR NO INTEREST SALE 
r , ,  
Province of Bdtish Columbia 
ROY COMM  ION ON,  
ELEQ'ORALREFORM, 1978 
'The first Public .eadng will be held bY the Royal Commi~don on  
ElectoraI,Roform, 1978 in the Provlnceof Bdtleh Columbia appointed • . 
! • under.authodty of Order~,in,Council 82, eppro¼ed ,Jnuel~j 12, 1978, 
',, commencing at 9:30 am, Thursday, March !6,1978, at the~B.C. Energy, 
., Co~mleml0n Headng Room, 21st Floor, 1177 Wast Hastings Street, 
• Va~uver ,  B.C. 
The Commission wil! make inquiry into and concerning the ileed, if any, 
~ fbr~ame'ndment of the Constitution Act and the Provincial Elections 
: Act in o'r, der. ~ . . . .  
(a )  .t0 Secureuby whatever redefinition of electoral districts is required, 
proper and effective representation of the people of all parts of the 
P~0vince in the Legislative A~sembly and that 'in formulating the 
recommendations,to be contained in!he report the Commissioner 
take into account where feasible historical and regional.claims for 
representation. 
(b) to give consideration to  alternative methods of Voting to those 
presently used within the Province and elsewhere, 
(c) to.giVe considerationto eligiblflty requirements for voters in pro- /  
vincial elections, 
,(di to'make inquiry into and concerning the desirability of assembling 
suitable guidelines regarding the collection and expenditure of 
funds by provincial political parties and by candidates in provincial 
elections, : " 
!(el to make inquiry into and concerning the deslrability-0f an income 
.tax deduction related to•contributions to provinciai political funds, 
i and' • ... • . , 
.. '(f) to make inquiry Into andconcerning the need or advisability, if any, 
of proposing legislative• provisions.to prescribe, requirements for 
the designation of political parties for the purposes•of status in the 
: Legislative Assembly. 
:i.~1 persons desiring to be heard by the Commission are requested to 
f0dhwith send to the CommOns!onat the below noted address a Notice 
Of Intention to Appear stating the nature of their interest. 
Evidence for the first hearing is to be (~ellvered to the Commission by 
Way0f written submisslor~ and such;d, ubmission should be delivered 
to the : - -  
' Royal Commission on Electoral Reform, 1978, 
•, Box 11569, Vancouver Centre, ~ f '  . • 
: 650 WestGoorgia StreeL' . . . .  : I ;~ht~ : ' X' ' ' '~  ' + ' '  ¢ " 
"': Vancouver, B,C..V6B 4N7 .!.' . ~;. : i '  .~ -- 
" i~notlate~than Monday March!3, 1978. ' .. ' •~.. 
:'. ~t its !niti'al sitting the Com mission ~viilan~ounce I~ini~a!.hearing.sch~di'. ;!:i; 
: ~uie an(I 'l~ear submissionsas tothe procedures to be adopted f0rpre ''o., 
sentation Of briefs, evidenceand examination of witnesses..: ,' 
. , ,  ,- E~y orderof the Commission 
. ,! . ,  : . .  Judge L $. Eclmrdt 
. ' " O~nmmissibner.;',, q ~'" q~ ,~' '  Jm ;4, ¢~ ' "  , ;" ~ +:" ~' . . . . . .  " 
~mlsslon on Electora f Reform,.tg/I at tho 
/ 
"% 
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MARCH 1st to 31st 1978 
entitles anyone with approved 
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oredit to pay for their purchase 
• ! 
with 12 equal:: monthly payments. 
. ,WITHOUT ANY- : INTEREST OHARGES 
:... • 
" No dry :: , mo Laun 
" " " n - - ' "  ' " 
~""  '"• ( •lonvyDuly 
.:.• . , ,2  Speed Aulownohor 
• ' :-,, " " -  " i". lmn l  Duty.- 
.... ilootrio Odor 
\ \ 
( O  
.o . . .  
ffat 
459.95 
• , ' , ' .  
!g J~ " 
289.95 
:'~! pa i r  749.90 
....... ,. 52.49 
or 12 equal payments 
,, m uoz. u 
-¢ 
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ii w,o.l,uRs.fm.~'. 1 
Ilk . . rocery  1 
J l l l l  Co-op 4 
II Margarine oo.o,,o,, _:__',49 Instant Drink "'"'"d '"'"'n '09  ' nUBiA 23,3 oz. Tin 1 4k lib. Tub ___ 4~ 
I: coo, 37 ,°''°°''''no''°o''n., ..... 3 100] '  Red Kidney Beans 4 . Tin .... ' ,,o.n Orea. Style Co-op 10 oz. Tin for ,., 
~ I I I I 
~ Orange Juice Co.opSweef .  48 f i .  oz, T in  . . . . . . . . .  al85 MEAT 
WEINERS ,.,ular or ,,, ID89  ' Orange Juice Co-op Unsweet48,i. oz. Tin-- . . . . . .  ,81 Country Uorningn..,,,b ,k,. , 
Pancake Syrup Au.,Jemim....o..,o.,.---t,19 PORK HOOKS "," 'o'p'o"' "" ........ .69, ,, 
Honey 1 66 I (re.cod co o.,.~ (,n . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' Side Bacon sni~d re.duo...-,.,, o.,,,.,,,~ ... .... 1.63 
Instant 0offee ,,,,.so,o. 6 99 0hioken Breasts 1,09 Freeze Dried. 8 oz. Jar_. • Frozen. Approx. 3 lb. Pkge . . . . . . . .  
Pancake Flour Aun,~.,, .. Buttermilk or 1 36 Mini Sizzlers Schneidersllb. Pkge. Regular on All BHf . . . . . .  _1,39 
Buckwheat. 1.75 kg. Pkge . . . . . .  II 
Produce  
Oheez Whiz Kraft 1 lb. Jar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1.5S n , .  33 
. .e .e r :  o. , ,o , . , .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ; . . . . . .  . , ,  
B;,,n,. l t l i l l  D inb lne  4,fhoz. Jars with Garlic. 1 RQ Y: . L 
IVgkg aliBi I IVR Ig~ No Garlic. Polish Dills - - - - - - I  iVV  Gree" n"bk"'",°"i'irni'~j~9*i~ 59' '  "5,"  , 
Dr, Ballards Oat Food As~:,d~l'in 3/1,00 ~ ~ ~ ~;~i ~i~,~; ;  ~;~;~  ~ ~v~ , -  
t Paper Towels .o,.,o print2rol, pkge . . . . . . .  ] , 1 6  0arrots Oal J forn i . . . . - - . . - - . - -~-~.~-  . . . .  ZS ,  649  
~ Fabric Softener Bounce. Pkge. of 20s ___ . . . .  li99 Lemons 0aliforni, Size 0iJtl________'-~_] . . . .  .49 
j I n  Our  lns tOre  Bakery  ~u i ld i~g Supp l ies  
PRE EASTER SPECIAL'"..+ 'D'GradoPlywood_ .... 4.99S. 4x  81§/16 ' 
I HOT OROSS BUNS . . . . .  _~_,1 a t  9Doz. 4 X 8 1 /2  D'GradelPlyafood-------TlS9shoet 
DANISH PASTRY .... _, .... 6! ,99  60'Lb. RoilRoofing. . . . . . . .  - ' - ' - . -  . . . . .  9,29,.°i 
? Try Some Of Our Newest Items 
Beef Turnovers A.NO Fru,! Scones 90Lb R!ilRoofinl i___- 12,29, o, 
0ome in and see our oolourful display of Gmprbread characters, 
nabbnts, F.~s, Bean, Dogs etc. and a full selection of J r  
]: EasterOookie,. AsphaltShingles .......... 9.40g.nd,. I 
Cafeter ia  
,9 --  ! 41 OUR DALLY LUNCHEON SPECIAL ONLY,__,, Z-erhoki! Covers Approx. 6 Square Feel/Gin. 6, 
I ~ Includes, Soup of the Day OAST IRON STOVES. & 1 
Main 0curse (Which .haRps dai ly) . . . . . . . . .O  ! 
arid dkntll I Small Beverap ~ ~r r~ ~ C l r L ~ ~ _ i  , • ~ ~ OF  F 4k REST YOUR FEET, WHILE You EAT IN THE CO'OP OILFETEIIIA. ~.. - 
'  YOUR ONE STOP SHOPPING CENTRE P H O N E  635  6 J4~ to ld~¢ , ) ' ' ' . 461 ' '~ .RE IG  " '~" '  ' '~'r , , ,  • 
. . . ' ?',.~ f ; ,o 'da  ~ 
,' 1~ 
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) B l D 318" ELEOTRn0 DRILL S00KET SET 
21 pc, ~"  end V4" S.A.E. socket sot. Chrome alloy steel for 
i, . . . .  '~' AND D E O K E R  J IG  SAW .... , . ,  ganreI purpose drill for most homo owner end .extra slrongflt./ Set includes: ~ 'x l i "  ratchet hand,, 3" BLAOK workshop us0. Well balanced, comfortable to use, Double extension, ," extanslen, nut driver handle, spark plug locket 
, . ruducti~ OHrS provide high torque drilling power, and ~1"x1/4 " adaptor, 71/4" drive 4 point sockets and 7~" 
. . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  CapacitY: uteel =/b", ba rdwood ¥~", ~.1 ampe, 000 single speed sockets. Packed In steel chest witb leck handle. 
A~kss stra}lght, curvM end scroll cuts in wood, metal, RPM. 120V AC. Item Number 416 0111 
k plastic and other materials. Double insulated. Burnout " '  -' 
protected motor. Includes wood-cutting blade. Capacity: 
Hardwood I",  sofhvood ~,,, ~00 SPM; 30V AC; 2. maps. 
Item Number 444 745 • " 
S14,88_ 
~,... 
~ ~,~ - 
STAB-LOK 01ROUIT BREAKERS 
Steb-lok circuit breakers havo thermal magi, 
ambient compensation. Interrupting rating is ' 
at rated voltage. Single pole. 15 end 30 amp size 
Item Number 1t~1 03 (IS amp) 
$3,29  .... 
, STANDARD DUPLEX 
, REOEPTAOLE 
Constructed of high quality phenolic. Colcurod, corrosion. 
resistant, plated yokeend groondi, ng wires. Easily removed 
plastic ears, captive mounting screws, spring tension brass 
wire used for pesltivo two point ground contact. Double wire 
power contacts. Brown or ivory. 
Item Number 445 341 ~m~i~l l~Ml i l L l~& tp~ 
 s.4e ... 
Item Number 227 488 ,7 
1,88 . . . ,  
$1o,8e 
: '. ': " EKhSet 
.'. -~. 
. . .  . .  
PLASTIO BUILDING WIRE: 
NMD-7 4-2 Cooper PVC covered wire approved for housellold " 
indoor wiring. 250' roll. '.' - . .  
00-0P "0" SIZE 
TRANSISTOR BATTERY 
I.S veil Ironslstm" .battery packed 2 per card. 
Item Number 09 728 (1 card) 
$,67. . ,o.  
.... $11,88,.. ,  
Shows miles per gallon (relative) at any cruisl~ 
accurately moosuhn engine menifoM vecuur 
know when your engine needs • l~ne.up. 3)/~" dl~ 
Item Number 144 857 
00'0P "D" SIZE BATTERY 
Leakprod flashlight beffery folly sealed In steel. Packed 2 
per card. 
S,61 teach Card 
STANLEY HANKER 
Stanley "Cenedlen"i oz. bemmor, h i t  foced, Cu-rved clew. 
Drop forged bead. Wood handle.. 
Item Number 340 3HIe.. :.., " 
S2,44..., t 
i ' l  i 1 
F 1 
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t S INGi, n TUNE UP . . . . .  ! , ~ ~ ~' = ,,. - Gig.nt ic  + Savings on Gift -  Ware (~"' 
i.~ : ,  All ltms i 
".:i! !II:: ON Lanmowerl and Rotoligors With er i sss :and l  : :  : i~:i,:> .., ii/~ . i : :::ii>. 
Stndtonor TeoumosNotm only , .  ,:/i ~~:. : : i  i l i  : : TABLE ONUI: " .... "iiii"~ii>:"": "~14ii:i~ '~:::,:: .i )-: 
. . . . .  " : ALL  ~~,LETR Y ITEMS t. REPLACE POINTS t. RE I ) I .ACE POINTS i~ i ,  : )~  
2,3. CHANGE REPLACEo IL  CONDENSER "" : , 3 .  3. CHANGE REPLACEo IL  CONDENSER - "  I 'd  f . . . .  P ~ , .~., ~ :  k I~ . :' i ")~F ~'~ " 1 * " . . . . .  ~ * i i i' : ) ~ P' ~ ~p~. 
. ,4 . 'CLEAN F ILTER " :~ 
i .  BALANCE BLADE : " "~'" '~': "6" ADJUST  CARBURETOR 
"~. '~-~,, ~7, CHECK GEAR OIL  
7. ADJUST CARBURETOR | .  ADJUST DRIVE  BELT  ": , - " : ; ~ : .  
II. CLEAN MOWER - ).-CLEAN T ILLER Inoludos Boiled Flower Hand Lolion and Dabble Dalli 
~: SPRING' • SPE61AL ' - . 
i . . . . .  .... ,,,, .~ ~r i l  Showers, O IdSp ieo  and many more G i f t . I tem 4)  
$1"1  88  ..... "--:--' '-"---" ..... " . . . . . .  - - ' - - - -" - - ' - -  ; '  
~;  . 
) m RACKONL WALLPAPER " 1 Y (, 
)~: . OO-OP SHALL NOTOR REPAIR SHOP : ~: ,,-,od w.,..,. ,,.ri,t, of..,r.,. , ,  ,, 
i::. ,, I f  Additional Sorvioo is Required an Estimdo -.  " : 'i LinnHod qu~ntill of dinoonflnuod lines = .~4 J) 
)!!: ~ , i  ' .~ Authori~odEvunrudo Doalor :~ ' ,i $19,250, i)'!i: ~ ~  OheokoU, liE, of Evinrudo and. Eska 0utSoard llotoro. .i i :4 i ) 
) ~ mo.,-~.., >> 
!i!ii  TH 100% OANADIAN ALTKRNATiVi: ) C '  " ' :  " " ' "~"  :( ) ,m . PHON E 635.6347 Friday . . . .  V i 4617 GREIG . . . .  ):ooo.m..txo0p, m. ,4 I~'::;; SMurdW." "~,  ~ 
. . . . . .  , . -,-, . . .. . . . '... ,,:, ~>,. ,: ,-~" 
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No law to limit tanker 
Size in Washington 
Frustration and dlsap- 
pointmont were the words 
used by legislators today to 
their reaction to a 
United States Supreme Court 
decision striking down a 
state law limiting the size of 
tankers entering Puget 
Sonad. 
Washington Governor 
Dixy Lee Ray said the 
decision was not unexpected 
and that she was not alar- 
med by it. 
"The state, working 
together with the Coast 
Guard, can and will assure 
that all navigation, including 
the moving of oil tankers, 
will be handled as carofuliy 
and safely as humuniy 
possible." she said. 
She said she will continue 
to support "every psesible 
precaution with respect o 
safety features on ships, 
crew and pilot training and 
shore-based nativugailousl 
aids," 
only to see It knocked out by 
the Supreme Court on a 
technicality," said the 
Seattle Democrat, 
Senator Ted Bottiger, D- 
Graham chairman of the 
Senate EnerW Committee, 
called the decision a victory 
for the oil companies. 
"I'm disappointed that he 
supreme court has taken 
away from the state the right 
to look after the economic 
and soelalogical and en- 
vironmental aspects of its 
inland waters," he said. 
Bottiger pointed out, 
however, that the ARCO 
deck at Cherry Point is the 
only facility on Puget Soant 
that can handle tankers in 
excess of 125,000 dead-wright 
tons. 
"The others are going to 
have to go through the 
Energy Fac i l i ty  Site 
Evaluation Council if they 
intend to. enlarge their 
facilities and that may be 
I'm just plain frstrated," our ace in the hole," said 
said Representative K ing  Bottigcr. 
Lysen, chairman of the KiugandBottigeraisoasid 
House of Energy and the action may force the 
Utilities Committee. Coast Guard to draft 
"Here's a case where the stringent rules covering 
Leglslatare has taken action tanker traffic on the sound. 
with the full support of the Lysen pointed out the 
congressional delegatio n tanker limitationlaw asthe 
result of Coast Guard refusal 
to regulate tanker traffic in 
the past. 
Lysen also said Senator 
Warren G. Mugnoaon's coup 
of last year banning 
establishment of an oil port 
west of Port Angeles on the 
Strait of Juan de Fuca may 
make the point moot. 
" I f  they can't 'have 
transshipment why would 
they want to bring in the 
larger tankers?" asked 
Lyses. 
Mugnnson said he will ask 
Transportation" Secretary 
Brock Adams to limit the 
size of oil tankers in Puget 
Sound. 
"It is my opinion that 
existing law permits the 
secretary of transportation 
to establish regulat ions 
restricting the traffic of huge 
supertankers," Ma~uson 
said. The Ports and 
Waterways Safety Act 
allows the Department of 
Transportation to establish 
"vessel size and speed 
limitations and  vessel 
operating condition." 
• He said,."This, of course, 
is what he Washington State 
law --just invalidated by the 
Supreme Court - -  sought o 
do. "  
• I , .  
New Business's 
Not listed in our 
B.C. Tel Directory. 
.We 're 
Listed 
Heret 
t 
'DS BODY SHOP - 635-9410 
TERRACE O IL  BURNER SERVICES.  635.4227 
BooK NOOK - 635.3o81" 
THE HQBBY HUT.  635-9393 
THREE R IVERS WORKSHOP - 635.2238 
ALL-WEST GLASS . 638.1166 
Free..  fo r  ONE month courtesy of THE 
DALLY HERALD 
If you wish your Business 
Phone l isted for your  customers  P lease  Call 635-6357 
i i 
If he is unsuccessful in 
winning adoption of such 
regulations, Magauson said 
he will examine need for new 
federal legislation. 
"As the author of the Ports 
and Waterways Safety Act, I 
can state that the Congress 
did not intend to create a 
situation where It is im- 
possible for a state to enact 
legislation ecessary for the 
protection of a natural 
resource such as Puget 
Sound," Magnuson said. 
: / 
Shaky power base in China' 
By JOHN RODERICK 
TOKYO (AP) --  The con- 
duslon of the fifth National 
People's Congress takes 
Chins past a major 
milestone on the rocky road 
to stability and industrial 
advance 16 months after the 
death of Mac Tsetang. 
By retaining the 
premiership, Chairman Hun 
Kuo-fong emerged from the 
week-long seaslon as Mac's 
undisputed successor, Infact 
as well as In name. 
Hue shored up his shaky 
power base within the loose 
coalition of soldiers, secret 
policemen and . eld 
revolutionaries who have 
Eight killed in 
Calif. floods 
LOS ANGELES (AP) -- 
Flood warnings were in 
effect today for mountain 
and coastal valley areas as 
residents of southern 
California began dean-up, 
operations from torrential 
rains that officials aid killed 
eight persons and damaged 
about 250 houses. 
Four storm-related deaths 
were reported in Los Angeles 
County and one each was re- 
ported in Orange, Ventura, 
Riverside and San Diego 
counties. 
Mexican officials said at 
least 28 persons have died 
• there, thousands have been 
left homeless and up to $1 
billion in damage has been 
caused by weekend role- 
storms that created flood 
waters and mudslides. ' 
The border town of 
Tijuaan appeared hardest 
hit with 19 dead, officials 
said. 
Ensenada, 100 kilometres 
to the south, was split in two 
by a torrent of water ushing 
through the city. More than 
6,-000. residents were 
homeless . there with 
estimates reaching. 100,000 
for the entire 1,800-mflelong 
peninsula of Baja California. 
the last two months-twice 
the average for a whole year. 
The store also brought 
high surf, which psunded 
beachfront homes of show 
business people in Malibu. 
Movie stars worked 
shoulder-to-shoulder with 
National Guards and 
volunteers from nearby 
Pepperdine University to 
sandbag homes. 
LEGENDS ABOUND 
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) 
- -  The Irish have many 
legends about St. Patrick; 
one says that at the funeral 
for St. Patrick about 461 AD 
there were so many torches 
burning the night was turned 
into day. Another says the 
sun refused to set for the 
next 12 days so as not to 
bring a new day without him 
to bereaved Ireland. 
"Hustler" 
Mm-1 shot 
LAWRENCEV~,  Ga. 
(AP) - -  Radio station WGST 
says Lorry Flynt, owner 'of 
Hustler'mngazine, was s~bt 
today whil walking on' a 
street ontslde the courtroom 
where he is on trlal, on All along the Baja mast, 
schools, churches, city halls charges' of distributing 
and Red Cross eontres were obscene materials. , 
converted into. refugee Police wouldnot comment 
shelters. ' en, the report. ' . r "  
L0s ~h~geI~-h -as - r -~  No Word on hb condition 
70 contimetres of rain during was inmlediately available. 
ruled since the critical 
autumn of 1976, when Man 
died and the radicals led by 
Mao'a widow, Chtang Ching, 
were arrested and silenced. 
The old guard's candidate 
for the premiership was 
hardheaded Senior Vice- 
Premier Tong Hstac-ping, 
73. Though he failed for the 
• second time in his turbulent 
career to reach the top, the 
remaining two key gov- 
ernmental Jobs wont to his 
faction. 
Marshal Yell Chle~.ying, 
81, became chairman of the 
Congress standing com- 
mittee. He relinquished the 
defeace ministry to another 
Tang supporter, Marshal 
Hsu Halang-chien, 76~ 
WEAR8 TWO MANTLES 
Hua's success is not only 
real but symbolic. Now he 
wears not only the mantle of 
Mac' China's great 
revolutionary, but also that 
of the late Premier Chou En- 
lal. 
It was Chou who kicked off 
a bold new-,industrlal leap 
forward in his last major 
congressional ddress, in 
January 1978. Stalled by the 
obstruction of the radicals, 
the programs got going 
again after Hua assumed the 
chairmanship less than 18 
months ago. 
Though shrewd and 
amiable, Hua lacks Man's 
authority and prestige and 
Tong's driving force. But he 
has labored slowly and 
carefully to win the con- 
fldonce of Chou's moderates 
who made him party 
chairman, because they had 
no alternative. 
Once elected, he was safe 
in the country's highest 
office. But the premiership, 
which an old and suspicious 
Man had wrenched from 
Tevg and handed to TUA, 
W/~ UP FOR GRABS. 
The battle was won in the 
party's central committee 
meeting that preceded the 
Congress. What undoubtedly 
weighed in Hua's favor was 
his willingness to abandon 
the radicals, with whom he 
had flirted earlier, and 
accept he moderate line. 
Once committed, he went 
the distance--presiding over 
the dismantling of the 
apparatus, approving the 
rehabilitation f hundreds of 
their victims and giving his 
assent to the moderate 
reforms which have changed 
China from a closed society 
into one with greater 
freedom, wider horizons and 
increased iscipline. 
if boating is a part of your 
fall,Lifestyle, remember " 
don t overload the boat, 
stand up, change ~positions 
or turn too suddenly,~.nfor" 
ce the rule that all passen- 
gers wear approved life jack- 
ets at all times. Pack your 
boat with safety equipment 
. it may be yo.r lifeline. 
Think safety- play safe. 
Ethiopia, Somalia 
Both claim city 
By THE AKqOCIATED 
PRESS 
Ethiopia says it has recap 
tured JiJiga, the first major 
objective of its counter- 
offonslve in the Ogaden war 
in eastern Ethiopia. But the 
Somali forces who took the 
dry last summer dony that 
they have lost it. 
Radio Addis Ababa said 
the Ethiopian flag flew over 
Jijiga, in the northern 
Ogaden Desert 65 kilometre 
from the Somalia border, 
after a victory "won at great 
cost to human life and 
property." The Ethiopian 
embassy in London said the 
Somali forces in Jijiga were 
wiped out and Ethiopian 
troops were advancing on all 
fronts. 
The rebels of the Western 
Somali Liberation Front, 
who have been fighting since 
last summer to wrest the 
Ogadeif' plateau r "fr0m 
Ethiopia nd join it [o neigh- 
boxing Somalia,, said they 
still bold Jijiga and were 
fighting off attacks by 
Russian and Cuban troops. 
A statement issued in 
Mogadishu, the capital of 
Somalia, said no Ethiopian 
soldiers were seen among 
the attackers. 
Somalia's ambassador to 
Bdt/dn, Ahmed, Mohamed 
Aden,  said officials in 
Mogadishu informed him the 
opposing forces• were 
fighting at Babile, between 
JiJiKa and Hater, one of the 
Ethiopian amy's  two re- 
malning strongholds in the 
Oga.den. It is 70 Idlometres 
west of JlJlga. 
"None of ~ese claims could 
be verified. But the reports 
from both sides indicated a 
resumption i  at least one 
sector of the offensive the 
Ethiopians initiated to the 
north, east and south of 
Harar' in l~t~'~Yanuary. The. 
offmsive bogged own after 
a week or so. 
The Somalis say about 
15,000 Russians, Cubans and 
others are fighting for 
Ethiopia. The U.S. stats 
department estimates that 
more than 10,000 Russian, 
Cuban and East European 
millitary personnel are 
helping the Ethiopians. 
Western diplomats in East 
Africa also believe that 
thousands of regulars from 
Somalia's army are fighting 
alongside the rebels, who are 
ethnic Somali tribesmen, de- 
spite the Somalia govern- 
ment's earlier contention 
that it was aiding the rebels 
only with supplies. 
I 
BIRTHDAY CELEBRATED 
NEW DELHI (CP) -- 
Moraji Desai, prime 
minister of India, celebrated 
his 82rid birthday Feb. 28. He 
is one of the world's oldest 
heads of sovernmmt and 
~tSin a rigomm aaron-day 
work week. 
EMI~LOYERS hero's an opportunity to help yourself and the 
economy by hiring a hard-working young man or woman this 
summer, it's soiled the Youth Employment Program. If you 
oreste worthwhile Jobs for Young persons in your business, 
on your farm, or with a non.profit organization the Provlnoe 
of British Columbia will share the soot of wages with you. 
This Is how it works. 
Businesses: 
If your business has been in operation for at •least a year, the 
Ministry of Labour may help you pay the wages of up to five 
young persons this summer. We will pay between $1.30 and $2.00 
an hour as eur share of the cost. 
/ 
Farina: 
The same rules apply, you create jobs for youth and the Ministry 
of Labour will share the cost with you. 
Soolotles: 
You are Invited to apply for funding to hire young persons to work 
this summer on a worthwhile project, We will pay an average of 
$3.40 an hour. We will also provide funds for holiday pay 
employee benef ts and assent al project costs. 
Appl icat ions MUST be received by March 24, 1978. 
Applications for funding are available from any Provincial 
Government Agent or Ministry of Labour Office, or any of the 
B.C. Youth Employment offices listed below, 
Abbotsford -- Unit 5, 33575 Mayfafr Avenue, V2S 1P6 
Courtenay -- 576 England Avenue,'VgN 5M7 334-4403 
Cranbrook -- No. 5-14th Avenue, S. Cedar Centre, VlC 2W9 
Dawson Creek -- 2nd Floor, 1005. 104th Avenue, V1G 2H9 
Kamloopa -- Suite220, 546 St. Paul Street, V2C 5T1 374.0078 
Kelowns -- 1449 St. Paul Street, V1Y 2E4 763.9241 
Lower Msinlsad/Bumaby -- 4240 Manor Street, V5G 1B2 437-8441 
Nanalmo -- Lower Floor, 66 Front Street, V9R 5H7 
Nelson -- 601 Front Street, VIL 4B6 
Pentlcton -- 2nd Floor, 301 Main Street, V2A 5B8 492.7247 
Prince George -- 1663 Victoria Street, V2L 2L4 562.8131 (Local 265) 
Smlthcra -- 2rid Floor, Federal Bldg:, 1188 Main Street, V0J 2NO 847.4229 
Terrace -- 2nd Floor, 4548 Lakelse Avenue, V8G 1P8 535.4997 
Vernon -- Suite 204. 2901 - 32nd Street, V1T 5M2 542.1397 
Victoria -- 2nd Floor, 1250 Quadra Street, V8W 2K7 382.5151 
Williams Lake -- Suite 6, 123 Borland Street, V2G 1R1 : 
For of f ices l isted above  w i thout  te lephone numbers  and for  
all other areas, ceil  Operator for Zenith 2210 (toil free). 
PLEASE NOTE: All eppllostlons will be ©onulderod, but funding sonnet be guaranteed. 
* t 
i " 
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Ear+ l}r images 
ot- sport 
) ~+. ,+,+~ , ~  "Images of Sport in ranging Do• Indian f 1 Earlyu which will be at the lacrosse sticks to an early 
National Museum of Man ro~ihg machine, while 
i ~ from February 7to April 2, is paintings, prints, photgraphs 
based on a McCord Museum and drawings provide a ~: 
exhibition originally montage of images that - 
~ ' ~ " presented in Montreal vividly recall  Canadian ', iii 
during the 1976 .Olympic sporting life in the 19th and " ". iii 
Year. The exhibit is an early 20th centuries. • +~' - " , . . i  +' 
part amate~ sport once display of "Images of Sport l ~ • , ,  . 
played in the whole social in Ear ly Canada",  the j ~ 
fabric Canadlan lffe as it was National Museum of Man ~.~ , . ,  'L '~ .. 
reflected in. the country's will be presenting the + ~ , :" 
arts and c~afts, recently released official " "/ ;"+" " i "~':] 
The exhibition is divided film on the 1976 Summer .' ", . 
into four main sections- Olympics in Montreal. The . J - I  ; ! 
winter, summer, spring and English version of the film / 1  
faR.reminding us that in an will be screened on Satur- 
earlier day sports and games day, February 11, while the 
wereconflnedtotheseasons. French version will be ~ i 
In each section there is a screened on Sunday, 
scene with models in spor- , February 12. Both presen- 
ring costume;a ".group of tatlouswilltakeplaceat2:00 ,. I 
snow•hoers in blanket coats p.m., intheauditoriumofthe 
and ceintures flechecs, a Victoria Memorial Museum 
woman riding side-•add•e, a Building, corner of Metcalfe Bicyde, 1890-92 
couple in once fashionable and McLeod. Admission will 
i i~  motoring dress couched be frea. 
behind the steering of an HlilllllllllllililllllllllillllillIi•illllillI•IllI••IllllII 
antique ear. there is a.•  . • 
pennfarthing bicycle.and a • A • 
varitey of sports eqmpmeat • ~ ~k ' • 
• " . ) . q P R  INt-'..qA 1VIN ..q : garl~ ~keuna MP Ions Campagnolo, attending the exbibtion of Images of Sport in  " i . i • 
Caunda"attheNatlonalMuseumofMan, tried out hur curling skills wzth an earlier versi, ~ . i ~ ~) , .~+~ p~j J t  J t  ~ j~_  • ~ ~.. I -~ -- -  • ----.+. • v ~ • 
• + ' - " ' s ta r  "X,7-: SPREE :" 
' .- .+ • ' i . ,  " : 
, ~.~ By Ar~ur~i~dman • " • 
+~ :~  NEW YORK (Reuter) '-- • . _I 
+',i,i~: Explorer,.  l ingulst and • . . - . i 
~ ,i++ ,, _m' ,i.~:~. ~o~ G~e that a i ~!~:~,~,:.:,+.~...,.,.:.<.. .:,~.,.,~.:.. ..... " ' / : ""  .~,+ .~. , ,+~ • 
+, ,~. '  • .<~:~+~! ' . . . ,>~: .~>/  . . . .  +~,'.,':<~:.~'+~++~-::++ • V+j>j-..~-.., . . . . . . . .  ~ • • , x that died in view of '~:~,~+~ :~ . . . . .  ,'~,"~,-'+.~ . ......... --." " .... < ~ 
..... ~ an , ~+ ~ ~.~...~+%?. ,~ + . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
+!i,+ years ago may have had a • ++ "+~:+,~,+++,:+:~!CC~+~,~ +~ 
+~f .+ - +; .  ~ .+++:+++~+++~+,+ + : ~ :, . . . . . . .~  ",,',,. 
:T+;.-::: ~+a "~;  ~++~+~:~ . . . . . . . .  - .... I >:+: development of civilization. • +++++~+; - / ~ ~  ~ ~ ' . ~ : ; /  - .. i +~ ~ ~++ ~ i "  ...... i 
'~ii;~ the book The Once and • ~ / ~  : :: i \ l ~ ' 7 1 + J  • 
~i.!~:i Future Star published, by • . . . . . .  - . . . . . . . . .  - . . . .  : . ~~; .~ '~,~. /  = 
!/~:~!i Manthorn,. is that the • L IHK 6AHU[H BUW RAK|  . . . . . . . . . .  . . , . . . . . . , . . . . .  ~ ~ ~ "  • 
i~. spectacular flameout of the = _ • . . . . . . . .  , , _ "  LINK I IU•NU rU IN I  ~)n l l l |eL  ~t~,, ~[~Y ..... • 
. . . .  sutmrnovaVelaXat i r redt lm _ Bv  HUE TEM~H " ~'. s ) ,  
develepmelt of the sciences m ~- ' ' - "  b-w constructlon 14 " By ~UE T~RR ~ "2 
upon which dv~at lon  was - . . . . . . . .  based • leelh. 4'/, It. handle. Heat trealed .tumble polished, LAWN SPREADER -" 
I t  . . • • blaae, fire.naraenecl 48 . ,, ' - -  
I~  Scient ists  did not comirm • . , , . . . .  re ,  m.  handle Features 16 spreading widlh,  ms. 
~ the existence of Vela X until I ~=~ .MM U " rubber wheels, tubular steel m 
'~  1968. * • • Each + ~t~lq[~q[~ d~ • A ~  handle. Baked enamel finish. =~ 
~ Until recent - t imes ,  • . ~ l l i l i  
: .  scholars did not know much , i  Each ' . ~ I ~  " ~4 4 O n  = 
'~  about the Sumerlans, the • ~ ~ ~ , +  / m l  i 100 • 
~e.  e~X+ 0f~M~. ,~ea. . . . .n  . . . . .  W. .  a~. .v  , +m p~y, .  . . . . .  _ ing  of the supernovas i ~ : : .  ' 
..hd.m. 8~.~..~..,el.~ an• ~ow~,~ m~+ +cuing. ~o+ mpi~s, ~au.ng ~cm,_,Ste~n.,m..e~,.a.nq+ " .ex~ee bwn~:  mm~s :m_ ~ ~ , .  y!/,+,uii:.;i:~+. . . .... i+, , . .  ' ~4; iu l r lmumz• •ll E . . . . . . . .  " • 
+e~~+ns~u~'~+~l ,  mmms~mgl~fmby l~fmt ,  and~wmammwn~.amm The ' ' Sumer imm • are i ~ ~ + ~ - ~  . ~ ~ + + j j  n '  ~m.e  ~mm~m • • 
110 feet. credited with laying the = "~~~, ~ : ~ : * ~  ~ ~ i ~  n l  mnuc  v :mrsn  • 
. foun~atlons fo r  several" • - ' ~ ' ~ ~  7"wideele~Irh:weldedblade. i 
se i~nces ,  ' including as-  • ," . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : ~ ~ i ! i  4 ft handFe _m 
tronomy and mathematics. _ UNE + l iA•UI: I I  rUl l lL ~ ~ !  " . m 
Mlchanowskyeaidthatone i . . . . . . . . .  . ~ ~ !  4~4~ ~ A  --- 
oF,the keys -~k~g the ex- m •~ l•Og I r J I l ' r J I ,  ~ j  . . ~ • O ~  + ; 
• ¢0sjon of  ~e..star .In.the • Four forged steel tines, fire. " + Escn -v . ,w  .m. .~ • 
smmernnemmpnere mm a • hardened handle m 
supernova nd its impact, on • ' ,  , " •+ 
found chiselled on ,a clay • ~ ~d l~ 
tab le t " ' in  the  British m Each ~ M I ~  
Musemn. " + i • 
Thd!.-phrme says: "The • , • 
8~a~Ic  star of the God Ea In •S ..... . . . . . . .  m 
the constellation Vela of the • um ismvi  i 
God ~"  . • vc  nvuM , ,  
Theg~ Ea, ~vedM the: m . . . i 
' i f .~ .  O ~ i model for Prometbotm, the • . J . .L,  . - -  • 
mmlv, , , ,m0m me a, ks • • 
credit with saving man]dad • , ,  , . , .+ ,  i 
at the rose  of him•dr • "" " • rims Clul • was held to be the source of • + ' 
all that is good and the m I I eels .  i 
:" so~ce of civilization. ~ 
Thisphrnse confirms that • Wa O~ • 
• . Doll and Tov toh,~oAn 1920-30 "" the Sumerians were affected • |O IO~ • 
' : • . - -oo-  , - ""  -- blast [ ]  • + • oy me mur , . 
~Hchanowskys~d,+.  • .  M 
+ AROUSED, IMAGINATION : " E 
; The + su~mova'," the . . -  [] 
flameout.of a dying star, • [] 
~sslldy vlsible:for years, i ' i 
played on the lmaginatt0n of. • . i "  
'+ ancient man u no  otll~ • i m 
event, Mich.anowsky said. i G 
' " I t  causeo ocean tur- i • 
izdence and strongly of- • • 
' fected the melting processes • . . . . .  p . .u . . ,  u , .u , . .R  • '  
of the Arctie lee msssea nd • • IMIU ~U" LMW• IMOIMr.n M 
it raised the level of the • + , ,, • u worlds Oceans, heu ld .  _ ' 3.5 H.P. B & S. recoil engine, m 
' "The supern0va'spmma m • front and rear•baffles, 7"  
rays also had a biological + • ". wheels, 7/s" Io0p handles. [ ]  
impact . . . . . .  • • • 
"But the, psychol0gical • i l l k4  4[ ~ d~dl~ : 
impact was .the most int- • l l  • _ !  I iM  
• ~rtant.  It Was the culture- m ' Each ~I  • V I W  : 
hdlding factor It explaips _. . .  ' - 
" ' m i  mm , so many of our myths wh ich  • • 
travel led westwards +. , ,  . ~.. from • + ' ' . • 
Mesopotamia,.. .-  , + • , • " " i h  m ~ nm ~ • • M 
Michanowsky' said the • . i rma,• , '  •IF_ M M s I  q ~ s m a s l a I  _m 
. . . . . . .  - Iegendbohindthe star is that • r i l l  •W rag i i  ~X lk l l lM l ' - l~Ml  m_ 
• -- • .  ,. - . ' 1,. .  - " it world ~p~,~d: that  • . l ,  I I  I U g l l  l p g l l l l  • 
. ' I tal lart art cat• fugue :' . . . . .  -- 
+ , ' " . : • - . . ! .  . . mthem.~rmMt,  The.m~n.e • - . + • ' i 
/ By'BRIAN MOONEY + The earnest ,attempt. to .a  million now cards, transcmcm any parucmar • ' : , . . . . . . .  • 
~RO' ME (Reuter)-- Italy is record . . . . .  ``  L Italy s. artistic ' The cards contain a religion, he added. .  . i ~ _ . • 
~mpl l~g a computer h~, l _ ,ge  b~an l .~e .~ i~e+ pm~.ino.+ dss=lpt lon  0f the . " .~ng the star. was. an i Ta le  In Value For Your 01d Pot. : 
catafosue of every last century put. was worm ot art,. its source, its 0riginal eultura~ stlmmus, m ' • , ' , . " _ 
• idiPiifleent work of art in the a_5.1~..q.ned aft~ the I r~  c0ndit!on .and.~0ther in -  he sald.~"It"triSg~.ed .an ,=, ' : . .  . " ~1 
country to preserve, its Worm war .  . . . .  ' . ,.. mrmauon.+ .  . . . . .  vitro sot re -  interest in systemaue, sxy • + . ' • ' . , -  
national treasures and , Theconcaptofthenationel searchers and preser- observattonsanditbecamea • ~.~l~ ~ . ~ 4 ~ m  _~ai0~m U . . ~  | ~ I~_mmml  • vv~m v~mnnwvl m V IS i VM ~I I~+I  promote scholarshlp. .... catalogue .!nclu~es ever~ vat ion is ts . . . .  " stimulus aro, und which • , , , . j r  vm~p. ulpmm mem~ ' . • 
,i~herecordwilleveutunuy"po~ilde esl~ct el .a~,.ann. BotS' the cards and ohoto, things., organized them- i  ,,, . A . .  ' A ~=. - - -A - - . - -  'Ira 
contain millions of items on .+ culture, and it was nocloea • ,ra,,h s are reduce'd ~ to se/ve~ . . . .  ." s :~aq~us~ _~v~mm~a , ~ i m m  mumv + ~,~. , i~-  • -- 
. . . . .  1 "" " -item should have ~ " But scientists'never "ave • ' mw Mama vsMpnm~; |  ~Mlnwmo~ W ~smn•w~O • • a ' . re  n t teeture ,  . a n mecevery . , mlcrof l lmandthei ,~' .~ared ~ • 
se01ptu~e, popular-.c~ture • at lemt onbipho~ograph." - for s r + e a ~m~ credit o the gigantic .star of I,,I " ' • to ag in co puter . .  ' a ' • - -- 
and other artistic ex-  . The catalogue now na.s + But the computer end still the god Ea mr navmg n • m + ~ I 
WCOsim' " " ' sections w.hi.ch.include su~ is' largely~ln ex,~vimental impact on civll!.z.ation • ~d l~ l l~d l~ l l  ~ I~• l~Mm•~dl~dP~lk l  • 
"We've started with the  diverse sunyects as pard  ~,oao, n. ,  , , , .~. i~L,  . ,became | was not untux~,  m . l l l I l~ l l l l l  ~!~ MI I I l •S f~, l l l  • 
--,~-) ~d~n~,ered work-" and uardens, ' folklore, ~J~ LO, ~'~ " v~" /~"11 ~ " that science learned of  its • . - : ~ I I V I I M V I I  ~ HIM M b I I V U H  • 
~'~ ~,~ N~d',  'a + mmicX mstrumenmi ~d . ~e ' .  c~e lo~e I+ msti{ute, e~st~ee,  . . . .  ~ ; I  ' '  • m l  ' : 
• m~.  r "+t~e state-run m~eclogicel sites.. , iwhic.h.depends..:on ]th.e+ Thee. e xptos lo~ o~ V~_8 X • / , [ .  I n l i l~"  1 4506 LaZel le " I | HB= 63S 6576 • 
ynmstitute,--/, 7 PRODUCE MILLION .minmtr~ ot  culture+, Is wastnec£osesttommpmn~ • m Io l I I I i  ' , I  . . . .  s m l m  " -- . , - _ _ _ _ ~  • mm 
AUth{Im] . . . . .  P '+ . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  ' t r  ' ' [] e rtant works CARDS budgeted to -a end : 13,4 and Mlchanowsky thinks • ~ ~1 1 I I  '~  ' ' m i r 4 ..,,.~ I~: , ,a  . . . .  +, m,.,o ,gas . . . . . . .  ~er"  milllon"~this: "e - r  - - '~  " . . . . . . .  +~eSun thlsstar • t + . - ,  J S 0 eHours .  Tues . toSat .ga .m. to$ ,30p .m.  • 
OOBSlv ,+~+,+u ',.,+u,,,.,.+,,-, ,+,,.,.+ -- - - ,  - -o+--, . -  ,., __. . 7 . :+.:o.,,.. ,,o+ ,o+,+ w , .  ' - - --  F r i - ' - ' "  " - - -  " -  " - • - 
a~caarebe lng  ~talogued., working-throu~hou.t+Lthe pro~ce a capacity of 200,000 has had the .mo~,prpfo~d, i .+ • .~+ .. .... . + . u~y ~ a .m.  m y p .m.  m 
first, Dr N ri said, country have produces about cards effect on manl(ma s Idsto y IM•  • ••••  • • ••  • • • • 
' ' ~ " "+ ' + " + . " JL : ' + ' illllllI~Illllll•llllllllllllI•IllllllllllllI 
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WHA stand ings  use less  
"The standings have sud- until the Jets overtook them Tardff's 48th goals of the 
dsnly become useless as a during the 15-game win season and then scored 
form chart in the World streak, also are on another himself as Quebec rallied in 
Hockey Association. tailspin, losing their last four the second period for the Win 
Winnipeg Jets, the league in a row. over New England.. 
~eadsrswhohada record 15- Larry Lund scored his Bill Flett scored twice, 
game winning streak going eighth goal of the season at running his season total to 
until last week, suffered 12:12 of the third period to 35, and led a thres-geal, 
their fourth straight loss break a 3-3 tie and give third-period rally that gave 
Sunday night, 4-3 to Honston Houston the winat Winnipeg. Edmonton the win over the 
Aorns. HULL STILL TRYING Bulls. ' ' 
Winnipeg left winger 
And last-place In- Bobbz Hull, seeking the Paul Henderson had 
scored twice in the second dianapolis Racers are t,000th goal of his pro career, 
suddenly on a fivegame was held scoreless through period as the Bulls •went in 
winning string, including an the weekend although e did front 3-1, only to see the 
8-6 decision over the Jets on pick up an assist in SatUF. Oilers come back. 
Saturday and a 4-2 win over day's game at Indianapolis. Birmingham coach Glen 
Cincinnati Stingers on Hull's next chance comes Sensor blamed his team for 
Sunday. Thursday when Winnipeg being greedy, looking for 
In other Sunday games, plays host to Indianapolis. more goals in the third 
Quebec Nordiques edged The Racers continued period instead of protecting 
New England Whalers 2.1 their winning streak with their lead.. t4-3 by Merritt Centennials. 
and Edmonton Oilers beat Rich Leduc scoring twice-- "That's what happens Merritt maintained its 
Birmingham Bulls 4-3. his 30th and 31st goals of the when you think a team can't cad in the Interior Division 
Otbergameasuturdnyeaw season. Indianapolis went do it," said Sensor. "Our ~s secondplaee Pentictlon 
Birmingham beat New ahead4-0 before the Stingers guys came back to get some Veee Split a home*and-home 
England 5-2 while Houston got back with two goals in more goals. Hell, we didn't series with fourth-place 
and Quebec fled 3-3. the last seven minutes, need any more goals. We Kamloope Chiefs. The Vess 
The Whalers, leaders recently returned from the needed to protect what wel won 13-2 Sunday after the 
through most of the sea~on " injury list, set up Mare had." Chiefs triumphed 11-7 Satur- 
day. Calgary ties New WqL- /O l "  Third-place Kelovnm won two close games, edging 
• !Vernon Vikings 4-3 'in picks up h p overtime Saturday and 
2 2 ., . ,  ,., = e) O es  wlth.58:seconds to play to beat Revelstcke 3-2 Sunday. 
Abhotsford beat visiting 
Langley Lords 3-1 in Calgary Wranglers cored of the Saskatchewan Junior been replaced by an extra Saturday's other game. 
a pair of third-period goals Hockey League. Ken attacker. 
Sunday to tie New West- Federko added the cthei" Doug Robb and Szott WIN NOT EASY 
Biade~ goal. minster Bruins 2-2 and keep scored two goals each. • Bellin~ham had a tough 
alive their fading Western Gerry Galloway paced Brad Cox led Flin Finn time with the Flyers Sunday, 
Canada Hockey League Regina with two goals, with two goals while Steve leading 4.~- after one period 
plsyoffhopes. Sinales were added by Larry Blue, Ray Markham and and6-3 after tw0. Ken Berry, 
The deadlock moved Ell, Dlrk Graham, Darren Jordy Douglas shared the Jim Biasett and Don Fraser 
Calgary within three poin~ Veitch, Kevin Clackson and others, each scored twice for the 
winners with Steve Mac- of the thirdplane Medicine Paul Hogan. Portland. scored all its Donald and Dave Brockhill 
Hat Tigers in the Central WRANGLERS GET EDGE Sunday goals in the first adding one each. 
Division and set up a game The Wranglers, whose period, two. by •Wayne The Blazers have nine 
between the rivals Tuesday tying goals came 40 seconds Babych. The others were ~mes left to play while 
in Calgary. apart, spotted New West- notched by Blake Wesley, Nanaimo has eight. • 
In other Sunday games, minster a2-0 edae in the flrst Brant. Paterson and Max Merritt took a 4.0 lead 
Saskatoon Blades outscored per iod. .  
Regina Pats 9-7, Brandm . Terry Kirkham.and John Kostowtch. Errol Raunse, mddway through .the first 
Pat Koleweeki, Ron Kollman period Sunday before 
Wheat Kings blasted Billings Ogrodnick scored for the andRyan Hatfield tallied for Nanalmo found the range. 
Bighorns 6-1, Portland Bruina while Dave Mortises 
• Winter Hawks held off and Glen Wylie tallied for Seattle. " The Centnnnials'stretohed a 
Seattle Breakers 5.4 and Calgary. " Dale Yakiwchuk and Dave 5-1lead after 20 minutes to 9- 
Lethbridgo Broncos downed Bill Derlsgo, the league's Ross conaecteii 35 seconds 2 after 40. 
Medicine Hat 4-2. leading marksman, scored apart o give Portland the tie Kelly Ferner had four 
Seattle deadlocked Per- three goals to boosthis total Se .tm'dn.y. Dong Lecuyer had go a!s for Merritt while Pat 
tiand and Bfllingo matched to 69 for Brandnn, Wee . two goals .and Perry Turn- ~b l~ pot .ms _mree a~ 
Flirt Flon Bombers in 5-5 Coulson, Brian Propp and bull the "other. Rausse, me Ames had two. ,:a 
centostsSaturday. - Ray Allison shared the Anthony . Thomas, Ryan Bes~,Blske Stephens, Ken 
Right . winger . Dan :others. Walter, Greg Dram and Lm Partier, Bobl)eschampa and 
Erickson scored four goals, AISzottsooredonapawer- Dies ~. scored for the Ron Flockhart were the 
including.three in the third Piny .to rnin the ahutout bid ef Breakers; . ' .. . -o ther  Mei'ritt marksmen 
period, to lead Sackatoon Brandan netmindera .Rick New Westminster". visits ~ while Dave Rob!,son, 'Rob 
past R~.ina.. Knickle and Chuck Funk. BIHi~R and Regina is at ~lavette , and ~ . Barry 
tw.an vo ¢ ~  ~.: n . . . . .  ~ ~ ~ ~  ~" ' :': ' ' ~- -, e'onerson, countea zor • . ~ ~, a ba er ~i l le  B . . . . . . .  . . . .  
f i r s tw . ,~, ~ , . ~.,, - . ,  ~ ,  , .  ~ ,.Nnnahao.,., .... 
. . . . . .  , . . . . . .  • ....... , . ' . -~r ,5 , :  .... vi,|~; Ne or"Kel th  rernsr goals f Oe~i ,  ' - ~ ~ t F f l h i ~ ~ : . ~ ' ,  a.'~,~'Cou ~i- '  ~" ..... tn~_~ . . .  . 
• rerry~'as~aru~.-~th eame~ Billings the. deamoek~ ~oo,--,~. .... ~ga ~':_"- ~n~, blocked z~:~om for the 
" fr . . . . . .  " . . . . . . .  : .  ,---,,-,,,,,,...ovv~ ~ mun winners while his C l i -~  up om aasumon uaymp~es .C~a l tender  . ' tom MUC had F lon  . -~ " " . . . . . .  v t~ . ,  
' . " . , . '  :.; . counterpart AhOy uourmy 
, " , . , .-. ~ ..... : ../ ; ' . stopped 47. " 
Sittler continues olid , v . In  PentietOntook a 2-,SundaY'lead in thethe 
Hold on third place f i r s t ,  period, outscored ' Ir~unloopa 5-1 in the secon  
' . " and banged in six strsi~ht in 
' " .. , the third. " 
• . , Howard Walker. had three 
While Guy :Lafleur and streakandhasscoredinllof ".Hull put.'togother a21-  goalswithRoasFltzpatrick, 
Darcy Listaeghe, Kevin Bryan Trcttler continue to - the l7 games. game p0ints dtreak in 1971- Maxwell and{'.ary Eades 
tangle atop the National H is  streak is the long~t 73, netting l 23 ~goak and 
Hockey League scoring race, such skein this season, earning 12 assists for 35 : " " :' " 
Darryl Sittler of Toronto , althongh inJnrod Bobby SCh- points in ~e span. 
Maple Leafs has been solidi- - . . . .  ~ 
mautz  of  'Bos ton  Bru ins ,  Sitt ier ,e next opportunity ' " 
with a 17-game consoeuilve last 14 games. " • .to furtherhls/streak comes 
paint-scoring streak. - Wednneday~hight ~ w~ r ~S jL 
League statistics released Lafleur set the league AngelesKingo visit Tomato. 
record for consecutive The Maple Leafs are:at 
whoseM°ndaYMontrealSh°wedcanadiensLafleur' games with points last Montreal the following night. ' 
met the Sabras at Buffalo on season, going 28 games in Slttler is the only player to 
which he scored 19 goals and have scored against evtry Monday night, with 107 added 42 assists for 61 
points on 47 goals and 60 points.n " opposing club this season,  
mists, while Tr0ttiar of  Lafleur, the league scorinj~.i I 
New York Islanders has 102 HORVATH NEXT leader on the baals of his 4' 
poln.ts from 35 goals and 64 The senond-longnst point- goals, was looking for Ida / 
assists. . scoring etre.tch is 22 gmmes, first goalngainat Buffalo and 
Sittler follows with 96 by ~ronco Horvath of'B(mton has net beaten a Chicago 
pc_isis, comprising 39 goals In 1959-60, the year he tied gosltender this in .  i 
and 57 adsists, and had a 15.. Bobby Hull of Chicago Black By comparison, $ittior'has 
point lead over Mantreal'e Hawks for the NHL goal. feasted against rheas'clubs, 
Janque~ tomalm, scoring title with 39, Horvath _s~.ring five geak apiast 
Sittler baa 16 goals and 16 had .16 goals and 17 assists ulucago and three, ngalnst 
aUists for 32 points I n his for ~ points in the Z| games. B~fatn :  , 
stretched their first:place 
lead in the Coastal Division 
of the British Columbia 
Jultior Hockey League to 
Toronto Argonauts trying-for 
First championship since 1952. 
TORON'I"~ ,CP) --  Grey he was aaking iS00,000 a N6Wlt'remalastohosoon 
~'gonants :,c~ldng the in~ year. ff the Argos, burned: badly 
spiraflon :u lead them to ALMOSTWITH COLT8 with the signing od former, 
their first ~.,anadian Football Mctealf •said he was close U.S, college star Anthony 
League champxonshlp since to slguip!g wzth the NFUs Davis two years ago, made 
1952, slguet~, rlnrming back Baltimore Colts, but got the the right move m go lng after 
Terry Mete,.,;' to a multi, call fro.nL the Argonauts. . Meiealf, ,. 
year contra-.v Monday .  "I llktd the front office (in A year  ago, whe~ Dav is  
Toronto),,' Metealf said. bought hiaway out of a five~ 
Although t,..'ms were not "They.jinade me facl more year$i million contract with 
disclosed, n Toronto comfd~tabl e than I did in St. Toronto to gc 'o the NFL's 
spekesmar ee d it was "a Louis,'",. Tampa Bay Buccaneers, contract f i t  ll" ; It should be 
g~gdfor I)(.c11 years." Metealf asld he was fed up Hodgoon deelared the end of 
Metealf, unloved by the with, the hassles from the the supe~stsr era. But he 
fans and managemmt of St. fickle St. todis fans. insists Metcalf is a differeat 
Louis Car~Innis, played out " "I was out to do my beet, case. ' ' - 
and when I did fumble they "He Is a veteran pro, not a 
FootballhiS option withheaguethe Nationalteam aetedllke Ydid 't on purp~. ~oo~n superstar," said 
during the !1}77 season, They hooed me on the field, 
The 8raduate of California they booed,me off the field, n ' ' 
State- University at tong And ff I scored a touchdown, OWNER8 ON OF- 
Beach had been reported the were resdy to 'yea, yea,' PENSIVE 
seeking asalary of $300,000 a I coulcht't understand that, If LONDON (CP) --  Oxford 
year in the NFL, Joe they'regoingtobcome, boo Street shopkeepers are 
me all the rime. Don't beginning to win their war 
Sullivan, director o f  change in the middle of the against shoplifters and operations fcr the Cardinals, 
stream." •.  credit-card cheats, The said that the fumble*prone 
Metoalf ~ad priced himself In 1976, he set an NFL fashionable shopping: area. 
out of the NFL. record with 2,462 combined loso~ mere than &~00,000 ($1 
net yards m~d Metoalf was million) a week, but an 
SulLivan said the Cardinals the first NF~ player 'to early-warnlng system and. 
had arranged a trade with record mo~e than 2,-000 clreuintlon of descriptions of 
New Orleans Saints who combined net yards during suspects from store to store 
were interested in acquiring three consecutive seasons-- have led to an Increase in ar- 
Metcalf until they found out 1975 through 1977. rests. 
Bl  First .place azers carry on, 
Clipper lose again on the road 
each had a pair. Ward Sparrow and Eades both had Kelowna led 2-1after one night at l:00 of overtlme to 
seven points Sunday as 
second'place Nanaimo Clip- 
pers lost again on an Interior 
road trip. ' 
The Blazers posted an 8-5 
home*ice win over Ab- 
botsford Flyers while the 
Clippers, which lost to 
Kelowna Buckaroos Friday 
~d had a Saturday game 
against. Revelstoke Bruins 
~ncelled ue to a strike by 
=ivic workers, were bombed 
Sparrow and Ron 'Vincent two for Penticton. " 
completed the Penticton Norm Meyer, Mike Mesic, 
scoring while Brian Graves Graves, Doug Lidster, Peter 
and Pete Gerlinger heat Dineen, and Murray 
Penticton goalie Andy Moog Matheson also scored for the 
who made 31 stops, winners while Ken Pederson, 
TABLES TURNED Vincent and Maxwell also 
The tables' were turned counted for the Vees. 
Saturday as the Chiefs 
picked up their 10th straight 
heme*ice win. Glen 
Merkosky had three goals to 
lead the Kamloopa attack 
and Gerlinger had two. 
period but the Bruins tied it 
at the end of two. Harry 
Mahood and Bruce Howes 
got the Revelstoke goals. 
Cam Torgerson scored the 
Kelowna goal. 
Kelowna's Darrell Becket 
picked 'up his tOOth point of 
Rod Danehuk's second the season, getting an assist 
goal of the night with 58 on Danchuk's winner. 
seconds to go was the win- TIGHT GAME 
rdng margin in Kelowna as Brian Matthews was the 
the Buckaroos nipped the hero Saturday in Vernm, 
Bruins. ' scoring his second of the 
give Kelowna the win. Brad 
Palmer and Torgeson'anao 
scored for the Buc~r.cos 
while John Neeld, Gary 
Gassoff and Scott Codas 
replied for  the lsst-p~ce 
Vikings. : 
• Randy McMurchy st01~d 
36 shots for Langley. . .  
There are two games 
scheduled fo r  Tuesday. 
RevelstoJe visits Merritt 
while Kamlcopo travels to 
Vernon. 
Federal Business Devel0pmenl Bank,. ; 
, .  . • .. 
assists businesses ' "  
• . in British Columbia .... 
.g 
1. 
os " . ' w,th financn 
' In 1977, FBDB authorized $115,000,000 in Ioansto 2,600 businesses in British : '  : . .  
Columbia and Currently 9,000 businesses in the Province have a total of $443,500,000 
in loans from FBDB for purposes such as: 
~ . , .  I~ ._  ~ '~"  , 
Purchase of equlpmont  I Purchase or  construct ion Lauffching a new business 
o f  bui ld ings 
with: CASE counselling: 
Metr ic  conversion 
• .~; : ., ,, "~ 
. :.! .... ~ .  ~::. 
i • ~.::~ i ::: : ~' 
The FBDB management  counsel l ing service known as CASE (Counsell ing Assistance 
to Small Enterprises) assists small businesses to improve their methods of doing x 
business. , 
With training: ' . : 
To help improve management  ski l ls in small business, the bankconduc' ts  management 
training seminars .  
with information on government programs 
for business: . . . . .  
At the Bank's branch offices, operators of businesses c,~n obtain information about ' 
• any assistance program available from the federal government and others and are 
• directed to the representative of.the appropriate assistance program . . • " 
. . . . . .  ". ~- ,., . . .~  ~ .' " .,~8. a,J~-; ~ . .~ ,~.  ,~. 5,'~--~% .~4~.'~' ~ ~; "<. ~'"~ ",:..~ ~.~ L.~,~,;:~ , .  ~,~*,,',% " 
Ask:,fI~r cur folde~.~ .:~; 
- ,  ABBOTSFORD (604)853-5.561 KELOWN/~ (604) 762.2035 TERRACE (fdHlb. l ' ,  4qb! ' 
:' "= " BURHABY 
* '. '," .~ , , CAMPBELL RIVER 
-: J t-I.#ll i iuB&ct~ 
, J 
(604)438-358| LANGLEy ' , L604)53J.f221 VANCOUViR ((~14)b8| 141M 
(6o4)2e7-9236 ,IqAHAI/40 ff~4)753.247U v-an'--co-tivtre^nl cc~4) , /~ , i , .  
(604)7~-862!  HEWWESTt41HSTER (604)525-101) " VERNOH i (~M)54' )7/P~ 
(604)338'6232 INORTHVAHCOLIVER (604)980-6571 VICIORIA . . . .  (~X)4). IHbi I I ' ,  
(604) 426-7241 PRIHCE GEORGE 16(]4) 563-(]641 WILL.IAf4S L,AKI I(AH) IqH H,~ I I.. 
• , (604)374-2121 RICHMOHD (604)273-8611 . .  . • . . .  
BUSINESS .DEVELOPMENT BANK , .  * . . 
rE., e,.,.,,,,.,hv.n. , .  , h !a  
rE  ' • .o. Un a M , .0f qm  km, 
PINXo. .  m pmm,o ,ou to 
. ' "  . .  
! 
7- '  
I : 
L tl,O.,(J m , . . . . . .  
: FeZ )'s rUSNntUS  Lro. 
l I 
• 1 ' , • , . . . .  ' , 
:,-, ABBOTSFORD, B.C. (CP( 
~.,. One Skater was seriously in. 
Injuries at B.C. 
Skating champs 
SETS STANDARDS 
Heskated the 440 metres in 
47 seconds compared to the 
old record of 47.5, the 1,650 in 
3:15.9 colhparedl to 3:27.0, 
the eg01n 1:42.9 eo'mpared to
1:43.8, the 3,300 in 7:09.5 
compared to 7:34.3, winning 
all those events. 
He finished third in the- 
1,100 metres, but his time 
was 2:09.S, less than the dd 
recordof2:33.S. Bill Overend 
of Mission, B.C., won that 
event in 2:01.8. 
Wilson LOUle of F.=qulmalt 
won four e~ents in the 
Juvenile division, setting new 
records in all of them. 
Winners in the women's 
categories were: Debble 
Diediker of Burunby, B.C., 
senior women's; Dawn 
McMahen of Calgary, in- 
termediate women; Sandi 
Vyse of Dawann Creek, B.C., 
J~nior ~'ls; Brenda Shields 
Esqalmalt, juvenile gkis; 
Patty Johnson of Fort St. 
John, miQet girls; DebMe 
Johnson of Fort St. John, 
Bantam girls; Eden 
Donatelll of Mission, peewee 
girls. 
Other men's winners 
were: Lids Guido Vanduyen 
of Burnaby, intermediate 
men; Stuart Black of 
~ and several others uf. 
.,.'feted minor in,des at the 
o, British Columbia lndcot 
spendckatin~ championships 
: held here  during the 
weekend. 
Rod Phillips of Esquimelt, 
B.C., suffered acrushed isc 
': in hill spinal column when he 
crashed into the podded 
boards of the.. arena during 
the Junior boys l,lO0-metre 
final Sunday. He was taken 
to Vancouver General 
H~pltal for treatment. 
Bol~y Dyer m Fort m. 
Johe; B;C., was also taken to 
hospital after a fall, but was 
released in time to skate his 
last race of the meet. 
Despite the fall, Dyer set 
records for B.C. in three of 
four distances. He skated 
1:39.4 over 880 metres to 
batter the old mark of 1:40.9, 
47.t in the 440 metres to 
break the old record of 47.8 
and 2:08.3 in the I,I00 metre 
compared to the former 
mark of 2:11.8. 
Theskaters aced on a new 
lXO-metre oval track instead 
of the 100-metre safety track 
to conform with in. 
.ternatlona!:stendards. 
David Shields of 
Esqulmalt, winner of the 
Canadian outdoor Junio~ Mission, midget' boys; 
Olympic men's title earlier Martin Betts of Mission, 
this season, set four B.C. bantam boys; Gcoff 
records in wlnnino the over Desmoulin of Mission, 
O ° • • 
all senior men's title, peewee boys. , ~ . 
• .k beat B.C. s 
Newfoundland 
By GERRY SUIq~N Howle Brazeau of Fort 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- Smith, representlng the 
Skip Bernie Spurkce nd his Territories, beat de~end/~ 
British Columbia rink champion Quebec, headed 
snapped Newfoundland's by Steve Ducat of Montreal, 
two-year hex against 7-2. 
, western opponents in the 
Canadian men's curling STEALS FIVE POINTS 
champlonshlp Sunday." In other ~ games, Nova 
However, the Newfoun- Scot/a's Alan Durra~h of 
THE HERALD. T~esdav, March 7, 1978, PAOE It 
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~enrly complete, the Kitamaat Village Reerentim centrewlll Officially open in May. 
L--Rec Centre for Kit imat-  
The Kltamaat Village 
recreation centre is nearing 
completion, and according to 
Ch .estar Maitland, carpenter 
on the site, will officially 
opm in early May. 
Twin Totem poles will 
decorate the entrance to the 
$700,000 complex. Robhie 
Stewart, a Village resident 
and woodcarver, Is 
producing these. 
Band development con- 
anltant Jim Topp says, "The 
major funding has come 
am Band reserves". BC. 
Parks and Recreation, In- 
dian Affairs, and the First 
Ciilzens are the other major 
onntrthutom. 
The Vancouver Foun- 
dation donated moulen to be 
used to outfit the compie= 
with the necessary sports 
equipment. 
• Contraeters for the 
complex, Seaward Con- 
struction of Vancouver have 
a sub-enntractar painting the 
lines co thagymnasium floor 
right now, and have also 
donated funds. Seawards' 
money will furnish the snack 
bar kitchen. 
Along with the gum end 
snack bar the complex will 
1st island zone 
Basketball title ?, 
By TIlE CANADIAN PRESS in the Fraser Valley zone, 
Nunaimo Islanders, the edging Mission Roadrunners 
taprunked high school boys 57-56 Saturday. Gord Nickel 
basketball team in British i scored 24  points for the 
Columbia, won Its first Eagles, including the. win- 
Vancouver Island zone title ~ hoop with 18 seconds 
Saturday night with a 77-/9 remaining. 
win over Oak Bay Bays in North Delta Hnakies 
Nenaimo. defeated Delta Pacers 6048 
The win gives the Isles- in the consolation final to 
dens the No. 1 Vancouver grab the Fraser Valley No. 3 
Island zone berth for the 16- berth. 
. team provincial chum- At  the Okunagen tour- 
pionships hare March 18-19. nament in Kamloops, 
Brothers Gr~ and John Salmon Arm Golds took the 
Kazanowaki scored 30 and 16 No. 1 'berth with a 62-61 
points respectively for the victory over Pentlcton 
Islanders. Oak Bay, which Lakes  Saturday. Penticton 
house change rooms and 
Bond.Chambers. It will be 
the most modern reereatlen 
facility in the Terrace- 
Kitimat area. 
Local industry, including 
Alcas and Eurocan, intend to 
make contributions in the 
near future says Topp. 
Alcun has already donated 
a scoreboard for the gym- 
nasium with an appro~mate 
value of ~,~.  
"The recreation centre is 
the first st~e of an e~- 
tmsive development 
program undertaken by the 
Kitamnat Band," says Topp. 
One tentative possibility 
for future development Topp 
mentioned is a small bowling 
and pool hail. 
TIGERS 
Detroit Tigera of the 
American League obtained 
veteran ri~hthended pitcher 
Jack Billingham from 
Cindnnati Reds in exchange 
for two minor league players 
• Monday. Billingham was 10- 
• 10 last season and had a 5.22 
earned-run average with the 
National League Reds. 
Ski.e ec P.G. r make 
2 E ft" e run  Win_her rror e s 
(CP) -- Dou~ Gudwer of team to victory in the Eaves of Mont Trembinnt, 
Prince Genrge, B.C., made women's relay w!th a lead Que.,wastheover-allwinner 
two errorfren ruas Sunday to lap of 19:22 miouW~, 44 at the British Columbia 
seconds ahead of Celine freestyle skiing chnm- help the Western Division to 
a gold medal in the men's 3- Giguere of Beaupre, ftue. pionships at nearby Ted 
x-19.kilomef.re vent at the Mountain during the week- 
Canadian senior cross- 
country ski chsmpionahlps; 
Oudwer, 20, was clocked in 
31 minutes and 45 seconds, 
fastest time of the 42 
competitors, to lead the 
Western team of REIN( 
Keakl-en]mi from Salmon 
Arm, B.C., and Angus 
Coolmy of McBride, B.C., to 
victory in one hour, 40 
minutes and 24.78 seconds. 
"It's about ime," Gudwer 
said after the race. "It's 
been a tough weeJ. Things 
haven't gone the way I 
wanted them to," 
In his two previous races, 
a fifth*place finish Thursday 
in the 30 kilometrn and third 
Saturday in the 15 Idlometre, 
he broke a ski pole and lost 
valuable time, 
In other events, the 
National Capital Division 
won the women's 3.x-9. 
kilometre relay in 58:37 
minutes and Alma Tolvanen 
of Vancouver captured the 
men's 20-kilometre biathlon 
in 1:49:51 
The men's relay was 
decided when Gudwar 
finished the first lap in 15.17 
minutes, 8ivies his team an 
insurmountable 71-sacnad 
advantage. 
'~onr plan wen to get the 
early lead and try to keep 
Johanne Ross reduced 
quebec's deficit to 28 
seconds with a fine middle 
lap against Clare Wantenays 
10ut the National Capital 
victory was assured by 
Martlyn Atkinson co the final 
lap. 
Atldmon defeated Llse De- 
men of Jonqulere by four 
minutes to drop Quebec into 
third place In I:03:~L28. The 
Western squad was third In 
1:00:04.08. 
In the first blathlon event 
in seniors championship 
since 1966, Tolvenen finished 
third in the race but first In 
shooting to win the com- 
petition. 
The former Finnish rifle- 
she~ champion took only 
five penalty minutes in 20 
shots to overcome a 3:O6- 
minute disadvantage to 
Peldm Virtenen of Toronto. 
Veli Nilulmaa of Toronto 
end, capturing first place in 
the ballet, moguls, and 
aerial competitions. 
Eaves tallied one point for 
each of his three wins to take 
the Labatts' trophy and 
~,300 in prize money. 
Rick Bowie of Lake 
Louise, Alta., placed second 
in the aerial event and 
finished second over-all with 
11 points. John Hodal of 
Penticton, B.C. was third 
with 25 points. 
Eaves had 91.44 points in 
the aerials, Bowie tallied 
91.07 points and Mike 
Mclntyre of Seattle, Wash., 
had 71.6 points..~ 
l 
Sports 
Shorts 
was third in 2:09:27. ClJYAHOGA FALLS, Ohio 
Meanwhile, Canadian (AL) -- Arraignment of 
director Hans Niederhausar Cleveland Baronsleft winger 
announced that Shirley Firtt Mike Fidler on an assault 
of Banff, Alta., and Pierre charge in connect!on w! tha  
Veeina of Benupre, Qua., barroom fight has oeen 
both double gold medallists postponed until next Man- 
at ~he seniors, were named day. 
to the team entered in the In- 
ternational Nordic them- 'l'ne 21.year-old National 
piomhips in Lake Placid, Hockey League player from 
N.Y., March 9-13. Charleston, Mass., remams 
others named to the men's free on $1.500 bend. 
it," said Gudwar. "We put team: Gndwer; Hans He had ~n scheduled to 
the powerful skier at the ~. tad ,  E_dm.ontan.; Ernie appear for arraignment 
front undhapad that the last ~..~n~,.e; B~aOnrt¢ MP~orma.., • today but was given another 
say could hold on.". . ~io~ 2, . .  . . . . .  ~eJJOUsau: week to consult with his 
• Alberta was second in arm hug.m, que., eno lawyer 
1:40:58.97 while the No. I Rocky Notnen, Hinton, Aita. ~ -" " 
Quebec team was third in Others named to the Police in Hudson, Ohio, 
1:41:37.25. ' women's team: Sander; said Fidier turned hinmelfin 
SANDER LEADS TEAM Esther Miller, Burns Lake, Friday night after being 
Lulse Sender of Ottawa B~C.,and Joan Greothuysen, informed that a warrant had 
sparked theNati'onal Cap|tel Bounyvtlle, Airs. been issued for his arrest. 
dland foursome, skipped by Dartmouth stole a total of 
Bob Rowe of Goose B~y, put five points to defeat Peter had won the last five Van- 
tm a strmmle aga~ the Murray of Saint John a.4 and couv.er.lsland titles and is 
Vanc~,,~a,'~i . , .~ ,~,~,,~ Nortlk~n ,O~tarin's- , ;~ -the~ae~endin~-;B,C. chnm- 
d~uble takeout with his last three-cadet on the first end team. 
stone on the 111h end to win 8- to help him beat Ontario's Cmvtchan Thunderbirds 
7 .  
It was the first time a 
: western rink has defeated 
Newfoundlend since the 1975 
roundrohin tournament. 
'Newfoundland, which won 
; the 1976 Canadian title with 
Jack MacDuff of St. John's, 
!had an 8-0 record against 
western opposition before 
Sparken took over. 
, "It was a nerve-wracking 
game," said Sparkes, 
!making: his ninth national 
!men's  appearance and 
~eeekiag his fourth Canadian 
~,title. "They'll (New- 
:fenn~and) beat a lot of rinks 
~hefore this is over." 
~:-Sparkes, who won three 
national crowns as a 
:member of Ron Northcott's 
• rink from. Calgary, said he. 
';~da't think he was that 
sharp, but "he (Rowe) was." 
~. Alberta, sldppad by third 
Mike Ch~noff of Medldnc 
Hat, won Its. o .pfmlng-round 
:same with a 9-3 decision over 
.Doug Harrison of Winnipeg. 
Saakstchewan's Rick Folk of 
'S~aksto~n had a tough game 
~t  defeated Peter Murray 
~: Charlottetown 6.4, while 
Gerry Hndpon of London 9- 
6. 
Jim Ursd of Montreal wan 
the 1977 championship but he 
was eliminated this year in 
provincial playoffs. 
The 13 rinks will eompele 
in two draws today in the 
15,570.sent Pacific Coliseum 
• with B.C. and Alh'erta 
meeting in a key match in 
the afternoon. 
"My msaon the 10th was a 
bad one," said the 36-yenr- 
oldSparkes, blaming that 
miscue which allowed 
Newfoundland to tie the 
score 7-7 with two points 
when Rowe made a cold 
draw to the'rnla" foot. 
"I was inside and we 
Couldn't hol~ ~t with. the 
sweeping ... The ice was 
pretty straight. I even took 
the wrong Ice on my flint 
shot in the extra end." 
It appeared that mistake 
was going to se~t up Rowe for 
an upset victory but Sparkes .
made up for at with~his 
double takeout, ~ while. 
staying In the'no use for the 
winning point' before a paid 
attendance of0,465. 
will play Kelowna Owls . . . . .  ~=.~. ~ i , ,~=~:  ~ m ~  ~ ~ . 
Tuesdazniahtinapleyeffto ;': -' ...... l ' : i • " : - " ~ : ~ ~ ~  • ~ ~ ~ ~ . : : : : ' • : = . ,  
~ the zone s second .. - ~ '  ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ "  ~ "  ~ ' ~ i '  ~~ 
Corr,ieu Nordiques of i ~ r A  ~ '  ~-'E ~ ~ ~ ~ ' ~ m  / " - /  
wiu the  /IBM N 
NorthCentral'zone, after~ ~ & ~ U U U ~ U  
they defeated North Peace 
Oscars of Fort St. John 87-68 
Sunday In Williams Lake. 
Terrace. Kermoden won 
the North-West~zone playoff' 
in:Prince Rupert Saturday 
with an 84-/9 win over the 
host Rainmakers. • 
InCaktlagar, Mount Baker 
Trojans of Crenbrook won 
the K0otensy zone berth with 
a 60-47 win over J. Lloyd 
Cr~e of Trail; 
earned the third island berth 
with a 70-63 win over 
Campbell River Tyens. 
St. Thomas Moore 
Knights, of Burnaby, cap 
tared the Lower Mainland 
No. 1 berth ~th a 74-64 win 
over Vancouver College 
Fighting Irish in Burnaby 
Sa[ui'da~. Kevin MacDonald 
paced the winners with 
points. The Irish take the No. 
2 Lower Mainland berth. 
Burnaby South Rebels took 
the third Lower Mainland 
berth with a 63.61 victory 
over archrlval Bumaby 
North Vikings. The Vikinp 
will have a chance to make 
the provincial final as a wild- 
card team when they face In choosing your glasses, re. 
North Vancouver Wedaes- member, extra cost for ira- 
day night, pact.resistant lenses and 
, West Vancouver earned safety frames 'will be paid 
the Howe Sound berth last . . 
week. ' for many times over if an 
LATE BASKET HELPS eye injury is prevented. 
Institute Eagles, of Clear- Make safety consciousness'a •' 
brook, captured the ~p berth pad of you r Lifestyl e .... 
POntiac Cup ski''",, 
 dian skating team Meet in Queb  
• '~ '. . ST. JOYITE, Q~: (CL) -- to lead all the men. Greg 
I!.0~AWA (CP i -  The 12- Tomntomake up me.o~.er " Tim Gghooly of Kelowna, Hans of Bunff,Alte., lends 
Canadian ~mce team out B.C,, won beth men's giant the western men with 9S 
m~mber Canadian team is Graham said they lack in- slalom races during the  points. ~ : i 
too young end inexperienced ternational experience, weekendat the Pontiac Cup ,Bobbins led .the 'eastern 
to wtnanymedalsat~e1978 NEED HARD WORK .: skimentatMontTremblunt, women with 93 points 
World fiRure skating Tuesday, says Barbara ~erri B~.  of Mitchell. 150:kllometres north of compared with 96 forGorry 
Graham o f  the Canadian Ont., and KoDm cowan ol Montreal. Sorrenson of~lmber lay 
~ Skktiag Association Waterloo, Ont., will have to Christine Heikkila of B.C., the wenterh womm's 
work hard to maln~in thor. : Sadhury, Ont,, accomplished lender~ : : i  :.i + 
( t~) . .  10th place in the polrs, sa ~ the~same as Gilhooly with . TSe best racers from the 
'~iGraham, CFSA tech~cal Graham. .• : . vlctofles in beth o f  tl~ east will challmge' the best 
director, said the Canaman. Irina Molseva a~d ~uA~IreJ women's giant slaloms, racers from the west in the 
~ is one of the youngest Miniskov of the Soviet nlca Gtihonly, a member of Pontiac Cup final at.Vornon, 
. i~ Several years, arelavoredto win theh' third. Canada's national.ski team, B.C., March 16-18;' ; 
~"I exoect improvement dance title in four years . ,  was not eligible for Pontiac : ' ~ 
~eprevlona-year," she Rodnina _ an.d CUp points Ixlt did earn the '  FRAZIER TRIES AGAIN 
~- in  an Interview. Aleksandor~ Zaltsav of the Quebec. Kandahar trophy~  NEW YORK (AP) ~--,Jon ' 
~in iTokyo ~/ast. y~r ,  .savt.et.U.nion~ska.ta ~.ter Helkklla'svlotorienenrned Frazier apparently will 
Canada's dance eno pa~rs metrstxmstralghtpatrsuue :her Pontiac CUp points as  launch a col~ehack in South . 
~ed ' in  10thplac~, and, ff suec.esaful, ~ well :as the Kandahur Red; Africa in April,. Bruce 
w~ith Heather Kemkarm and will ~have.,n~: 10th con- Bird.trophy for women., wr|ght, lawyer tar.  the 
Br ian Packer: of Calgary sncuuve t.me.. ' i .  . . David Both o f.Ki.tche0or , .fornl.er world ~avywel~.t 
f|~Ishing lath and, 14th ~ ~adir~..~vme,v. rerun__ .On!,, wasseconam.m_e...~mt boxmg cnampmn, .nalO 
r~Sl~ctively inwomen s aria m_aet~u .n~.mm s sm.~.'  mum ~uncmy, wnn Mtmel monaay mere nag neen 
n~&'s ingles. ~ uue mr the ,~owec umon Pratte of Rouyn, Que., like telephone agreement for 
~The world championship 'wldle LlndaFrat:ia.nneof.the G~,  a national team Frazisr to flght white South 
f~' ~re 109 skate~, s.Fom_ 19 . unit~statee .defmen ner m mnl~,_ . f l~. ._ th i rd . .  African .uerry C.ontzee ~In 
c0~ntrles, lnmuumg=u .. women s_c~own...,. . . Lyma =tounu=. o~ TOronto a o~nncsuurg, wrt~t gave 
~o~he Brian vocur  wm nave m was second in the women's April 15 as a tmtotive data. 
,~lS men, 17 pairs and 17 work h~d to iml~rove hk  giant slalom Sunday with 8WALLOWS BEAT 
dance taame. . 1977 over-all stondin& egtct Judy: Richardson of North PADRES 
:i,The dance team of Lorns Graham. Vern Taylor of Boy, Ont., third. YUMA, Ari~. (AP) ' -- 
~lghton end John Dowding, Toronto hks five good triple Scott Hutehenon of Hunt- Kunio Fukutoml drove in 
h~th/of Toronto, has a good Jumps in his free skating grille, Ont,, was fifth in the HaJime Kugitani with l a 
~f~r  a high plam~m~ repetoirebut his.weu point giant Malom Sunday and double m centre field in the 
Gr~laih'i]~ald, hut they mug is consistency, s~e said. third in the avent Saturday to ninth inning Sunday to lift 
de~.Iopspeedandpowerapd . Other Canadian .skaters earn 40 Pontiac Cup points Yakult Swallows from Japan 
d~vd l  in the original set: are Cathie MacFarmne o~ on the final weekmd of the to a, 4-3 victory over  San 
~tiiern, dance.~/. :. . calgary in women's ingles: regular.swan,:  , :~, .~ Diego Padres of baseball's 
:patric]a~Fletch~r ana and tl~ pair of l.~e.Aan Hutcheson finlehed the National League in a 
Minhael de la ponotiere of Jackson of Brantford, Ont. eastern series with 113 points practice game. 
What a difference Line-A-Bed makes! 
LINE.A-BED is a molded liner/protector 
for your truck bed that's virtually inde- 
structible. Because it's made of the 
same high-impact material y0u'll f ind in 
football h~lmets and golf club heads. 
The purpOSe of LINE,A-BE D is to protect 
the bed of a new or used pickup truck, 
to enhance its appearance, tO insulate 
the bed when it is used in conjunction 
with a topper or  recreational equipment. 
With LINE,A-BED, a pickup truck owner 
can haul • heavy equipment in it, carry 
strong alkali, r0.anu.re(•etc., w i thout  
scratching, marring or otherwise damag- .. 
ing his truck bed. . . 
Even if it didn't do anythlngl LINE-A-BED 
would be worth having just because i t .  
makes a pickup look so good. And made 
to stay that way. It's tough, easy to clean, 
resists stains, and it can even be waxed. 
/one  piece protects the headwall, side- 
wal ls and bed floor. Another slips right 
over the tailgate. One man can install 
it in ten minutes or less. And the result? 
Well, look at any pickup bed without 
LINE-A-BED, then look at one with. 
$459.00 
Oistdbutom for 
Terraoe, Kitimat, Prinoe Ruped 
/ :  
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WIN PRIZES IN OUR ANNUAL 
. NG 
lS'PRI 
2 "d PRIZE 
'10 
RULES ' 
Contest is open to all youngsters 
under 12 years, except children 
of sponsors or of employees of 
this newspaper. Chil~en may 
enter each week, but can only 
win one prize.• Conte~;t ends 
midnight, JJJ[RJHJ ~9~-.lS16 
.1 d 
"71 
,:,~ 
. f t .  
"' NAME 
~" ADDRESS 
r-:. 
.:~,. 
/ 
I o :'~!~i-' • 
AGE 
DEPOSIT YOUR ENTRY AT ANY OF THESE STORES: 
I I I I I 
BEE'S OHILDREN'S WEAR 
. .  
• . ' , . .  { 
. i 
• , ,  . 
4444 Lakelse : 636-2426 ~ 
i i I i I I  i I 
• ,. - .  . . 
; 
GORDON l ANDERSON . . . . . . .  
4601 Lazolle 636-6676 
I I I I I I I I I 
TERRACE CO-OPERATIVE ASS00,::i/ :! 
4611 6rolg 636-6347. 
I I I I i I I l 
TERRAOE DRUGS 
_ . . . ,  
320"/Kalum 636-1214 
i 
LAKELSE PIIARMA@Y 
411"/Lakelso |36-1203 
Soviet Inequit ies  in 
, Social opportunit ies 
~|rkedr social inequalities there is a very wide Stalin declared that in the at Birmingham University, 
persist in the Soviet rdon 60 dispersion of income, status socialist stage of society says in another chapter that 
years after the Bolshevik and educational opportunity, man was expected to "give as with a l l  Soviet" in- 
Revolution, according to a he says. according to his ability ado 
textbnok on the U.S.S.R. just Lane says the ratio bet- receive according to his 
published here. Weed the wages of a factory work." 
A differential ] wage manager and the average In the Soviet Union there 
structurereward~ the'highly worker could be about 13:1. are three recognized "non- 
educated but Is. weighted DIFFERENCES WIDE _.._,,on~-,~ istic" social groups! 
against the unskilled worker. "The largest differential the collective farmers, at 
And. the responsibility rests reported in Western emigre presmt making up about 22 
sourcca is a ratio of 300: l be" per cent of the working 
with Stalin. tween the highest and lowest population: the working 
This is the view of David income, and a ratio of 100:1 class, 54 per cent: and the 
Lane, one of 11 contributors between the highest and intelligentsia, 24 per cent: 
to;a book called The Soviet average." 
UUl0f~, edited by Prof. R.W. Lane says the leaders of Lane says there appears to 
Davies and published by the 1917 revolution aimed to be a hierarchy of status in 
Gcorge Allen and Unwin. create an egalitarian society the Soviet Union with 
Laneeaystheexistenceof as soon as the material professional creative jobs 
stratification and social in- conditions for equality had such as scientists, and 
kequality in the Soviet Union been eatab]ished, medical specialists at the top 
dearly established, in But they found it and manual, unskilled work- 
terms of income, status and necessary tointroduce wage ers at the bottom. 
educations] opportunity, differentials which were CONTROL EDUCATION 
'Within the intalligeltala, considerably increased whan N. J .  Vunstan, a lecturer 
Courts crack down on 
Fishing violations 
Newf0undlandlcourts are mi i l lmetres  diagonal.  
cracking down on foreign Federal fisheries officers ~ 
fishing captains who violate aboard the coast guard 
Canada's 320-kilometre vessel John Cabot arrested 
econominmanagementzone, him off Labrador in late 
Three  fishing captains, January. 
from East Germany, the The West German captain 
Soviet Union and West appeared in court Feb. 7; 
G~many, have appeared in wan fined $5,000, had his 
• provincial court his.year on trawl confiscated and had to 
charg~ Of fishing megany . forfeit~5,-000, half the value 
within the 320-kilometre of the fish he caught in 
zone.. Canadian waters. 
capt, Franz Bankert of.the Capt. Yevgenily Gusev of 
East. German trawler the Soviet trawl~ 
Werner Kube was 'fined Vyborpkaya Storona was 
$3,000 Feb. 27 and had his released on an $85,000 bond 
catch valued at $;95 con- when he appeared in court 
fl~mated when he pleaded here Feb. 8. He was ordered 
guilty to a charge of to return to court March l4 to 
[0reaking Canadian fishing enter a plea. 
reguintions, TRAWLER BOARDED 
TheWernorKubehadbum The Soviet trawler was 
bearded a week ear ier ~y boarded by a fisheries of- 
Canadian fisheries officers ricer from the fisheries 
290 Idlometres northeast of patrolship Cape Roger about 
• Newfousdland's northern 210 kllomeirea east of Belle fisoate any foreign fishing 
tip. . : ' : : Isle, Nfld. and Gusev was vessel, gear and'~.tch. 
The Bankert conviction charged withnsing a trawl . Last year, ...~4~-~fereign 
wantheflrutagailnetanEa~t~ 7.5 millimetres below the  vessels were'~onVi~ed fo r  
,Ger~an,~ ~:c.' "~  .~,~.. ~ iB lmet re  minimum. [~'vii~'l~OGff ~. f l l ld la~,  ~
Capt. Karl EDger of the Sma'll-mesh "nets are ] and paid .f~,~s.~tb~llit/~o 
West German stem trawler capable of catching un- ~ r~,z0~s~Ix~oIMhe,vialai~ 
Caeste was charged with dernize fish. The legal arge- were Russian, three Fre~th," 
using a trawl with a smaller mesh nets let undersize fish two Norwegian, two Polish 
mesh than the minimum, 120 through while retaining the and One Portuguese. 
"No  spiritual insuran / re  :=,=, 
i. When facing death" 
- P~irents who have the md Dr. Pakes in an in-. they view it an a I ~  
greatest problem dealing tm'vinw.' ~em~ defeated." 
with the death of a child are m~'Ma~v PeOb~t~e d lay their Dr. Palms said, "In oth~ 
families with no religious ~ It miwaye words, you should expkln 
"views, according to Dr. comes, he said. "As for the death in term childz~ can 
Edward Pakea, . a ath~ childrm, we advi~ a relate to." 
psychiatrist who Is. the pediatric dose of truth. 
-"former head of the child and Chlldrm hmxlle death in EFFECTS DEVASTAT ING 
~unily unit at the Hospital d i f f~  ways at difformt He said that Ire'rots who 
• for Sick Chlldrm here. s ta~.  lose a child are a l~[b-dsk 
"They have no spiritual "Theyom~onsaesedeath group: The effects of grief 
insurance, no means  of am the less of protection. As can range from alcoholism 
selnsthelrchlld's.lifeusa thayrelckflve, thaymeltin and marital ~i -~ to 
.mmpistee0qperlmcointt~/f iermsofpain,;ofhavi~the/r unresolved mourning in 
orpart0fa greater pattern, bodies traumatlmd, Later siblings. 
larger ones. 
Small-mesh violations 
continue despite the 
maximum fines that the 
courts are dealing out. But 
fisheries inspection officers 
are pressing down hard on 
foreign fishing c~ptains who 
break Canadim: fishing 
regulations and the corns 
are taking a severe view of 
the transgressions. 
The West German was the 
first foreign captain charged 
under Canadian foreign 
fishing regulations this year 
off Newfoundland, and it was 
thefiret time that undo'sized 
trawling gear hasbeen 
confiscated as part of the 
sentence. ~
Amendments to the~ishing 
regulations which came into 
effect this year allow 
fisheries officials to con- 
stitutions, the C mmu int 
party and its various com- . 
mitteea exercise ultimate 
control of the education 
system and permeate it at all 
po',ultS. 
Marxism-Leninism is 
held to be the sole repository 
of truth and the party Is its 
unique interpreter: and 
c~iving force. The school is 
one of the various tran- 
smission belts conveying its 
impulses to the masses. The 
goal is the transformation f 
society." 
However there has always 
bern a problem of how to 
teach morality. 
Dunstan mentions a book 
for Soviet children which 
offers this "advice: "If you 
feel sad or worried, go to the 
mausoleum and spend a few 
quiet moments there, with 
Lmin." 
Other ~hapters of the text 
book deal with., the 
geography, of  the Soviet 
Union's industry, soienc# 
and technology, agriculture, 
literature'and the arts and 
foreign policy. 
Sen ior  
Service 
Senior citizens in Van- 
eouver who require social 
sexvica assistance will now 
be able to obtain it in their 
own nalghbourhcods, Human 
Resources Minister Bill 
Vander Zalm announced 
today. 
The Minister said, ef- 
fectlve March 17,1978,  GAIN 
for Smiors services will be 
decentralized so that ap- 
plteatiom and information 
will be locally available. 
"Under the Vancouver 
Resources Bonrd structure 
these services were can: 
tralized at 411 Dunsmuir," 
said Tander Zalm. 
"This meant that many 
serl0r citizens had to travel 
excessiveL~.~u~eea . make 
, . .  o ~ ! .  ~1~i ,  ~ 
a O ts  , ,  
a l JL /Mt  V I ,  J I~ . I .4Psaq  ~,  = - - .  ~ . ~ j . . . . J r  
"We have created four 
Ministry regions in Van- 
eouver and shifted staff to 
assure that our local offices 
can pYbvide the service," he 
said. "I think this will assure 
that people are receiving the 
benefits they deserve and 
that they are aware of other 
services and programs 
available to them." 
The operation at 411 
Dunsmuir will continue to 
provide information services 
and also serve as a focal 
point for recreational and 
leisure activities for many 
senior. 
"The  sen iors '  cent re  a t  411 
Dunsmuir offers a very 
positive program to those 
able to attend," said Vander 
Zalm. "But it was really 
unfair to ask all of our senior 
citizens in Vancouver to 
come downtown to receive 
s~'vice." 
Housewives 
Pensioners! 
EARN 
EXTRA 
SMONEY$ 
Del iver  
Our 
Newspaper  
Phone Dawn 635-6357 
I , 
i 
f. 
'. . . /  
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Sweet revenge for 
robber actor 
By. JERRY, BUCK ' 
LOS ANGELES (AP) --  In 
a Way, acting i ,  a movie 
offered sweat revenge for 
Bruce Davison. He got to rob 
the hank that would never 
cash his cheques. 
In the movie, Day of 
Terror , -Night  of Fear, 
Davlson and Warrez Oaten 
play two bungling bank 
robbers. 
: "That was the fun part," 
• said Davison, a slim, blond 
actor who may he best 
remembered as the rat 
k~eper in Wiliard. 
"My manager's office is in 
the same building and the 
nk would never cash my 
because I didn't 
.~ye an account there--but I 
to rob them.". 
~:After bungling the holdup, 
Davieon and Oaten are only a 
k~w steps ahead of the police 
When they burst into a travel 
geneyand seize five 
stages. 
!; The movie at first was 
~ The Mouth Ma/'Ines, 
~br r ing  to the police 
~fotinton who try to talk 
i[unmen into , releasing 
#oatages unharmed.. The 
~tle was changed a couple of 
hefo, e .~ t~o. 
10S ANGELES, (Raster) 
--:~.Hollyv/ood studios are, 
caught in as many upheavals 
their currant l~lod of 
j~sperlty as they were in 
~te recession, years of the 
~ar~. 1ms, ' .. 
V'~The entire . top. 
p~magemant of one major 
studio has walked out, 
another studio has been hit 
by ~ embexzlement scandals. 
~md the actors are asking for 
~ share of the profits. 
~ ,Sttentionhas be(n focused 
an!financial ethics because 
0f actmitted enlhezzl~entS 
by=.colambia studio chlef 
lYavid Bagdman. " 
~FBut the b luest  upheaval 
In ,Ho.lly~_~d came when the 
.... he - .  ~ .  ,.~ 
~ansamerle~-~cSrlY; "or~" 
p~per, was .getting the 
~f l ta  and giving nothing in 
return. ~ 
i 'They' wanted to set them- 
selves up as an indepandait 
company with' major Trans- 
anierlea stock participation. 
Transamorina refined. . 
.The five men had brought 
united Artists to s record 
level Of prosperity with $318- 
revenues in1977 with 
hits as Rocky and One 
irl~W/' Over the Cuckoo's 
~10S DWINDLE 
;OVer the years the number 
0f:0tudios has:dwindled to 
m--  Paramomt, Fox, 
vernal, Wamcrs, United 
~ ls ta ,  Columbia and 
Disney. MGM no longer has 
~.  O~n distribution and has 
i~lh: down on movie 
~ dt~ctlon, 
• ~iLast year United Artists 
ran neck-and-neck with 20th 
Day of Terror/Night of 
Fear, which also stars Chad 
Everett and Sandy Dmnis, 
will be shown at 9p.m. EaT 
Saturday on NBC. It was 
written and directed, by E. 
Arthur Kean. 
BUILDS TRUST 
Everettplays Officer Ron 
Tice, who gets Oaten co the 
telephone, first to defuse an 
explosive situation, ~on to 
build a foundation of trust so 
the gunmen will believe and 
depe~ on him. 
The: film, builds suspense 
masterfully, with Oaten as 
an explosive animal who 
could go either, way, and 
Davison as a burn loser who 
can't cope with the pressure 
and the separation from his 
finishing a . run  at .the 
• Westwood Playhouse with 
Richard Thomas in 
Streamers. 
"I think of acting as a 
hobby," said Davison. "It 
keeps me front going crazy." 
HAS BEEN TYPECAST 
Day[son said, "since 
Wlilard I've gottentypecast 
as a crazy. When I played 
Dean in Dasdmnn's Curve, I 
broke thnt. I t  was the first 
time in a while I got to play 
somebody fair ly normal." 
Nevertheless, he sought 
cut the role in Day of Terror, 
Night of Fear. 
"I just wanted to work 
with Warren Oa~s badly," 
he said. "He's my favorite 
actor. I find him interesting 
young daughter, and dangerous " and 
The hostages, admittedly vulnerable all at once." 
stereotypes, display well. Davison, a native of Phlla- 
defined react|ons ,to the delphia, got into acting while 
stress; . - ,  a study "at New. Y~k 
Sandy Dennis i s  a plain University. He worked at the 
spinster who 'gets •more Lincoln Centre for several 
attention from. Oatex than years,  then made.his film 
she's ever had from a man ; debut In LantSumfncr. "
before and begins to identify '. The Strawberry Statement 
with him. ,., : brought , ,~;to Holiywood, 
Davlson, 31,. was  seen • .where be s been ever since. 
recent ly  in -Deadman's  :~ BythetimeDay.ofT.error, 
Curve on CBS, abcut rock Night  ot ~:ear m anown,. 
• singers Jan and,Dean, and is Davison will be in Germany 
• . " " p lay~ a .'.'boy cmood" in 
, TheBreas Target. It's about 
Studio recession Gen. George Patton, played • , by George Kennedy. 
By BRUCE RUSSELL t~olumbia Studios was " 
going through a- hlghly 
profitable period last year 
when actor Cliff Rohertson i
v 
discovered he had been i 
taxed for a $I0,000 cheque 
from the company which he 
had never seen. . 
He discovered the. cheque., • 
had been cashed with a " 
forged signature by studio ".] . . . .  
rum on to romance and a touch of theat "old" feeling with tlds 'Victorian styled lace and 
blue beribboned ecru dress. A striking emerald shape diamond solitaire, set horizontally on 
two tiny bands of gold, provides a "new" and now touch - -  for brides with a high fashion I.Q. 
 hatever . . .  : . 
MM i 
Than two British actors • • T - ' 
Michael:Caine and' Sedn. ~ ' I • i i  ' 
Coanery filed a.eult against: ~ . • . 
Allied A~ists claiming they 
were owed. $100,000 as their - 
flve-l~'-cent" share, of. the " " " " 
profits ~of The ~Man ,,Who '~ ~ * 
head Bagciman, .. 
- - - - "  your and an investigation showed he had taken $31,000he was not entitled to. .... 
HAil/BRILLIANT RECORD • =, .'."' 
But the studio was loath to 
see him' gO. Taking over a i / I 
/ i~t  .C~ h " L 
nearhankrupt operation in . . . .  "4 
with ~te lU~ Shampoo, The ., ~: 4) @ ~ 
after he a4p'eed to refund the " T~ • " . - 
money with. interest and to . . . .  
got peychlatrlc t reatmmt for STRIKE emotionalproble s,
But the affair had raised 
issues of st ud~ financial 
ethics - end ,eventually' ~" 
Bogeiman "was forced to --- 
reslan In the face of onn- ' " .  
i lnub~ publicity: . . . . .  " 
Would Be King, 
The company filed a $31,5- 
million libel suit against 
Connery. Caine was-not 
mentioned becadse' he qmd 
not made any. public' com- 
meat about it. 
aOW~R SALES bowN 
LONDON (OF)--.Bowler 
RIIOH! 
A LOOK AROUND YOUR 
ei. 
"0 
• , . ,  • . .  
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Truck driver 
behind mike 
By JOE EDWARDS r 
NASHVILLE. Tenn.. tAP) 
-- Dave Dudley, who sta/'ted 
as a disc jockey 30 years ago 
before becoming a country 
music singer with legions of 
truck drivers as his formn~t 
fans, i s  hehind the mike 
again. 
Dudley has a country 
music radio show from 
10p.m. to 2a.m: Monday 
through Thursday on WSM, a 
clear-channel station (no 
others on its frequency) that 
reaches much of the United 
States and Canada. It's also 
the station that broadcasts 
the Grand Ole Opry on 
Friday and Saturday nights: 
'Tin e~joying it," he said 
in an interview. "It's doing a 
lot for me." 
Dudley, bast known for his 
1963 hit Six Days on the 
Road, said he decided to 
return to radio "for ~the 
exposure and the finances. 
You can't buy exposure.": 
He continues to record and 
make personal appearances 
on weekends. His current 
single is I Am Alone. 
His radio show, with Chuck 
Morgan as' oo-host, falls 
during one of country 
music's most famous time 
slots. For yearn, the'show 
featured Ralph Emery, 
mayhe the moat famous 
country music disc jockey in 
the country. 
o/-., 
Dudley was among the 
celebrities Emery would 
interview on the show. 
"When Ralph would call 
me and 'ask me to do his 
show, I was flattered," 
Dudley recalled• 
• DROVE 
TRUCK :" 
He was a truck drive' for 
four years in the early 1950s 
in Stevens Point. Wis. This 
background, plus his songs 
about truck driving, have 
made him a hero to truckers 
everywhere. 
"I established myself as 
the working man's singer 
and as the truckers' friend," 
Dudley said. 
He still attends truckers 
conventions and union 
meetings and does com. 
merciais for truck tran- 
smissions. 
The radio show was a chal- 
lesge he couldn't pass up, he 
said." 
"We all have hot andcold 
spells and no one would- 
entertain this because they: 
wanted to keep their careers: 
sharp. 
"But people know who L 
am and I don't seewhy this~ 
shouldn't be tried. I feel OK ~ 
in splitting my career in two~ 
directions. • 
"I don't play a lot of my; 
own records on the show. 
unless I get a sincere • 
request." 
/ill" 
J " = r l  ',J"" :" 
. ,  ,• , 
• . :, 
sales at James Lock have 
,~lury-Fox inprofits, declined,, but they shouldn't if• ~| 
ATTIC GARAGE, RUMPUS ROOM' ~M~en taken over by Alan firm makes a, hat called a . . . .  / ~.~: y~ 
Jr., son of the late film Coke (pronounced Cook) and . . . .  . / •  
, , .  ,o  • OUR :DON'T WANTS iNTO CASH : ,  AND TURN Y ~¢ar -, Wars, the . most ZeGO when Sir William Coke • • .. ' ~. • . 
~f l tab le  film ever, and has asked Lock to design a hat. ' , ' 
~d " ' t  '~  O f ~"  " "  'or  ~ ' "d  't W"  m 'd '  ~ ~.c ~ - - __ ~__  r I PEGIAL R ,,,vo ,_. AT TIllS S AT Omen, Julia and The Thomas and William : ~. : • ~ Point. Bowler. 
i , l i  LINES'5 DAYS'5 DOLLARS 
.I . . . . . . .  ~" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "1 P r in t  yourads  in the  squares on the coupon.  De sure fo inc lude  I 
, DA ILY :HERALD M. , ,  Coupon with . .00  cash ] your telephone number and leave,  blank space between words. 
I : Cheque or Money Order to: 
' * "STRIKE IT RIOH" "Strike I t  Rich" Ads II Items may not exceed $250 in value. Price must be included in the 
• . . . . . .  . The ~Diily Herald advertisement. 
i ~,; ~ ADS ::.,2"K.,om , 
~ '.P!~e a! l~"o~e space ~'~Neen w0rds ;Ter ra -e ,  B .C .  VOG 4B4 " - ,;. Your  adver t i sement  w i l l  run  fo r  f ive  consecut ive  days  upon 
" ,l:l~i I 1 i i  I i j I i i,i-i i i i i l l l  I I  I,i rece ip t  o f  coupon and  accompany ing  payment .  
;- J i':;I;'i ~1 I I I i1 J I - I ; / . i  i .I I i I i ,  I I I  i J No cancellations or  refunds. 
I 
I NO business ads please. . 
. . , • ~ , 1% . 
i [ I 'Advertisementsmust meet the Dally Herald advertising stan. 
' 1 d"" J ' J i I::i:l I i i I I I / : l : ] J . j  i l l  I I I I I  1 ~ dards .  . • ' • 
I 
!1 1Name:~_ . '~ ' . . _ __ . ____ , ___ , _ , , _ _  . . . . .  - - - ' - -  I S t r ike  I f  R ich  ads cannofbe  taken  over  the te lephone.  :1 Addr¢sd _ . , _ ____  . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
-:ij Posta l  Cod~__ .__* .  . . . . . . . .  , _ . ,  . . . . . . .  . _ .  
C lass i f i ca t ion  . . . . . . . . . .  Te lephone  No . . . . . . . . . . .  I FOR ITEMS UP~ $3150 IN VALUE 
,! . . . .  Turn__,,___YourDon't Wants into Int0 Instant 0ash J Take ldvanlap of this Spemal Rate Todayl 
":- . . . .  i ./",~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  J 
] 
!.]" 
2 
"! 
i! 
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~ The District of Terrace, 
Parks & Recreation 
right to classify ads under Department will be span- 
appropriate headings and to LOCAL ONLY: sorlng a:  
set rates therefore and to 20 words or less $2.00 per TEEN OISCO DANCE 
determine page location. .nsertlon, over 20 words 5 Friday, March 10 
The Herald reserves the cents per word. 8:O0.12:0Op.m. 
RAPE RELIEF 
~RR iS IS LINE 
WOMEN 
CALL 635-7550 
OR 
635.7738 
(df) right to revise, edit, classify 
or reject any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, andto repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replles on "Hold" 
instructions not picked up 
within 10days of expiry of an 
advertisement will be 
destroyed unless mailing 
instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send Originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It is agreed by the ad- 
vertiser requesting space 
that the Ilabillty of the 
Herald in the event of fallura 
to publish an advertisement 
or In the event of an error 
appearing in the ad- 
vertisement as published 
shall be limited to the 
amount paid by the ad- 
vertiser for only one In- 
correct insertion "for the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the In- 
correct or omlfled Item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advertisements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad- 
vertising that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of orlgln, or because 
his age is between 44 and 65 
years, unless the condition Is 
lustlfled by a bona fide 
requirement for the work 
Involved_. . . . . . . .  
Sterling PUbliShers Lta. 
Published at Terrace 
B.C. 5 days a week 
Monday to Friday, af- 
ternoons 
PUBLISHER 
Don Cromack 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
Effective October 1, 
1977 
14. BUSINESS 
PERSONAL 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carrier mth 3.00 
By Carrier year 36.00 
By Mail 3 mth 12.00 
By Mail 6 ruth 22.00 
By Mail year 40.00 
Senior Citizen year 
20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America 1 
year 51.00. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 2M9 
Telephone: 
112.604.635.6357 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & Olstrlct 
Thornhill & District 
Phone 635-6357 
NORTHERN 
NEIGHBORS 
• will be having a general 
meeting on Wednesday, 
March 8, 1978 at 7:30 In the 
Senior Citizens Room at the 
Rec. Centre. Everyone 
interested please attendll 
Y.B.C. Bowling is holding a 
Rummage and Bake Sale on 
t~arch18th1970 at the Elks 
Hall on Sparks St. from 10 
a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Sponsor. TSC Youth Group, 
Event. Jr. Horse Show 
Date March 5 
Time. 10:00 Sunday 
Location • Copper River 
Riding Arena 
Call Lynette Hehr 635.6694 
for more Infer. 
Anyone who has not yet 
purchased tickets for the 
May performance of the 
Royal Winnipeg Ballet 
coming to the R,E,M, Lee 
Theatre may Obtain them by 
writing to the Terrace and 
Dletrlct Arts Council, Box 35, 
Terrace.., B.C. VBG 4A2. 
3 or more consecutive in. 
sertlons $1.50 per insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before '2nd 
Insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate Ilne. 
Minimum charge $5.00 per 
insertion. 
LEGAL . POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT AD- 
VERTISING: 
$3.60 per column inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line par month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publicatio n day. 
CLASSl FLED: 
1:00 p.m. day prior to 
publication day. 
Service charge of $5.00 on all 
N.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIP- 
TIONS: 
No charge provided news 
submlffed within one month. 
$3.00 production charge for 
wedding and-or engagement 
pictures. News of weddings 
(write.ups) received on( 
month or more after event 
$10.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Subject to 
condensotlon. Payable in 
advance. 
CLASSIFIED AN- 
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5.50 
Engagements 5.50 
Marriages 5.50 
Deaths 5.50 
Funerals 5.50 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
PHONE 635.6357 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4997 Lazelle Avenue. 
HEALTH CARE FOR 
SENIORS A St. John Am- 
bulance Course You are 
never too old to learnl For 
more information, please 
phone Mrs. Carol Harrison, 
635-5842. 
~ke~na District Girl Guides 
would like to announce the 
opening of a Land Ranger 
Company in the Thornhill 
area. Girls between the ages 
of 14 and 18 who are in- 
terested please call 635.3061 
or 630.1269 (cff) 
You are Invited to par- 
ticipate In these Lenten 
noonday addresses to be 
held at St. Matthew's 
Anglican Church, 4726 
Lazelle Ave., Terrace. 
Time: 12:15 p.m. 
Bring your own sand- 
wlches...coffee and tea 
will be served. 
Wednesday March 8th: 
Rev. Stephen Inoue, 
Holda Griff in "Value 
Formation" 
Wednesday March 15th: 
HIIde Talstra, Bill 
Godden "Values and the 
Schools" 
Wednesday March 22nd: 
Rev. Lance Stephens "A  
Christian Perspective" A 
Summation. 
Come and bring your 
friends bring a co. 
worker, participate In 
These discussions on 
family life. 
$2.O0 per person 
Call 638.1174 or 638-1177 for 
further Information. 
FLEA MARKET 
Saturday April Sth - -  10'  PATS KNITS 
a.m..3 p.m. 5keena Secon. ; 
dary School gym . Knitting Machine Sales 
Garage Sale, Crafts, Bake 
Sale, Bazaar, White 
Elephant Individuals and 
Groups Welcomel 
Entry forms available at 
CFTK or Sight and Sound. 
For fu r ther  Information 
phone 635-9277 or 635-7959. 
Sponsored by the Kinette 
Club of Terrace 
Terrace Girls Minor Softball 
will be holding their first 
general meeting on March 
9th. at the Senior Citizens 
Room in the Terrace Arena - 
This Is a very Important 
meeting • new executive 
needed. Meeting t ime 8 
o'clock. 
You are Invited to offend an 
address by Betty Greene,. 
Past President of the Pro. 
Life Socletyof B.C., on the 
topic "Resped for Life." 
Mrs. Greene will be speaking 
In Prince Rupert, Kltimat, 
Smlthers, and Terrace. All 
Interested people are 
welcome to attend her talk 
Lessons- Patterns - Ac- 
cessories 
Coned Yarn 39c oz. 6.'iR.1409 
(cff4mo-18n) 
THE HOBBY HUT 
Ceramic supplies ..... & 
Greenware, a i r  brushing 
available, custom firing. 
3936 McNeil St. 
635-9393 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Electrical and Refrigeration 
contract. 
House wiring. 
635-5876 
(eft) 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd jobs for the jobless. 
Phone 635-4535. 3238 Kalum 
(cff) 
LOST: On bus from Prince 
Rupert Airport Feb. 20, 
on Tuesday March 7 at 8 white plastic bag containing 
o'clock in Verlfas School a pair of shoes, some clothes 
Hall, 4836 Straume. and green baby knlfflng. 
Reward 624-6898 Mrs. B. 
The Terrace Art Association Wernook, 1013 7th Ave., E., 
Is sponsoring a life-drawing Prince Rupert (p2-5) 
Workshop by Rlcherd Yates 
of Port Simpson, on March 
31, April 1 and 2 In the 
Terrace Library Arts Room. 
To register before March 24, 
write 4711 Tuck Ave•, or 
phone 635.2964. Limit of 15 HOMEMAKERS 
persons. * .~," .... : WANTED 
" "-Full or part-time 
B.C.O.A.P.O. - Annual Fall APPLY 
Bazaar. November 10th  Terrace Community 
1970. Arena Banquet Room Services 
4603 D Park Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 635-5135 
(c20-13f) 
A FREE Master Class in 
ballet will be held In 
Terrace by guest dancer 
Maria Louis on March 11, 
1978 for children between 
the ages of 9 and 13 who 
have af least one year of 
knowledge in classical 
ballet. Children must 
wear the regular ballet 
dance wear. The class Is 
limited and deadline for 
registration will be 
February 28, 1978. All 
interested individuals are 
asked to write *to: 
Ter race  Dance  
Association, P.O. Box 
256, Terrace, B.C. VaG 
4A9, complete with 
Name, Address, Phone 
Number, Age and 
Training in Ballet. 
PARENTS IN CRISIS 
Are you making your own 
life and your children's 
miserable? Do you con- 
stantly yell at your children, 
or hit them,or find It hard to 
control your angry feelings 
toward them? 
P.I.C.'s goal is to help you 
become the loving con- 
structive parent you ~'eally 
want to be. 
All Inquires absolutely 
confidential. 
Phone Mary or John 635.4419 
Jane 638.8302. 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would eppreclate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
items, toys etc: for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup, service phone 
635.5320 or 635-5233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift shop 
on Lazelle Ayenue on 
Saturdays between 11:00 
a.m. and 3:00 p.m. Thank 
you. (nc) 
. Baby Clinic every Tuesda~ 
starting at 1:30 p.m. 
• Thornhlll Baby Clinic evel'y 
2nd and .4th Friday at the 
Community Centrefrom h3C 
• 4:00 p.m. 
• Adult Clinics -/~on. Wed. & 
Frl., from 3:00. to 4:00 p.m. 
• .V.D. Clinic • 3:00 p.m. every 
Man. & Thurs. 
FOR SALE: Suzuki 1977, GT 
500, Black with 880 miles for 
more Information phone 635. 
2614 or 635-4666. 51500. (p5-6) 
LOOKING FOR FUR- 
NITURE? 
For excellertt prices on 
furniture see the bargain 
floor at FRED'S FUR- 
NITURE LTD. 
4434 Lakelse Ave. 
Terrace 635.3630 
SECOND FLOOR (CTF) 
FOR SALE: Combination 
record player, B&W T.V. and 
radio working order $50.00, 
o/~ size hldeabed, good 
condition $125. 638-8421 after 
5 (p5.8) 
Must sell, near new 
Remington Semi-Autematic 
30.06 rifle with 4x4 Bushnell 
Scope. Cost $600 new, sell for 
$350 phone 638-1681, 635.9606 
(I)3.6) 
MUST SELL: 1970 Rupp 
640cc Ski.doo, sailboat with 
trailer, good shape, tent 
sleeps~Jamlly Of four. 
Rototiller, aq.uarlum and 
equipment, phone 635.693S 
after 6 p;m. (p5.8) 
,FOR SALE: 1 • 9x12 Shag 
rug $50, 2 complete 
aquariums $150, 1 Skll Saw 
and 1 Router $100. Assorted 
books .25c each. phone 635. 
3904 (p5-9) 
WANTED: Good home for 
year told female Siamese. 
~on~. :  , L 635.5416 (p5-9) 
Re~stered  L lnebred 
SelU-kj~,. Excellent pedigree. 
Show and pet. Whelped. 
Janury 14, 1978. phone 635. 
7006, (p5.9) 
INCH ES AWAY CLUB 
Terrace Minor Baseball will Meet every Tuesday night at 
be holding their general 8in the Skeena Health Unit. 
meeting, Tuesday, March For more information phone 
7th at 8 p.m. at the arena. 635-2047 or 635.3023. 
WANTED: 500 gal. fuel 
tank 635.3948 (p3-6) 
, 
HOUSE FOR SALE: 3 
WANTED: 1 - ~K Singer bedroom w.w carpet, 
sewing machine. Good fireplace, attached garage, 
'condition. phone 635-6357 ask on a large fenced lot. Phone 
for Elreen or phone 635-4378 635.5172. 
after 7. (stf) (P10-7) 
3 bedroom basement suite. 
Wall to wall carpet. Fridge 
and stove. Available any 
time. Natural gas heat 
phone 635.2360 (pl-5) 
HILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Little Avenue 
leaping rooms, 
hOusekeeping units, con. 
trolly located. Fully 
furnished. Reasonable 
rates by day or week. Non. 
drinkers only. Phone 635- 
~611• (ctf) 
KEYSTONE COURT 
APARTMENTS 
Office No. 2- 4603 Scoff. 
One, two an,~ thre( 
bedroom apartments. 
Laundry & storage area., 
Near schooll and down. 
town. Clean, quiet, 
spacious, security Iockur 
and patrol• 
Full t ime manager in 
residence. 
(cff) 135-5224 
CEDAR PLACE 
APARTMENTS 
4931 Walsh Avenue 
Suite 113 
Terrace, B.C. 
635.7056 
New 1, 2 and 3 bedroom 
suites for rent. Fridge, 
stove, drapes, carpet, re( 
area, sauna and pool table, 
with security Interphon~ 
and elevator.. Absolutely 
no pets'. (¢tf) 
Olinton Manor 
Furnished or unfurnished 
studio or 1 bedroom 
apartments. Sau::Curlt~ 
enter'phone . . . .  
635-9422 ' 
638.1032, 
KALUM GARDENS 
3 bedroom apartment for 
rent, some with basement 
and carport, private en- 
trance and psfio. To view 
see full time caretaker at 
Apt. No.8 on Scoff Ave. east 
of Kalum oi" phone 635-4841. 
(ctf) 
Basement suite for rent: 2 
bedroom, wall to wall' car. 
pet, frldge and stove, phone 
638.8422 (p2-S&7) 
2 bedroom basement suite 
for rent. Frldge and stove 
Included. Wall to Wall 
carpet. Rellable ~ couple. 
Avallable Immediately. No 
pets $18S rent 638.1786 (c36) 
MUST SELL AND WILLING 
TO SACRIFICE 
A well maintained con. 
dominlum. 3 bedrooms, 
kitchen, Ilving.dlnlng room 
all completely carpeted. 2 
bathrooms. Garden space. 
Conveniently close to schools 
and shopping. Asking only 
$1,000.00 down and take over 
payments. For more In. 
to, please phone 635.5269 
after 6 p.m. 
(C20-M16) 
3 bedroom cozy home for 
sale. 1945 Bobslen Crescent. 
Phone 635-3802. Reasonable 
priced. (c6.7) 
FORSALE: 1977 Chev Van 
=/4 ton tilt steering • radio, 
16,000 miles with studded 
radial t ires' and radial 
summer tires $5,800 firm. 
phone 638.0371 (p5.6) 
FOR SALE: 4 :bedroom FOR SALE: 1970 G.M.C. 
home with finished H.D. ~/= ton P.U. Wired and 
basement fireplace, large equipped for Camper 350 c-I 
lot, close to schools. Phone headers, cam, High.riSe 
635.2601. chrome rims, P.S., bucket 
(C20.M16) seats, automat Ic console 
shift, posi-trac $2600 firm 
FOR SALE: 4 bedroom Phohe 635.3789 after 6 p.m. 
homel Quiet street on bench. (103-5) 
2 fireplaces, carport. Large 
fenced backyard. Phone 635- 
9340 after 5 p.m. (c6-8) 
Young working Couple wish 
to rent an unfurnished house. 
Between $200 and $300 per 
month, phone 635-9722. (c3-6) 
IWAN--O TO I 
IFalrly new 2 or 3 bedroom| 
|house In town. With In-J 
Jtenslon to buy. Please| 
|phone 638-1613 days or 635.J 
15937 nights. (cff) ,J 
RETIRING? 
Adult-oriented, factory. 
bu i l t  hous ing  
deve lopments  on 
Vancouver I s land-  
.Lower Mainland and 
Okanagan Valley. Into. 
Box 4002, Stn. A, Vic- 
toria, B.C.; or Box 082, 
Summerland, B.C• 
CTF.M31 
mile north of town. Spring 
creek on property. Power 
available. Road starter. 
Phone (after 6) 635.4094 (cff 
t&f) 
Stuff Envelopes 525.00 per 
100 (possible). Information 
send Self Addressed 
Stamped Envelope to J&G 
General Agencies Ltd., Box 
590, Peechland,. B.C. V0H 
1X0. " (p20.1) 
INSULATION FRANCHISE 
AND EQUIPMENT 
AREA: Prince Rupert; 
Terrace, Kitlmat Northcoast 
EQUIPMENT: Complete 
units for.blown loose-fill and 
foamed.In.place. Insulation. 
All tools and new truck. 
Owner :will train. Low 
overhead arid an Ideal slde 
line or.fulltlme business for 
under $16,000. Phone 624"'L 
4101 p.m. or write L. Knutson 
575.5th Ave., E. Prince 
Rupert. (p10-12) 
Owner transferred. Must 
Sell. 
Exceptional fancily home, 
close to schools and shop. 
ping. Sunken living Room, 
with fireplace, sliding glass 
doors to covered patio; 
formal dining room with 
fireplace are  two of. the 
features of this outstanding 
home. Large kitchen with 
built.In china cabinet In 
eating area, mud room, 4 
bedrooms, 2 baths, rec- 
room, workroom, and ample 
storage areas. Complete this 
home. Large lot has f ru i t  
trees, garden area and 
greenhouse. 404,0 Welsh. Low 
60's. Interested part!es only 
please call 635-3175 after 5 
p.m. 
(CTF) I 
MUST SELL :  1157 sq. f t .  
home with 3 bedrooms, full 
basement, fireplace, double 
carport and wall to wall, 
carpets. Phone 635.4477. 
(p20.m11) 
CEDAR Fence pests, $2.50 
each delivered. All proceeds 
to .Terr.ace Minor Hockey 
Travel Fund. Call MacGIIIIs 
aodGIbbs635.2277 and place 
your order. 
1975 Dodge 3/4 ton' plcku'p, 
P.S., P.B., 11,000 miles. To 
view phone Ken at 635.2333 
(c5-9) .~ 
1969 V.W. Beetle, 61,000 
miles, best offer. Wish to sell 
by March 8th 635;5630,~ 2820 
Sparks. Phone between 6 & 7 
p.m. (p2-5) 
FOR SALE: 1974 Dodge 
Challenger, 30,000 miles 
$3400. Phone 635.5640 (p5-9) 
FOR sALE: 24x40 double 
wide trailer - smoke and 
some fire damage o to be 
moved as soon as possible. 
Going cheap. Ideal forshop. 
Phone 635-3632 after 6 
(c6.7) 
FOR SALE: 1974, 12x68 
Glendale, 3 bedroom, 6 
major appliances, semi. 
furnished, set up and skirted 
on lot In Terrace Trailer 
Park. Open to offers, phone 
638-1554 (p5-8) 
FOR SALE BY BID: Goods 
and chattel of Copper 
Mountain Automotive Ltd. 
Situated at 200 Skinner Ave., 
Terrace. For appointment to 
view contact Mrs. Lewis at 
635-6326 or 632.3141. 
Bids to be submitted in 
Writing to  Security. Bal!lif 
L.kl.,' Box 222, Kltlmat~ (c$-8) 
FOR SALE:  1975 Ford 
Mustang, 6 cylinder, MORTGAGE LOANS: 
Automatic. Only 17,800 MORTGAGE MONEY. Any 
miles. Asking $2800 Phone amount (25 years am0r- 
635.7743. Can be seen at 3979 tlzatlon). 1st mortgage from 
McNeal St. (p10.4) 10 percent, 2nd mortgage 
from 12V= percent. 
FOR SALE: 1974 Blazer Residential, Commercial, 
28,000 miles 350, 4 speed 4x4 Buildings. J.D. Phllllp's 
good condition $4,500 635.4835 Capital Corp0ratlon, 10678 
nights 635.5950 days (p5.9) King George Highway, 
Surrey, B.C. V3T2X6. Phone 
588.0411 or evenings 50~.1503. 
(cff- T) 
FOR SALE: 12x46 two 
bedroom mobile home. 
Located on fully serviced lot 
in Thornhlll• Asking $13500. 
Financing available. 
Contact Gerry Warren at 
R0y, aL Banl~..,~err..aFe~/s~,~. 
12x60 3 bedrooms. 8x25 Joey 
Shack. Furnished or un- 
furnl~shed. Asking $9,000 
phone 635.3542 after 5 week- 
days. (c6-10) 
FOR SALE- 1974 Boni'~i'sta, 
12x68' 3 bedroOms with 
laundry room. Will sell 
furnished or unfurnished. 
Excellent condition phone 
638-8202 after 5 p.m. (p5-9) 
TRAILER FOR SALE: 1960 
Travelalre 14' sleeps five. 
Asking $1,450 phone 847-3702 
Smlthers (p10-14) 
II 
GENERAL 
~,~-. r CARPENTRY ,~ 
OR SMALL 
m'~DL'CIOSS,'~OINO~ 
RENOVATIONS :' 
CEMENT WORK, : 
PAIN TING 
- Phone after 6: 
635.4094 
Don't Buy New 
Buy Used 
We have a good stock of car 
and truck parts. Free 
teleatype, parts, location 
service, covering all of B.C. 
S.K.B. Auto Salvage Ltd v 
635.2333 day or night Ken 
(c10-14) 
t 
Do It Now 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
25" x 36" 
%, 
1= .h.o, onll- :3.75 
THE DAILY HEBALD 
3212 Kalum St. Terrace 
"~0 ~vhom It may concern:. I 
will not be held rssponslhle 
fo r  any bills or debts In. 
:curred by anyone but 
" myself, as of thla date 
February 23, 1978. Daniel 
Robert Dorllng, Box 777, 
• Terrace, B.C. VSG4R1 (p3.~) 
Noflce of Application 
for Change of Name 
NOTICE Is hereby given 
that an eppllcatlo~ will he 
a madetothe DIrectorof Vital 
',-StatlItlCs for a change of 
"hams, pursuant to the 
provlslena of the "Change of 
Name Act," by me:- 
aTolyn Dorcas Burton o) 
i~13 Leon Ave., In Terreco, 
~ih:~'the Province of British 
i~-~Columbla, s follows:. 
My minor unmarried 
:'child's (children's) name (a) 
': from Jason Lee Donald to 
Jason Lee Burton. 
-' Dated this 6th day of 
,.March, A.O. 1978. 
' ~cl.5) 
~ATT 'S  Arablan wishes to 
I_ImoU'nce that "TAN TIN" 
EIIre."of .halter and per. 
formenca winners will stand 
at stud for the 197S Bre~dlng 
I son .  Phase 535-6403 and 
nqulra ' about our 
mldlng fees.,, 
I(C20-M17) 
71, INDUSTRIAL 
EQUIPMENT 
~~1 ATCO STRUCTURES I 
hos a wide selection of good I 
used equipment for sale in I 
nca George.". Twenty I 
n oo~..pllx~, kitchens I
FOR +SALE: ~ 1975 Dodge 
Power Wagonk well equip. 
ped, excalle,t c0ndltion. Fry 
Mastar 2550 BTO. Propane 
Deep.frier countsr.stYle, two 
baIkets. Write E. Wanst Ih 
BOx 621, Nakuep,: B.C. Phone 
26~.3298. 
REAL ESTATE: General 
St~'e, Hardware, Dry goods, 
F rnh  Mesh Grocarles, 
Self-supporting business, 
~P00 Iq. ft. selling area. 1900: 
sq. ft. 4 bedroom living area. 
Located Sunny Okanagan. 
209,000 plus stock. ~ Hedley 
Mercantile. Phone 292.8313, 
Box .130 Hedley, B.C. V0X 
11(0. 
HELP WANTED: Ex- 
parlemcad Offset and Let. 
terpress operator re'qulrod. 
Minimum 3 years ex. 
parlance. Reply In writing 
stating qualifications and 
expected salary to Crestun 
Valley Advance, Box 1279, 
Crsston, B.C. V0B IG0. 
Mark envelope: Era. 
ployment application. 
HELP WANTED: Com. 
munlty ReP0tter wanted 
Immediately-for weekly 
newspaper; 5pert editor will 
be required "by June 1. 
Photography and 'dark room 
experlenco an asset. Salary 
negotiable. Apply In writing 
with resume and samples of 
THE HERALD, Tuesday, March 7, 1978, PAGE I$ 
the AMAZING SP IDER-MAN.  By Stan Lee ana JO,m nu,, , .o 
gAY, KIOPlES,VOU'V~I r NOW SPLIr. I ~ '~Lgp~ 
O Y~L/R  FUN- -  ~1 I /THE 3"O6 'S  SEEN ~ - _,,,/7,,4 
Indi : " Your  v idua l  , 
Horoscope I 
:P.",,sO.k= ' 
,OR ' ii 
What kind of day will Accept all cl~llenges with your ' ~1 
,morrow be? To f~d out what mnatew~om.daHabIIIty. ~ 3  I ~ ' I ~ + L ~ / . ~ I  
the stars say, read the forecnst SCORPIO ~. .q~ 
glven for your blrth Sign. (Oet. 24toNov. 22} P"n~ I ~ I  ~ I ~  r " ~ v ~  
Extremes (a tendency now) 
ARIES 
mar. 21 to Apr. 2O) 
You can make ,headway in 
most matters, but some con. 
cessions may be advisable. 13o 
not take on new ventures 
without horough investigation. 
This Is no day for actlng blindly. 
TAURUS U~ 
(Apr. to M.  m 
Try to talk with individuals 
Impurtant to your alms. A blt of 
dlplomatlc maneuverlng could 
have fine results. Rut avold 
inulgue. 
GEMINI 
(May 22 to June 21) muI~ 
could Mow you down, make 
action less effidenL Set a tamps 
commensurate with day's 
actual needs and don't go off on 
tangents, ' 
SAGITrARIUS J~ ' i~'  
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 
Where you are not certain of 
your course, take time to gather 
more facts. Be sure you are not 
following "bl/ndleeds ' '  or fl/- 
informed persons. 
CAPRICORN ~ 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 
Personal relationships 
somewhat restrictive. Keep 
your own co l  in private 
matters and, above all, avold 
CATF ISH by Ro er Bollen & Gary Peterman 
I A R ~ D A N '  
~:3  BAC~ NE ,, ~- . . .  All 
writing to: The Editor, PnsteffortoshoMdbeboaring 
Williams Lake Tribune, 188 fruit now. Study esn(DU0m and 
North 1st Ave., Williams trends wMch, though odd, may 
Laka V2G IYII. hold new advantages. 
CANCER 
BUS I N E SS OP-  (Jane 22 to July 23) O ~  
PORTUNITIES: "A new Adayforactinnl Getr~htto 
way to make money". B.C. 
Decor.Deck Ltd., "Vinyl" 
for sundecks, now have 
franchises open In your area, 
-whlle they last. Phone 112- 
59~-1238. (3-7) 
FOR RENT: Palm Springs, 
Now renting . Deluxe con- 
cinmlnlum on Municipal golf 
course. 2 bedroom, 2 beth 
with free faclltlles. Pool, 
tonnls, iacuzzl. Air con. 
dltloned, sauna, barbecue. 
All utilities supplied. Phone 
(6041 ml-34e6. 
PHOTOGRAPHY: Ten 
~." pictures from your 
tavourlte negative for only 
$I.00. Send uI cotor negative 
(any alze) plua'$1.00 and we 
will z~nd you 10 bea,tiful 
Iumba size color pictdres 
within one .week. 
Satisfaction guaranteed or 
the heart of matters requiring 
Immedlate attention and shun 
persons and actlvitles which 
could distract you from top 
priorities. 
LEO 
(July 24 tO Aug. 23) ~ 
Some tricky sltuatiom to 
handle. Don't leave anytldng to 
chance. Keep alert --  all dayi 
Look for some unexpectedly 
pleas~t news in the p.m. 
(Aug. 24 tO SepL 23) . 
. Avoid. a. pre~ent tendency 
toward lethargy. Gear efforts to 
achieve objectives more 
quickly. Improvise -oc- 
caslonnlly. This day can be a 
helpful challenge.' 
UnaA 
(sept. 24 to oct. 23) .n.~'~ 
Much competition abouL This 
is the thne to do your best. 
those who would take ad- 
vantage of your generosity in 
one way or another. 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
Originality will not.  be 
necessary to insure progress, so 
don't waste time trying to be 
"different." You will do best by 
following past, well-tested. 
procedures. 
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
Make your schedule a flexible 
one. There are p0sMhllitles at 
changes and ,variations in 
certain situations --  all 
'promising to be benefldal... 
YOU I~ORN ITODAY area  
competent," enthusiast ic ;  
likeable' and gregarious, in. 
dividual; always trive for, and 
usually attain, lofty goals. You 
have a great desire ,'for 
knowledge and absorb At 
readily. You could excel .an a 
scientist, technician, inventor, 
jurist ~or critic in either the 
iiter~'~ or dramatic fields. 
Blrthdate of: Oliver Wendell 
Holmes, jurist; .Claire Trevor, 
access; ~ Jeffe, actor. . 
I ',. • " ...-" ' 
• . - - .  - - 
~ 
| ..,. <"~ • 
.~;-~ "+  - .: 
THE WIZARD OF ID by Brant parker and ' Johnny hart 
:....-~H~ .b~.~_-~/~y I.A~, H ~u~A , cI~UI~ ~, cleU~H -I"HI~ t~ ~d:~PF--~ A4~" ~'/-,,~N~ ... ~I~UN~ H CFzO~ ~ ,
~ ~ ~"rII~L.-~A4A~IA~,~, "1"0... 
:T  :~::~:~::N~:~,: :  
:~: .~": ~:, ?~::?~:":'::::' i'. :::~i:"!::i:.".::~ ~~.~.:::.!"~!i~:~!::~;:: 
" ';.:i. ~;~ ::.~:' 7:: - " 
money- refunded.. _ Pron~ ~ , . . . .  i~ .i, i 
DOONESBuR¥ " by Garry Trudeau ' 
BUSINE,  PERSONALS:  ACR,  .Gcol 22P' ur 
OIvorcel Sl00 plus filing 1Plan  Annlstlce solorg pb 70 • : PP.OPOSA~5 AUZ/N6 ~ TEAM! 
, , supervised dlvol'ce over the boxes ,State satirist . Guiana I1 " ~ ,w. ~ mo~u.~dl~, ~r,~u~r~z:  ~v~,~. , .m= ~N'~UU/U~-I/~U/~.D~. "';~'~vzv=r . AT"~1CTED"'o, . . . .  ,r~ .
HELP WANTED: phons - fastl 'Call  Self- )2Medical. 57On--~th: G ISt .  27Backof 
capable of above average 112.~00.663.3007. Chargex group equa]to '6/~ve theneck 
earnings. ,us, be reliable andMasterchargeaccepted..Layerot About-': =H+.w ": a l l  
. . . t o  a r t - - . . . _  _ _ . _ _  
, oo , ,+ , .  ,n,, ,o,.  ' - , , + _ _  ! 
Ext(rlars Ltd., 594 Chilcotln BUSINESS •PERSONALS:" bS~cothe ~0Declareuntrue 9Need]e:.comb. for  30Foed'thickener '" ~/  
Stl'eet, Kamloope, B.C, V2H Incorparatel $75.00 plus ~1 ~ (law) . 10.Sln~er 31 New Haven 
IGS. Phone374.5373. (6) tiling fees. Obtain your i Ln t ranc  o DOII~1 Torme:  'co l lage I ~ ~ 1  ~ L ~ ] I  ~ E__ _ ~.  
lawyer supervised In- ' 
MACHINERY: Twologglng cor'poratlon over the phone , ~co IGullets l l  sooner than 35Chenco 
17 '°k : I Wucks~'fully rigged, with fastl Call • Self.Counsel 20Cloth servant 19Floorpad 38 Kept apart 
shldy lob. Phone 692.3067 Services toll-free. 112.800. measure AVB~ soluUon lime: 23 ml~. 40 Vehicle . . "B ,C , "  : " . "  " i ' ~ ': i. ' I "  " ' .  ' : ' ' I L :  .~. ' "  " . ' .  i . .  . . . " by  Jo lmmy 
on'wseicands or wrlt~-Box 663.3007, Chargex and IlIlOneem0re ' 
~erbet respect I, Burns Lake, B .C .  Mantercherge accepted. 42 Title of 
};;.~" ' " . : . flavor . 4,Boverage ~ ~.  ::AN~ ~' :. ~ I ( ....C~ ~H~ HAW A 
 !Mars h W o r l d  . l I~r~l  ~ badly .Openlng..'TAd" ,UKTTHIN ~, "H!  '~  l • = JS~ '  "~ " 
• i . EYE , . '  ;S,'I'MING . . . .  - -~ .~ .,,t TI.BieFals bedrid ,war, ,es,,y'a ,e .  ."~e''" Gresk le , r ,  o r . .  C : ~  ~ ~  i,,. I :~  ~ ' /~~- -~ ' - J '~  , - -  , , ~ i  L ~ ~  
reMdenes . Ro[vaag : 
41Lets fall . ~= 53 ~ q ~ .  
" " ~ '~ ,. ,o ,. " - 
. Well, the neighbor's Httle boy accidentally broke the 
~ .' vase. It can be replaced, but It Is rather expensive, so I told 
?' : " : thls neighbor that I thought she should pay half and I 
i ~ would pay half. But she said she was only trying to do me a 
. .". " ~.. . favor and she didn't see why she should pay anything. Who lie| le respensible in this case,. 
I .=. -,,~ _?. CHICAGO. 
I 5t DEAR CHICAGO: You are. 
gl~!de:sl ~l~ :throughlthe water, Swimming upside. 
:,~,..~ .: ~.,~: .... , ,.,..~, ..,, • ~ ~ DEAR ABBY: l am a 9.yuar.old 8/rl who has juvenile 
~, : ;  with:wavelike undulations.of the broad s,  . . ;  g rheumatoid arthritis, To treat my symptoms,l take'.,a 
~.~"~ . . . . .  " heavy daily °dOse of cortisone. Until my Illness I wags ;9~sil,!ci¢~tin0i,:a .:mlnu.te current of, water . .  ' By Abi  a l l  Van  Buren  normMidd in kine and appearance, but the medlclns I take 
~:~i~'ih~"~ ;!i:~y:,-,.Ml~Ute:p(antsand 'enlmaii Ca;ried ' ' . . . . . . .  .t,--.=,c.0r.e,n..N,V,N...S~d,.t.," has mademe ',~confaesd" .d very hanv~ " " 
i. ! ! i i  ~ i !r/~!/!~r~+ :-: !~ ~"  - : .i'b'+l~ '! ..... , '  .':a. hal.eaten..; ". .  :~ .: ':: /" . . . .  ' . I  "3 ~ i :  I I ~ • paramedio DEAR AB,Y: on a eel ..unrest Fo  several baals with yeari  the I've oounty " '  ,r~;ed ambul~co as a me. -  cease " AbbY; What °s me,cause m ny ~°f the , t  of way the my to hids weight, make t school and my classmates lately callit G~ s been understand name  hurti gand 
~,~,  ~ .%.. ~. . - . • . ~ ; ~ II. . service. I enjoy lt~but I~m t ~  of g lv~ It uP.' I 'am thatl  can't help the way I look, and ICe not from eating too 
. ~  d,m,ted (Canada} " ...: " ',... !'4Z ~ , handle accident vl~Jms,\drowldngo, coronaries, b , t  .I~m. much.sweets. 
~.,-...~ .,',"~... ,.:':... , : ~. , . . . . . .  . . . . .  . . . .  . .,' , ' ;e Just not up to facing One more abused dld, Last-night I 
,<~:.;~.~'.~ .,.~. ~ ~... .... .'. ~". ". - ~ '.... ' • heldaboautlfulS.year.oldchildinmyarms~whohadbesn ~" FAITHFULLY WAITING IN MASS, 
/ ~ : ~  '+ ' " ~ e ' ' ; ' ' '  ' : ' ' '  ~ ~ " ' '  ~"  r ' "& + ~ ~ I b' " uaaf~n so oamy she looked as though • she had been In a' 
~ ~U.I ' ' " • " " " " t ': . wreck. With her tiny hand clutched tightly arotmd my DEAR WAITINO: ¥ou nesd not be ashamed to tell your 
. . .-:.:~" ,.: • • ' ' ..,--- , foreflngor, she managed to whisper, "I was bad," before classmates exactly what you have told me. Please do. 
CRV1~OQUIP 2-23 .che ~ed.~ (The p~.ent~ didn t realize they were ~urting W"ann they learn the truth, I bet they,! stop the teasing 
her that much--t~ey were only trying to  teach her a"' ud  mIe.calUn8. Plemm write again ud  give me a 
L H A W L F M W W N F U H G L S S U A K leesonl) " ' ..... :' .... • ' prugresa report. I care. 
• I would love. to. adopt .a child, and even went.t~hrodghaU -- 
BXRN GMAXLRUBBUK me. .red ~pe.smgte people muet go through in applyinB for DEAR ABBY: That woman who wrote In to complain 
a, cnua.ttov.e.chfldr~nand,lknowrdbeagoodmother, but about gabby hairdressers re:re got my coat l'm n 
Yesterday's CryptoqulLl~. MAN SOMETIMES OGLES TRIM tmgayuna l t~e saoptton agoncy foundout, that would bo hairdresser, and I wish that lady co-uld ha:~e s~tood beh"'ind 
GIR I~ING~. . "  ."', i~ ' " the end Of It." , . -" . . ,  ~.~ • ' . , ' . . ; , . , ,  , , .  , . .  • .my chair today. She'd have heard the .details of four! 
@lgTeKIn|FdatUru81nd/cat~,Inc. Abb~/?~ea.ie ~gparents who are mMmin I ,  killing and'  divorces, three hysterectomies two kids spaced out on 
Todl~y'sCryptoqulpcluel°NequulsY [ps~molog!co~. ,:a?u.si~t~,irchll,.dr.en to seek competont dope~ and I don't know how many sad stories about 
.The Cryptoqulp is a simple aubstltution cipher in wMeh each hasp. "t'.ey, are~'mCl~ '~ikvoenu~en. There are a lot of . cheating "husbands..alcoholics and in.lawproblems. " .', 
letter used stands for anotl~r, ~'y0u i U l i t  X eqllnis O t it US who. would give emyffdng .to call ourselves wen, ,  If a hairdresser talks too much, the customer can always 
w~ equal 0 .throughoutthe p i le ,  Single letters, short wor~, • NO NAMEOR TOWN~ PLEASE 
ann wor~ usu~ an apoab'ophe ran give you clues to locating . . . . . . . .  . 
vowels, SoluUon,lsaccomplished' by trial and error. 
say, "No more talking please. I'd like to relax,'.' But If the 
. customer:decides to do a non.st0p' number on her 
DEARNO NAME:Nearly every city ham I.hot.line foe hairdresser, no way can the hairdresser shut her up." " 
• . . •...;..~. p~ta~ who abuN thek chUtes. I bogs yoar letter ler~se ..... 
-EXPORTB FALL " '  ~ce~ber ,  ~e J8~ Ele~- u..a rsmI"ds ! ~ti~uro 18 help fo~,anck ~dlble=, ' GRINNING AND BEARING IT 
'~  Yo~' .k~l...In~jm~ou toe,tha.aumboe. '- '., : , ,. . , 
TOKYO' (Reuter)' - -  :EX- t4'onlo Industries Ammciation Do, you wish you had more. fl'lenda?, l~or the =cereS of. 
portI of ; Japaneie  color".  ka ld .W~Dl~AY,  The fig DEAR ABB1;i lrecently I~trowed k slash I flower Vase popularity, Iet Abbfs sew booldeti "How. 1;0 Be P0 ' lari ;, 
television.sets, fell .20.9. ie~ . w~of f  lS.l per ceilt erom from a friend. When l.wen~ to her house to return It she You're Never Too,Young or Too Old.". Send $1 with ;l~n~, 
, eent~: to ~ 242,0007/sets /in ~88,fi00 soldin January; 1997. wasn't home, but her nezt~loor neighbor vclunt~ere'd to sell.sddreaied, stamped 124 cents) envelope to Abby, J~2 
. :3anuary from 318,000 sets ~n. "" " ' see that she got it, so I left it with her. . Leaky Drive, Beverly Hills, CalIL 90212. 
• - . _ .  . . . . . . .  , . 
I "  
u 
AIRY SHRIMP- The Fairy Shrimps are Inhabitants 
~f most freshwater ponds and small marshes. One 
~f:their characteristics 'is that they usually appear 
• immediately after the ice melts in the Sprlng 'and 
~.~epPear, asi'rap!dly ih. midsummer. The adults 
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Vander Zalm "proud ' Welfare 
saving 82 mil. Investigator  ., , 
Mlnis t~., of Human "We even have clients of the growing number of being referred to Inspectors 
Resources in- coming to us to report heir common-law relation- has bean steadily growing' 
apectors,investigated 3,650 own fraudulentmkqms hiops,"he, said. "On the ons ' since t977. The larsast 
welfare fraud allegations in befom they are uncovered by hand,weo not wish to become number of referrals now 
19'/7 and proceeded with 354 the inspectors." involved in the private lives come from our social work 
charges against violatorn, Vander Zalm spid thut of people, and on the other staff, who I think, had some 
Human Resources Minister fraudcases have involved up hand, wecan't allowa couple reservations about the 
BillVanderZaimannonnced to ~0,000 from. a single to take advantage of the concept in the beginning." 
recipieat with the majority system Jtmt because they "Now they see it asa 
have not taken the legal means of checking on being in the $1,000 range. 
While there is evldeaco in formality of marriage." questionable situations and 
"I think the inspectors allowing them more time to 
today. 
The total value o f  
recoveries ordered or agreed 
to has been placed at 
1;379,699.33. 
In addition, as a result of 
inspector investigations 
another $1.64,679 in monlty 
welfare payments have been 
t~ted ,  for an estimated 
annual savir~ of about 
million. 
"I am particulary proud of 
the professional Job our 
inspectors have done in 
trimming abuses of the 
welfare system," said 
Vander Zalm. 
"They have gained the 
respect of the social work 
some cases, of orgainzed 
baud, the most prevalent have dealt with these cases, apply themselves to social 
problem has been the withagreatdcalofdieretion work andcoanselling." 
common-law relationship andsensitivity." "Asewme programs has 
where one Spouse is earning Vundsr Zalm noted that of gained credibility so has the 
an income, the 3,650 cases initiated in Ministry. I think the people 
"We are faced with an 1977, 1,433 are stiU under of B.C. can be much more 
incredibly complicated and investigation., confident about social 
delicate problem as a result "The number of cases programs," he said. 
Plans toscrap 50-50 
Welfare cost  sharing 
~WA (CP)  - -  Federal provincial meeting which would be recidv] i a 
e Minister Moniqne ends Tuesday, Ottawa will per capita.cant ,I 
today met provincial introduce ..a bill .hn- socia, l serwces ,1 
e ministers in an plemmtinsme n wfinsnma! eral, governmen~ 
t to sell them an a new arrangement effective April "m ~r 1 
I of rmancin~ social L Vederal.0mci.ai, ~ . t~ma~ lV l ] l ] l~,(][ ,  ) I 
e. . the arrunsement woma cost - I . , ,  - -~'"  , ,  
va proposes to scrap Ottawa t575 million in the I ~ 7t1" • i ,  
urrent 50-50 cost- tint ycar ofoporation. %.4M.a~t I, • J q 
sharing arrangemmt and The. federal government OTTAWA (C]P) - -  Con- 
replace it with lump sum now is contributing $500 veted murderer Keith Latta 
peymmts from the federal millio~ under, weuare ser- of Edmonton Cannot daim 
government o the prey- vices provimons o f  the insurance money on his 
inces. Canada Assistance Plan and victim, the Supreme Court of 
Under the new block- the Vocational Rehabilita- Canada said Monday. 
fundin8 proposal, federal tion of Disabled Persons Act Latta, a former Queen's 
contributions to the to the provinces. 1"nat is in University professor, was 
provinces would be based en addlflo~ to the almost $1 convicted in 1971 of the 
a formula that takes Into ac- billion Ottawa contributes slaying of his former 
count provincial populations for basic wanare. I x~ inm associate Robert 
and economic growth. GIVE MORE CONTROL Neville. His conviotin was 
The block-funding Federal o~elais ~y .the upheld by the Alberta appeal 
proposal would apply to new proposal would 8lye ~ courtand the Supreme Court 
'services uch as day care, previuces more autonomy m of Canada. . 
transportation for the setting their, social .m~.~ Lotta thenlaunched a civil 
disabled, famfly.plmming or priorities arm would 8ive me action asaldng ~/5,000 under 
any new social services federal gov~.nment more a double indemnity poUcy 
launched by the provinces, control over now much it Neville had with London Life 
The 50-S0 coat-sharing spends on social services, lnsuruneeCo. 
would continue to apply to Some provinces now He was unsuccessful both 
basic income mainteeauce receive much more than at trial~ and, in appeal in 
programs uch as walfare so - others because the federal Alberta and sought Supreme 
staff, most of our clients and 
especially the public. I think 
by.and-large people look on OTTA  P) -  eiv ngan equal 
the welfare system much Welfare  contribution for 
more postively than they Begin  • - ira- lS vi os fortbe fed- 
ever have, he said. . welfare ~ t i~the   financial ! a ent. 
Vandor zalm noted that he atternpt t sellthem answ rr t ff tiveApril ~ u r d e r e "  
number of charges laid are method fin i g i l 1. F raloffid s utimate " J.VJL . JL- 
oniy par t  of the weck car r ied  services. . thearm"~ementw°uldcost ( . ~ ' t  e l  
out by the inspectors. Ottaw  oses  rap a 5 illi i  
"For the most part, we the c    firs  e   e i , a ] [m 
only proceed with charges 
for.flagrant violations of the 
system," he explained. 
"Every case is thoroughly 
reviewed by our social work 
supervisory staff before we 
take any legal action to 
assure all the cireumstancos 
and harships faced by a 
climt are considered. 
"In many cases , we 
simply arranga for 
repayment of funds or ter- 
minate coninuin~ benefits 
rather than take people to 
court. We are not out to 
create addidtiosal problems 
for people who have already 
suffered hardship, but, on 
the other hand, we are not 
imttin~ up with any nonsense 
from ,tho~ who willfully 
cheat they system. 
" I  • cannot stress too Ottawa eo-M continue .to. government matches the Court permission to argae 
strongly thdeterrent factors provide more funds to proviuccadollurfordollaren his case there. 
that our investigators have provinces with higher uucm- their social service Judge Rounld Martlund, 
imposed on the system,"he ployment rates and ~reater programs, heading a three-member 
continued. "People who welfare costs, The federal government Supreme Court panel, said 
might have previously If the provinces asree to would desisn its block- all du'ea "are of the opinion 
sought o abuse the system theblnck-fuadin~preposalat funding, formula so  that that hla appeal should not be 
areixlNG AWAY." the two-day closed federal- within l0 yearn, allprovinces beaN." . .  
........:.,~.....:. :. :. :.;.;. ;.; ~ . . . . . : .  :. :: :~;.; ~.;.;... , .. :. :.:.:..~ :;-.......... ~ ~...........; ~...;:;:; :~ . -~. . . . ; : ; :  ;:: ~ ;  ~ .~: ~: + ~: . .  :::t ::: 
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Head and 'I " loxall Shampoo 
. . , 
| • • Shoulder shampoo: and'Oondmtnonor 
• 0 I ' " ' 
Jars Small 99 : 
Large 81.49 . I 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i . . . . . . .  - - ,7 - - - - - - , - - , - - - -  " 
Roxall Baby Shampool Soopo I 
1 A4" t  I 1 Iilro 
"11"  - - - "  ~ .m.~ I 
. ! coupon 
' - - - - - -  . . . . . . . . .  - . . . . .  . " - - - '~- - - - "1  
, I 
Sooret Doordorant i Oolpto 1Hml  toothpaste 
h,.o, o, - I  J *  I - I  j 
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Tuesday, Naroh "/  5 p.m, to midnight 
: KIHG " " :  CFTK. " BCTV ah  KCTS 
I (NBC) (CBr,) (CTV) "1  (ees) 
I~  :00 | Newlywed . | Flinstones | Star n Mister 
:15 n Game ' | Fl!nstones | Trek n Rogers 
_ • :3o I News j N~..~ry Tyler | Gong " Electric 
v :451 .ews I S, ow I Cam,n, 
• /~  :0o I News I HouPglass I News Zoom 
l i ra  :is I :  News I Hourglass I Hour I Zoom 
i a  :3o n News'  ~ I H~rglass ' I News i Over 
v :45 I News I "°~rg'as, I Hour L ~a,y 
:00 | Seattle I.M,u~pets | Stars on Ice | MacNell 
:15 I Tonight ' I ~ets  I Stars on Ice I Lehrer 
:30 | Neme That Tune J -L~e,  ~rne  & I Search  and  | Nine's 
' - -  :45 I Cont I shirley I Rescue I Journa, 
• 00 I Americans I Happy Days | Chuck Barr ls  | Bar Mitzvah Boy 
V :15 | Americans | Happy Days | Show | Cent 
I ~r~ :30 Americans | ReneSimard I Chuck Barr is  I Cont ' 
V :45 Americans IShow I Show I co., 
:00 ' ~he Big Event . | Three's I Funny Farm I Fever 
U :15 "'Sybll" | Company | Funny Farm | Fever 
_ '1 :30  Part One" | Fifth • | Funny Farm |Monty  Python 
V :45 Cant ~. I Estate " I Funny Farm I Cent 
41 A :~  C~t  ,. : , '  . F i f th .  . Soap The 
• I I  m': l  5 cent .'/ . . . .  :.~'~ E~state -'..i.' , Soap" Prisoner 
/ I i :~  iC0nt . .-~ .~".'.* Bathey]..,..~ '. Cent The 
,,Is, V :45 • Cent .i . . . .  ; - i ' . : . .Mi l ler  .:~/'i.- ' Cent Prisoner 
q 4 "00 News.~"  ~ ' ~ ~ L ' "  ; ~e  • : :. 1" " "i'~ ' c~ News Dick 
i i 115. News'; . . . . .  i" • .. " Nall~onalll ~.:. News Cavett 
• i :30 Tonlg~t :,',?,- "'" ~Nlght : - : ;~  Hour Book 
• m, :45  ::Sho~v" :':-" .~  Flnb]" ' Final ' Beat 
u 
i 11~,  ~ '. - Show ..,..' -'." ' :  . . . . .  Live .... ", "Carry on Round ';, 
• '.Tonight. :, " -~0 Minutes ; the Bond" 
• ~45 Show ~ L ive .. Cent 
a :® 
:15 
:3o 
I I I :45 
12]i 
:30 
II m :45  
Wheel of 
Foortune 
Knockout 
Knockout 
To Say , 
the Least 
Gong Show 
Gong Show 
Hollywood 
Squares 
Days of 
Our Lives 
Days of. 
Our Lives 
TheDoctors 
The Doctors 
Another 
World 
Another 
World 
!0  a.m, to 5 psm. 
Western 
Schools 
Mr, Dressup 
Mr, Dressup 
Sesame 
• street 
Sesame 
Street 
McLean 
Bob . 
McLean 
Jeannle. . 
Jeannle' 
Hollywood 
Squares : 
Ryan's 
• Hope 
• Edge'of . 
-. Night " 
Jean 
Cannem 
Definition 
Deflnlflon 
Kareen's 
Toga 
ll's Your 
Mave 
Noon 
News 
Nk)vle Matinee 
"How Awfu l  
About A l lan"  
Cent * 
Cent 
Cent 
Another 
World 
Another 
World 
KIRO • 
, (CBS} 
Electric 
Company 
Bread & 
Butterflies 
Cover to 
Cover 
Over 
Easy 
I~lectrlc 
Company 
Animals & 
Such 
Uvlng Tomorrow 
Cover to 
Cover 
M Is 
for Music 
Stories of 
America 
8 I k .00 Movie Take . , Alan Maklno 
., F :15 "Paris :When i t  Thirty " Ha|e l  Music- 
m | ~30 Sizzles"' . . . . .  ~':~i Celebrity Alan , Adams 
~11 W :45 Cent i Cooks . , Hamel Chronicles 
• • :00 Cent I Magic Lucy Adams - 
AN : 15 - cent ' ' " I Lie Show Chronicles 
I L l ,  :30 Cent I Electric NHL Sesame 
"--1" :4S ,Con? . . . .  ' ' ! _  Company Hockey Street 
•nmmuuiu,,,,,,u|,,ummmi,,lmm,,,,,,uuu,,uxHuuUiuHnuuuuuuxuuUm 
m * . -. • " . , • • 
• . , . ,  , • . , • 
i "NEROULES" MOPED i 
m ' . '  . ' . . . .  " • 
i . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  ; 
,i, i 
'i i 
m • " : . . . , .  , • . • 
~iililnuinilinillnllllilnliltimililliinliUliiililliil~ 
GOaDON 'a dd '  AN DERSON 
f l l | l l f  | . .  ' ~ . ,  ~ ~e~ 
I l l l l r l l  I Store Hours :  Tues .  to  Sat, 9 a ,m.  to  S :30  p ,m.  / ~ ' ~ t -  
1 ' ' - ' ° : ' ' ' '~ ' '  - ~ p F r iday  9 a 'm"  to  9 P'm~ ' ~  
:;i/: ~ 
! i 
